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In Part I theoretical aspects of hydrodynamic forces on immersed 
solids are considered. 
Part II contains a chronological review of research projects, 
laboratory as well as ocean experiments, which have been carried out 
since 1950. 
In Part III the recommended procedures, which emerge from Part. II, 
are applied to calculate wave forces acting on the proposed Green Point 
outfall sewer which is to serve the central city area of Cape Town. 
The results are discussed and compared. 
Part IV outlines the conclusions of this study and offers 
recommendations for future research in this field. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION 
An assessment of anticipated wave forces is required in order to 
produce a rational design for a pipe which is to be laid in tl~e sea. 
The primary object of a rational design is to provide an economic 
solution to a problem. 
Should the pipeline be incapable of withstanding imposed hydrodynamic 
loads it will be displaced and may even be ruptured. Such failures are 
costly, and since pipelines often convey sewo;:-s".e.-,- ~~ oi.l or harmful 
-·-~ 
chemicals the resulting pollution may be anything between inconvenient 
and catastrophic. 
On the other hand, if the pipe is overdesigned and constructed to 
conservative standards, the excess expenditure may be large and quite 
unjustified. 
A popular method of protecting a pipe from wave effects in "shallow" 
water is to bury it. But at what water depth does one cease this 
practice ? Grace (1971) has reported the displacement of pipelines in 
depths of as much as 70 m. Burying the pipe in a sandy sea bed is no 
foolproof protection either - according to Alterman (1962), for instance, 
2,5 m changes in sea bed level have been observed at the site of a 
pipeline in the Mediterranean. 
For almost three decades researchers have studied wave forces on 
rigid bodies, notably cylinders. The problem is by no means solved yet. 
A submarine pipeline is a special type of cylindrical structure, namely 
a cylinder near a solid boundary for which the results of general 
investigations are not necessarily valid. Consequently, even less 
,. 
positive information is available regarding wave forces on pipelines. 
This particular subject has, however, been receiving more and more 








1.1 SURVEY OF' WAVE THEORIES 
Numerous theories have been developed to desc:!'."ibe wave phenotnena; 
some are better than others in certain respects, but all the theories 
have shortcomings in some regards. The main reason is the extreme 
complexity of ocean waves - especially in the coastal zone - which is 
difficult to describe·mathematically. Other reasons include the 
three dimensional characteristics and apparent random behaviour of 
water waves. 
The two classical wave theories are those developed by Airy, in 
1845, and Stokes, in 1880. Both theories·predict wave behaviour better 
where water depth re la ti ve to wave length is not too small - tha,t. is, 
in deep water. Cnoidal wave theory, originally developed by Korteweg 
and De Vries in 1895 predicts fairly well the elongated trough - peaked 
crest wave form and associated motions encountered in shallow water 
regions. Certain features of ~ave behaviour in very shallow water 
near the breaker zone, are predicted satisfactorily by the so-called 
solitary wave theory. In 1802, Gerstner developed the trochoidal wave 
theory which predicts wave profiles quite accurately, but not water 
particle motions. A fairly new theory is the numerical stream function 
theory, developed by Dean in 1965. (Ref: Dean (1965), (1974)). 
Versions of Stokes' theory often encountered include Stokes' second 
order theory, as well as third, fourth and fifth order theories. 
It is understood that D.H. Swart, et al, are currently developing 
a new wave theory in South Africa, and are due to present a paper 
titled "Vocoidal theory for all non-breaking waves" at the 16th 
International Conference on Coastal Engineering, to be held in Hamburg, 
West Germany, in September, 1978. 
The Airy theory, which describes pure oscillatory waves, does not 
allow for mass transport and ignores the long trough, short crest 
configuration, has a few shortcomings, but has the advantage of being 
relatively uncomplicated. Mathematically, it can be considered a 
first approximation of a complete theoretical description of wave 
behaviour. 
2. 
When concerned with submarine pipelines, one is usually interested 
in the movement of water particles close to the sea bed. Of all the 
theories, the Airy theory provides the best estimate of the true peak 
veloc.ities. This was found by Le Xehaute, Divoky and Lin (1968), and 
also by Goda (1964), Grace (1971) 1 Grace (1973) and Grace (1976). 
This theory, unfort.una.tely, underestimates the accelerations of the 
water particles near the sea floor. It is, however, possible to 
compensate for this shortcoming when calculating the forces, as we will 
see later. Grace (1973) puts it as follows "The easiest wave theory 
to use is the linear, or Airy, wave theory. It turns out as well 
that· this theory gives accurate predictions of the real bottom 
velocities beneath wave crests and is apparently as good or better 
than other theories in predicting maximum water particle accelerations 
near the-· sea floor. For design-type waves, it appears to p~edict 
such accelerations approximately one-third low". In another paper, 
Grace (1975) says that, regardless of how nonsinusoidal the surface 
feature of the wave appears, the Airy theory provides a "very creditable 
prediction of near-bottom water velocity under the wave crest". The 
velocity under the trough is predicted too high, but since the pipe-
line is designed for peak, or crest, conditions, this is irrelevant. 
Vongvisessomjai and Silvester (1976) also make some interesting 
comments on the applicability of water wave theories: "Tests by Le 
Mehaut~et al (1968) have indicated that no single theory predicts 
the (orbital) velocity distribution throughout depth as recorded in 
flume tests". Silvester (1974) found that, of eleven theories 
considered, the Airy theory as modified by Goda (1964) , was the most 
accurate in predicting particle motions close to still water. level as 
well as the bed. 
Thus, to summarize, t.~e Airy theory is accepted as the most 
suitable for obtaining particle velocities and accelerations required 
for calculating forces on pipelines close to the sea floor. 
Unless indicated otherwise, we.shall, in the remainder of this 
thesis, restrict ourselves to the use of the Airy theory. 




1. 2 SOME DEFINI'rIONS AND CONCEP'I'S RELEVANT TO WAVE KINEMA'rICS 
Periodic wave: ·A wave is pe:i:-iodic if its motion and surface profile 
recur in equal intervals of time. 
Gravity waves: The principal resto~ing force of these waves is 
gravity, i.e •. the gravitational force attempts to bring 
the fluid back to its equilibrium position. The 
period is typically between about O,l second and 5 
minutes, although, when concerned with critical forces 
on submarine pipelines, the 5 to 20 second period 
1.2. l 
. . . . 
waves are usually of importance. 
Notation 
T = wave period (seconds) 
d = undisturbed or still-water depth (m) 
L = wave length (m) 
H = wave height (trough to crest) (m) 
d/L = relative depth 
H/L = wave steepness 
f·
0 
= l/T = wave frequency (waves/second or 
cycles/second or hertz) 
cr = 2TI/T = radian frequency (radians/second) 
c = L/T = wave celerity (m/s) 
'f 
Vi~tion ot prop~t.ion , 
~ Celerity =- C 
' 
Figure 1-1 Definition sketch. 
d 
.. . . 
4 .• 
1. 2 .2 
1.2.2.1 Progressive versus stationary waveso 
Progressive: A wave form which moves in some direction relative to 
Stationary: 
the fluid is a progressive wave. 
generated by wind, are examples. 
Ocean waves, 
If the water surface merely moves up and down at a fixed 
position it is said to be a stationary wave or a 
clapotis. Waves, trapped between the vertical walls 
of a harbour, performing a see-saw motion known as 
seiche or range action, serve as examples. 
1.2.2.2 Oscillatory versus translatory waves :J 
Oscillatory: If the water particle has essentially a regular forwards-
backwards motion about a fixed mean position, or 
alternatively, if the particle moves in a closed orbit, 
the wave motion is said to be oscillatory. Most sea 
waves outside the breaker zone are of this type. 
Translatory: When the water particles advance with the wave, and do 
not return to their original positions, the wave is 
translatory. A solitary wave is an example of this 
type of wave. 
1.2.2.3 Solitary· wave versus wave trainf) 
The difference lies in the number of wave forms present. 
Solitary wave: 
Wave train: 
If only a single crest (or trough) is present, the 
wave is of the solitary type. Examples include the 
wave in a canal following the rapid opening of a sluice 
gate, and a wave at sea resulting from a landslide into 
coastal waters. 
If a series of repetitive wave forms is present, we 
have a wave train. Ocean swell is an example. 
\ 
5. 
1.3 KINEMATICS OF WAVE ORBI'rS, ACCORDlNG TO THE AIRY THEORYry 
1.3 .1 Wave form,1 
Referring to Fig. (1-2), the equation describing the free surface 
of a simple sinusoidal, progressive, oscillatory wave as a function of 
time t and horizontal distance x, is 
= ~ cos 21T [ ~ - ~] (1-1) 
where y = elevation of the water surface relative to still-water s 
level. 
Direction of Wove Propagation ____ __,,. 




Water Depth, d 
d IL = relative depth 





Nole: Vertical sca!e and 
porticl~ orbits 
eaaggerated 
Figure 1-2 Graphical descriptiol',l. of terms, (Wiegel (1964) , p.14) 
The wave form is propagated through the fluid by water particles 
performing orbital motions; the orbits generally being of elliptical 
,shape, Fig~ (1-3). 
. .. ~,. ·--·- --·- . ·- ,, .•. --"~-- ·- ·-~ -'!""J'•-
6 •· 
0 U :: Her. velocity C01'()~t 
P>, 'v c Vcz.rt. ve.locit.y coinponfl.f)t 
Figure 1-3 Orbit of a water particle under wave action 
1.3.2 Hyperbolic functions 
The functions sinh, cosh and tanh are widely used in linear wave 
theory, and are defined as 
x -x 
sinh 




e + e x = 2 
(1-3) 
sinh x x -x e - e tanh x = = cosh x x -x 
e + e 
(1-4) 
where e = Base of the Naperian logarithm = 2 I 718 
1.3.3 Orbital Velocities 
At any point (x, y) within the fluid, and at time t, the 
horizontal component of velocity, u, is given by 
u = 7TH T 
cosh [2rr (y + d) /L ] [x tJ 
sinh. (27r d/L) cos 27T L - T 
and the vertical component of velocity, v, is given by 
v = 7TH T 
sinh [27r (y + d) /L ] 
sinh (27T d/L) 
sin 27r r.x - t] 


















..• ····- -·---~-~-·--------·--· '.!!'' 
The maximUi11 values of' u and v occur when· the cosine and sine 
functions, respectively, are unity., 
1.3.4 
u = max 
v = max 
1TH cosh [21T (y + d) /L ] 
T sinh (2rrdfL)-
1TH sinh [21T (y + d) /L ] 




The horizontal component of water particle local acceleration, u, 
at any point (x, y) within the fluid, at time t, is given by 
= cosh !21T (y+d) /L J sin 21T [~ _ t] sinh (2TI d/L) L T 
while the vertical component of local acceleration, ,; , is 
21T2H 
v=-~ 
sinh [21T (y+d) /L ] 2 [x tJ cos 1T - - -
sinh (21T d/L) L T 









27r 2H cosh [21T (y+d) /L ] 
~ - sinh (21T d/L) 
sinh [21T (y+d) /L ) 
sinh (21T d/L) 
1.3 .s Phase relationship 
(1-11) 
(1-12) 
The phase relationship between u, v, u, v and y (the elevation 
s 
of the free surface relative to the still-water level) for any fixed 
point in the fluid1 through one complete wave period, can be found 
through inspection and is shown·in Fig. (1-4). 
I 
It is important to note that, in any one direction, the velocity 
is always out of phase with the acceleration by a quarter period. 
1.3.6 Displacement of water particles 
The maximum horizontal displacement from the centre of the orbit, 
A, (see Fig. (1-3)), is given by 
A = 
H cosh [21T (y+d) /L ] 









• [}J bl c .:> $ c: V1 3 & 
0 !/) :1) 
V'> 't= 01 .._, 
+ %. t 
-----=~ i/2 ~ +l ' 
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The maximum vertical displacement from the centre of the orbit, 
B, is 
B = 
H sinh [2TI (y+d)/L] 
2 sinh (2TI d/L) 
(1-14) 
1.3. 7 Wave celerity 
The celerity, c, with which the wave form is propagated through 
a fluid is 
c = gL tanh (2'1Td/L) 
27T 
(1-15) 
1.3.8 Classification of water waves according to relative depth 
The ratio d/L, the relative depth, is an important parameter in 
linear wave theory. 
The hyperbolic tangent function, defined as 
tanh x = 
x -x 
e - e 
x -x 
e + e 
tends to 1 when x becomes large, and 
tends to x when x tends to zero. 
(1-4) 
Therefore, the celerity c, as given by Eq. (l-15), can be 
expressed as 
c ~ ff,L" for large values of 2'1T d/L 7T 
!~~ x 27T d c ~ L 
= ;-gcr- for small values of 27T d/L 
If d/L > ~' the error when using Eq. (1-16) instead 
of Eq. · (1-15) is smaller than 0,2% 
If d/L < 1/20, the error when using Eq. (1-17) instead 
Eq. (1-15) is smaller than 1,7% 




Range of relative depth 
d/L 'l'ype of wave 
O to 1/20 long, shallow waves 
1/20 to 1/2 intermediate depth waves 
1/2 to 00 short, deep waves 
(This is the classification recom.~ended by Eagleson and Dean (1966) and by 
Kilner (1975). In the CERC (1975) classification, the limit 11 1/20 11 is 
replaced by 11 1/25 11 ). 
Eq. (1-16) leads to a very useful relationship: the deep water 
wave celerity, c , 
0 
as a function of wave period:-
From Eq. (1-16) == -2.. L 27T 
1.3. 9 
and since L == cT, it follows that c = 
OR c · == 1,56 T 
0 
where c == deep .water wave celerity in m/s 
0 
and T = wave period in seconds. 
Orbit characteristics of the three types of waves 
(1-,18) 
(l-19) 
Eagleson and Dean (1966), show, by considering Eqs. (1-13) and 
(1-14), that the shape of the particle orbits under short, deep waves is 
almost circular, and orbital motion virtually ceases at a distance of about 
half the wave length below the still-water level. This leads to the 
phenomenon that a wave in deep water does not "feel" the sea bed. Vice 
versa, objects on the sea bed are not affected by deep water waves passing 
overhead. . It is usually accepted that the process of refraction of 
waves starts when the water depth becomes less than half the wave length. 
For the long, shallow and the intermediate depth type waves, the orbits 
are elliptical and occur right down to the sea bed. 
For all three types of waves, the total vertical displacement of 
particles at the surface is equal to the wave height, H. 
These characteristics are schematically illustrated in Fig. (1-5). 
Figure 1-5 
Shallow water 
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Schematic representation or orbit characteristics, (Dean and 
Harleman (1966), p.32) 
As waves move from deep water, through intermediate depths, to shallow 
water, various characteristics such as L, H, and c change, while T remains 
constant. The shoaling process will not be described herein, but a very 
useful alignment chart, developed by Prof. F.A. Kilner of Cape Town 
University, relating water depth, wave length, wave height, wave period, 
celerity and group velocity is included, see Fig. (1-6). 
1. 3.10 Validity of the Airy theory 
According to Wiegel (1964), this theory is valid if the wave 
steepness, H/L, is small (a requirement stated by Stokes), and the ratio 
L2 H/2d 3 is small. Longuet-Higgins (1956) suggested that this ratio must 
be much smaller than 16TI2 /3 = 52,6~ 
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The weight, W, of a body with mass, m, is 
W = mg (2-1) 
w weight of the body (say in N) 
m = massof body (say in kg) 





In the practical case of a pipeline, the total weight of a unit 
length of the line may consist of say the weight of the pipe tube'· the 
weight of a protective coating around the tube, the weight of a concrete 
jacket, the weight of any saddles or anchors weighing the pipe down, 
and the weight of the contents of the pipe. 
2.2 HYDROSTATIC FORCES 
Under this category we shall consider those forces that are present 
when there is no relative motion between the body and the surrounding 
fluid. 
2.2.1 Buoyancy force 
The law of Archimedes states that if any body is wholly or partly 
immersed in a liquid, it will be buoyed by a force equal to the weight 
of the liquid displaced by the body. 
This buoyancy force is obtained by integrating the pressures, 
exerted by the liquid, over the ·entire surface of the body. 
the situation illustrated in Fig. (2-1). 
Consider 
..., ... "''----··-·- .. - .. ·--.....,_,,,_ 
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Figure 2-1 Pressures on a body submerged in a liquid 
The pressure p, at a point at any depth z within the liquid'is 
p = pgz (2-2) 
and acts normal to the surface of the body. 
Since the liquid is static, the sum of the horizontal components 
of these pressures is zero; in other words, the net horizontal force 
on the body is zero. 
Because the pressures increase with depth, the sum of the vertical 
components are not zero. A net vertical force results, its direction 
being upwards. This is the buoyancy force, PB. 
This means that a system of pipeline (i.e. tube with or without 
coating, concrete jacket, saddles, contents etc) having a total weight 
W in air and a total displacement volume v,' will, after immersion in 
0 
a liquid have a smaller effective weight, Weff: 




weight of displaced liquid 
(2-3) 
- ---· ._, __ ~~--·-~ -· ·---- ·~ -.-.---· --·-·-·-----_,., .. -~~ ..... 
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Figure 2-2 Hydrostatic forces: Weight, Buoyancy Force, Submerged Weight 
2.3 HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES 
Whenever a body obstructs the flow of a real fluid, such as water, 
I 
it experiences some sort of force. 
The dynamics of fluid flow around a cylinder (the shape usually 
applicable to pipelines) is quite complex, and therefore it is ~ot easy 
to predict the induced forces accurately. Yamamoto, et al (1974) 
state that ''· •• the subject has been difficult to understand thoroughly 
because of the complicated flow regimes which depend on the ambient 
velocity distribution, turbulence, nearby boundary conditions, cylinder 
shape, direction and time variation of the flow, presence of a free 
surface, and the motion response of the cylinder itself. The somewhat 
random phenomenon of vort~x shedding adds further difficulty". 
Bearing these complications in mind, we shall take a closer look 
at the types of forces and the manner in which they are generated. 
In order to calculate a force on a body, it is necessary to 
consider the distribution of pressures and shear stresses over the 
surface of the body. Fig. (2-3) shows the direct pressure, p, and 
shear stress, T, on an elemental part of the surface, dAr, of a body. 
-- -, 
The pressure and shear stress act in directions normally to < /; 
a 
16. 
and tangentially to the elemental surface area, respectively. 
ELEMENTAL SURf"ACE. 
ARE.A ) dAr-. 
Figure 2-3 Pressure and shear stress on an elemental surface area 
By integrating these pressures and shear stresses, in other words, 
sum.mating all the elemental forces on the total sl1rface of the body, 
one arrives at the resultant water force on the body. 
2.3.1 Hydrodynwnic forces in steady flow 
2.3.1.l Drag forces 
2.3.1.1.1 The concept of drag 
. If a body is placed in the steady current of a· perfect fluid (i.e. 
a fluid without viscosity), the total force exerted by the fluid on 
the body, without circulation of velocity, is zero. 
the paradox of D'Alembert. 
This is known as 
In the case of a real fluid ·(Le. a viscous fluid) , a boundary 
·-layer develops along the body and this leads to a drag force. This 
force is caused by shear stresses acting on the surface of the body. 
An additional effect of the boundary layer is a wake which is a 
phenomenon resulting from the separation of the boundary layer on the 
downstream side of the body. 
Consider the flow around a blunt body such as a cylinder. The 
pressure along the surface of the body, which is impressed on the 
$f<;ot .. d-1 
boundary from the external flow, is notl',constant, refer to Fig. (2-4). 
17. 
LIMIT OF BOUNDARY 
LINE OF FLOW SEP.II.RATION 
Figure 2-4 Separation of the boundary layer (Le Mehaute (1976), p.172) 
The fluid particles are accelerated from A to B and decelerated 
from B·to C. Consequently, according'to the Bernoulli equation, the 
pressure decre~ses from A to B and increases from B to c. As a result 
of the viscosity of the fluid, which leads to friction within the 
boundary layer, a certain amount of kinetic energy is converted into 
heat and is thus not available to overcome the increasing pressure 
toward point c. The fluid particles, being influenced by the external 
pressure, may move in the reverse direction and cause flow separation 
behind the body at point S. The flow field behind the separation is 
very irregular, is characterized by turbulent eddies, and is called the 
turbulent wake. 
Compared with frictionless flow, the flow field changes radically 
because of the existence of the wake. The main flow which separates 
from either side of the boundary does not meet immediately behind the 
body, but leaves a "dead zone" in which the pressure remains close to 
its value at the separation point, which is always less than the 
pressure at the forward stagnation point. Therefore, a large net force 
will act on the body resulting from the integration of the pressure 
differences across the body. 
"pressure drag". 
This force is known as "form drag" or 
' \ 
Form drag is critically dependent upon the existence and position 
of flow separation which, in turn, depends upon the shape of the body 
and the boundary layer characteristics. In general, the larger the 
18. 
the width of the wake the larger the form drag and thus the total drag. 
The form drag can be reduced considerably by streamlining the body. 
Drag usually consists of two components: that due to the skin 
friction giving rise to shear stresses which when integrated over the 
body yield surface drag or friction drag, and that due to the existence 
of the turbulent wake which leads to the form drag or pressure drag. 
The drag force experienced by a stationary body immersed in the 
steady flow of a real fluid will depend on the Reynolds number 
characterizing the motion and upon the geometrical form and orientation 
of the body. 
force: 
Rouse (1938) gives the following equation for the drag 
F~ = function [~51, form] 51, 2 pu 2 (2-4) 
where F' 
D = resultant drag force acting on the body 
u = stream velocity 
R, = the significant dimension of the body 
v = kinematic viscosity 
p = mass density of the fluid 
Eq. (2-4) is derived from a dimensional analysis of the several 








A = projected area of the body on a plane normal to the 
r 
direction of fluid motion 
CD = a variable coefficient of drag 
R Reynolds number = u51./v 
e 
It follows from Eq. (2-5) that 









'rhe drag .force per unit length, FD, on a cylinder with a di.ameter 
D, placed with its axis at right angles to the flow, is expressed as: 
== (2-7) 
2.3.1.1.2 Drag characteristics o_f a cylinder in steady flow 
'l'he variation of the drag coefficient CD with Reynolds number for 
a smooth circular cylinder in steady flow is shown in Fi.g. (2-5). 











CD versus Re for a smooth circular cylinder in steady flow 
(Le Mehaute (1976), p.175) 
Explanations for some of the characteristics of the: curve in 
Fig. (2-5) are offered by Le Mehaute (1976) and Vennard and Street (1976). 
As the Reynolds number, R , increases the flow separates from the 
e 
surface of the cylinder, beginning at the rear stagnation point, where 
the adverse pressure gradient is greatest. 
For Reynolds numbers up to about 0,1 c
0 
results from shear effects 
only, refer Fig. (2-6a). As the Reynolds number increases to about 
10, separation and weak eddies begin to form, enlarging into a fully 
developed wake near a Reynolds number of 1000; in this range the drag 
coefficient results from a combination of friction drag and form drag. 
When R 
e 
1000, friction drag constitutes only about 5% of the 
~· - -----·· -· - -·--- /-
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total drag. For higher Reynolds nurribe:rn the contri.bution of friction 





Flow about a smooth circular cylinder at various 
Reynolds numbers (Vennard and Street, p.668) 
In the range of Reynolds numbers 50 to 5000, a regular pattern 
of vortices break loose from the leeside of the cylinder and get 
carried away by the main stream, see Fig. (2-7). These vortices are 
known as the von Karman vortex street. Alternate vortices rotate 
clockwise and counterclockwise. As the velocity is increased, and 
thus also the Reynolds number, the vortices are released more easily, 
the separation points move further downstream, the size of the wake is 
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Figure 2-7 Von. Karman vortex street 
The value of CD is almost constant for Reynolds numbers of 5000 
to 2 ,5 x 105 • When the Reynolds number exceeds about 2,5 x 10 5 the 
drag coefficient suddenly reduces considerably. The reason apparently 
is that the boundary layer changes from the laminar state to turbulent. 
This transition brings a viole~t mixing in the boundary layer resulting 
in the fluid particles near the boundary gaining additional kinetic 
energy, which enables them to withstand the adverse pressure gradient 
better and to move the separation point still further downstream as shown 
in Fig. (2-6c) . The size of the wake is thus further reduced, leadi.ng 
to a reduction in CD. 
Fig. (2-8) iilustrates how the pressure distribution on the 
cylinder changes as result of the boundary layer transition. Since 
the transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layer depends on the 
roughness of the cylinder, and to a lesser extent on the turbulence 
level in the free stream, the drag coefficient near this critical 
region is not a unique function of the Reynolds number. 
Figure 2-8 Change in location of separation points and pressure 
distribution due to the boundary-layer transition 
(Le Mehaute (1976), p.174) 
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When the Reynolds number exceeds about 5 x 105 the drag coefficient 
starts increasing, probably due to excessive turbulence. 
As mentioned earlier, the form drag of a body can be reduced by 
streamlining the body. Consider two objects: the one having a 
streamlined shape, Fig. (2-9a) I the other being a flat plate held 
normal to the flow direction, Fig. (2-9b),- Both have the same 








It can be seen in Fig·. (2-9a) that the boundary layer clings to 
the body over most of its surface and the width of the wake is very 
small; in other words, there is little separation. The total drag 
consists mainly of frictional drag, and little form drag. 
In the case of the flat plate, Fig. (2-9b), the boundary layer is 
rapidly separated from the body, the wake is quite wide, resulting in 
substantial separation and a large form drag. The total drag of the 
flat plate is much greater than the total drag of the streamlined body. 
A circular cylinder, which is also a blunt body, obviously falls 
in a category between the streamlined case and the flat plate • 
. 2. 3 .1. 2 The phenomenon of vortex shedding 
The formation of the von Karman vortex street has been mentioned. 
' Long blunt objects such as cylinders tend to shed large eddies 
regularly and alternately from opposite sides when placed with their 
axes perpendicular to the fluid flow. As a result of this unsymmetric 
periodic circulation of velocities, a varying pressu~e field is induced, 
in accordance with the Bernoulli principle, resulting in a periodic 
lateral forc;e that reverses its direction continually. Therefore the 
cylinder may tend to oscillate from one side to the other, particularly 
if the frequency of vortex shedding approaches the frequency of natural 
oscillation of the cylinder, resulting in resonance. 
The Strauhal number, 
s = (2-8) 
is a useful parameter for determining the frequency of the vortex 
shedding, f , in steady flow. 
v 
The Strauhal number depends uniquely on the Reynolds number (at 
least for steady flow) and is given in Fig. (2-10); S = 0,20 to 0,21 
over a large part of the Re range. 
-··---·- ·---·~1~ 
Figure 2-10 
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Strauhal number versus Reynolds number for circular 
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cylinders in steady flow. (Le Mehaute (1976) '. p.175) 
2.3.1.3. Lift forces 
· · ·When the buoyancy force, PB, acting on a body immersed in a static 
fluid, was considered, it was shown that PB resulted from the 
integration of vertical. components of pressures acting on the surface 
of the body. 
When the body is placed in a moving fluid, the total vertical 
force may once again be obtained by such an integration. Let this 
vertical force be P at any instant. 
Bdyn 
In most cases P will not be equal to PB. The reason is that 
Bd yn 
·the pressure field around the body is not hydrostatic. 
It is however very convenient to subtnact the assumed hydrostatic 
part from the overall force, so that one is left with (PB 
dyn 
which represents that part of the vertical force due only to 
hydrodynamic effects. 
- p ) 
B 
In the remainder of this dissertation the hydrostatic component,' 
PB,: of the vertical force will be subtracted. In other words, when 
referring to "lift" or "transverse" forces it is implied that these 
are merely the hydrodynamic force components. 
If a circular cylinder is placed in the steady flow of an ideal 
fluid, away from any boundaries or free surfaces, the pattern of 
streamlines is perfectly symmetrical, as shown in Fig. (2-11), and 
25. 




Circular cylinder in an ideal fluid, no boundary 
effects, steady flow 
If the ideal fluid is replaced by a real fluid, there r.iay be· 
separation on the downstream side of the cylinder accompanied by vortex 
shedding - which is asyrrm1etrical - which, in turn, would lead to an 
oscillating transverse fqrce. 
·~.":·~-~-~ -_. - -....x:; 
Assuming for a moment that there were no vortex shedding but that 
the cylinder rotated about its axis, thereby creating an asymmetrical 
pattern of streamlines, a transverse force would also act upon the 
cylinder. 
Furthermore, if the cylinder is placed in the steady flow of a 
real fluid, in the vicinity of a boundary, such as the channel floor, 




Figure 2-12 Circular cylinder in a real fluid, in the vicinity of a 
boundary, steady flow 
\ 
· ·· -~-~...,.. ... - ' Ii 
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This transverse force is due to the streamlines around the cylinder 
being asymmetrical. This asymmetry of streamlines would generally 
have two causes: the first being the boundary alone, which would 
retard the particles close to the boundary more than those, further 
away (viscosity effects), and the second being the combined cylinder-
boundary system. 
The side of the cylinder where the velocities are greater would, 
according to the Bernoulli principle, be subjected to smaller pressures, 
resulting in a net transverse force. 
This transverse force is commonly known as the lift force since 
it is similar to the aerodynamic lift force exerted on an aerofoil. 
In fact, it is reported in Hydraulics Research (1962, p.74, that "the 
cylinder lying on the sea bed constitutes quite a good aerofoil, 
particularly when it is smooth ..• ". 
Note that the direction of lift is essentially transverse for the 
stream direction and is not necessarily vertically upwards. A 
vertical pile, for example, in a stream, would experience a horizontal 
transverse or "lift" force due to vortex shedding. 
·Thus, in general, the lift force may be caused both by the 
modification to streamlines due to the presence of a solid boundary, 
and by vortex shedding. 
The lift force per unit length of the cylinder, PL, is conventionally 
expressed as being proportional to the square of the velocity, u 2 , and 
to the diameter, D, and is given by 
= (2-9} 
where CL is a coefficient of lift. 
2.3.2 A classification of hydrodynamic forces:- In-line forces and 
transverse forces:) 
Before proceeding to more complex flow situations, it is necessary 
to pause and consider the terminology we shall be using. The 
following discussion will be restricted to two-dimensional flow 
situations. 
···-,-----... --....-.... -~.· .. --···-.. ~--.. -· -· mr· 
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In the literature dealing with wave forces on submerged bodies 
reference is oft.en made to the "in-line" force as opposed to the 
"transverse" force. The former is the total force in the dominant 
direction of movement of the water particles whereas the latter is the 
total force acting at right angles to the dominant direction of movement. 
A horizontal submarine pipe with its axis parallel to the wave 
crests will, therefore, experience a horizontal in-line force, F, and 
a vertical transverse force, P. (A vertical pile, on the other hand, 
will have a horizontal in-line force and a horizontal transverse 
force acting on it). 
For a horizontal cylinder F is considered positive when it is 
in the sa.c11e direction as that of wave propa.g,atiori, whereas P is considered 
positive when it is directed upwards - i.e. conforming with the 
directions of the positive x and y axes. 
It has been explained that the force exerted by a fluid on a body 
results from integration of pressures and shear stresses that act upon 
the elemental areas of the body surface. 
In the hydrostatic case the situation is fairly simple: the shear 
stresses are zero and the buoyancy force stems from the pressures only. 
In the steady flow case,· where there are no accelerations, the 
hydrodynamic forces are due to both pressures and shear stresses but 
these are linked to the main stream velocity only. 
In the w1steady flow case, where temporal accelerations indeed 
occur, the hydrodynamic forces are due to pressures and shear stresses 
which are linked to accelerations as well as velocities. 
The in-line force may be expressed in the following form 




' whilst the transverse force may similarly be expressed as 






If tempora.l accelerations are zero the two above equations revert to 
the tradition.al separation of form and skin friction drag in steady 
flow. 
It i.s noted that, whereas the two perpendicular forces, the in-
line and transverse forces, are "real" forces and can be physically 
measured, it is not possible to separate the velocity and acceleration 
effects on the right-hand side of Eqs. (2-10) and (2-11). 
It is however convenient to group the velocity linke~ components 
together and the acceleration linked components together. 
Eq. (2-10) is therefore written as 
F = [F + F ] + [FT + F ] 
Tvel pvel accln paccln 
(2-12) 
Where the first two terms represent the velocity dependent part 
of the in-line force and the last two terms the acceleration dependent 
part. 
The transverse force may be treated in an analogous way:-
p = + P J + (PT + P ] 
pvel accln paccln 
(2-13) 
Where the first two terms represent the velocity dependent part 
of the transverse force and the last two terms the acceleration 
dependent part. 
2.3.3 Hydrodynamic forces in oscillatory flow 
2.3.3.1 Drag .forces 
Drag in unsteady flow differs from drag in steady flow mainly on 
account of the wake. Water particles flowing past the body have 
a temporal acceleration often reversing the direction of flow as in 
the case of oscillatory waves, and this results in a changing wake. 
The drag force will therefore not be constant: neither in magnitude 
nor ip direction. 
In the steady flow case the drag coefficient, CD, was found to be 
.. . . ..... ... .... .. . ___ .. . - . . .. ·- ... -· . --- ..... -· . w·· 
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dependent on the Reynolds number and form of the body. In unsteady, 
and especially in oscillatory flow, however, 'the past history of the 
flow plays a very important role in the behaviour of CD. As explained 
by ~iegel (1964), p.250, we are dealing with a flow that reverses 
pe:Liodically, so that the eddies which are formed behind the body move 
against the body when the direction of water particle motion reverses -
the wake is then at the "leading edge". As expressed by Beckmann and 
'l'hihodeaux (1962) "an object travelling in its own wake in an 
oscillatory motion experie~ces fully developed turbulent flow. The 
flow patterns and drag coefficients are comparable to those at super-
critical Reynolds numbers". 
Yamamoto, et al (1974) state that "no general exact theory has 
been developed to predict the velocity dependent drag forces, which 
result from wake formation, in unsteady flow". 
Various researchers who have studied the behaviour of C in , D 
oscillatory flow agree on one thing: CD is not constant but varies, 
to some extent, throughout the wave cycle. Nevertheless, it remains 





This is an instantaneous value of the drag force because the 
approach velocity, u, keeps changing •. 
It is important to note that, at any particular instant; the 
direction of the drag force will always be the same as the direction 
of u. To prevent the minus sign getting lost when squaring the 




The introduction of mod.u (i.e. !ul) ensures that the correct 
sign is maintained. 
The drag force per unit length, F
0
, on a cylinder with diameter 
D~ thus becomes 
(2-15) 
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If the body is placed close to a solid boundary, like the sea bed, 
when subjected to unsteady flow, it will experience a streamline 
effect·- a phenomenon similar to that in steady flow. The value of 
CD decreases and CL increases. In this respect, Beckmann and 
Thibodeaux (1962) report that from Wieghardt's (1943) experiments, 
it appears that the mere presence of the boundary causes a reduction 
of drag coefficient of about 33%. (The shapes tested by Wieghardt 
included flat plates, circular cylinders and diamond shaped columns). 
The behaviour of CD will be dealt with in more detail later. 
2.3.3.2 Lift forces 
As in the case of drag, lift in unsteady flow situations differs 
from that in steady flow, mainly on account of different wake patterns. 
Yamamoto, et al (1974) say " ... lift forces will exist from a nearby 
plane boundary and vortex shedding will occur and a rather confused 
flow state· will exist as the wake is swept around. the cylinder". 
In unsteady flow, lift is generated from asymmetrical flow around 
the body, resulting from both vortex shedding and the proximity of a 
boundary, such as the sea floor. 
The steady state equation for lift is still used, namely 
= (2-9) 
but it must be borne in mind that CL, for. unsteady flow, is a variable 
coefficient and PL has an instantaneous value because u is changing. 
The more the body is streamlined and the closer it is to a solid 
boundary, the larger CL will be. For a cylinder, the direction of 
lift is always perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder and to the 
direction of flow. If it is in contact with a boundary, the lift is 
always directed away from the boundary. If, howe•.rer, even a very 
small gap exists between the cylinder and the boundary, then according 
to Yamamoto, et al (1974), the instantaneous force will be directed ~f 
towards the boundary. This implies that, in certain cases, the lift 
coefficient CL may have negative values. 




with other forces, viz. the drag and inertial forces. Laird, et al 
(1960) / Laird (1961), and Laird (1962) investigated lift forces on 
rigid and flexible oscillating cylinders. They found that, in general, 
these transverse forces were highly dependent upon the dynamic response 
of the structure. Particularly large lift forces are generated if the 
frequency of natural vibration of the structure is about twice the 
wave frequency. For a flexible cylinder, Laird (1962) found that lift 
forces could occur which were, in magnitude, over four times the drag 
force, based on uniform steady flow,at the same velocity. 
At a later stage the beha.viour of CL will be dealt with 'more 
closely. 
2.3.3.3 Inertial forces 
When considering unsteady flow, as opposed to steady flow, we are 
confronted with flows that are subjected to accelerations. 
To cause the acceleration of a constant mass, m, or, more generally, 
to change the state of an existing motion, it is necessary to apply to 




This is known as Newton's second law. 
(2-16) 
The product m.du/dt is the so-called inertial force which 
characterizes the natural resistance of matter to any change in its 
state of motion. 
Consider a body placed in the unsteady flow, of a frictionless 
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F' = (M + M ) u 
I o a 
inertial force acting on entire body 
mass of fluid displaced by body = pV 
M so-called added mass 
a 




u = du/dt = acceleration of the fluid which would occur 
at the position of the centre of the body 
if the body were not there. 
A physical interpretation.of this force is the following: 
'fhe term M u .represents the force - sometimes referred to as the 
0 
"Froude-Krylov force" - that would have acted on the mass of displaced 
fluid had the body not been there. ·But since the body is there, it is 




this additional force is represented by the term M u . 
a 
Eq. (2..'.:17) can be rewritten as 
F' = [1 + ::J Mu I 0 (2-18) 
F' = CI M tl I 0 (2-19) 
CI = [1 <:] (2-20) 
= the inertial coefficient 
The inertial force per unit length, FI, on a circular cylinder 
with diameter D, can be expressed as 
= c TI 0 2 • I~ u (2-21) 
' The inertial coefficient, c1 , is not constant, but like c0 and 
33. 
CL, dependent on many factors. These will still be discussed in 
detail. In classical non-viscous hydrodynamics, CI depends on the 
shape of the body only. Lamb (1945) has shown theoretically that, in 
this case, CI= 2,0 for the right circular cylinder, and c
1 




THE· KEULEGll.N-CARPEN'J1ZR PERIOD PARAMETER 
3.1 INTRODUCTION OF THE PERIOD PARAMETER 
Keulegan a....-1d Carpenter (1958) did laboratory experiments to 
determj_ne drag and inertial coefficients of cylinders and plates in a 
sinusoidially oscillating fluid. They could not find any relationship 
between these coefficients and the Reynolds number, R , but found that 
e 







u = the amplitude of the harmonically changing velocity 
max 
T period of oscillation 
D = diameter of the cylinder 
Ever since the publication of Keulegan.and Carpenter's paper, 
their work has been referred to and discussed by numerous researchers. 
The parameter K, known as the "period parameter" of' the Keulegan-
Carpenter number, is a very useful one. Yamc.moto, et al (1976) aptly 
call it a "wake parameter", because it is closely related to the 
phenomenon of wclce formation. 




TIH cosh [2TI (y+d)/L] 
T sinh (2Tid/L) 
(1-7) 
whereas the maximum horizontal displacement from the centre of the 




H cosh [2TI (y+d)/L] 
2 sinh (2TI d/L) 
u max T 1 .. TIH 
D D 
= 
cosh [2TI (y+d)/L] 
- sinh (2TI d/L) 
(1-13) 
(3-2) 
= TI. total displacement of wat~r particles 
diameter 
2A/D is called the relative amplitude and K is therefore also a 
measure of relative displacement of water particles. 
3.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF' THE PERIOD PARAMETER 
35. 
In the course of their experiments, Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) 
also examined flow pa.tterns around cylinders and plates for varying 
values of K. 'rhe flow pattern was visually exami1rnd by introducing 
a jet of coloured liquid on one side of the immersed object. 
When K was small, of the order of 4, there was no separation of 
flow - the liquid near the cylinder clung to the cylinder, and the 
drag was "negligible". As K was increased to about IO, an eddy 
formed, but remained close to the body. For K = 17, it was found that 
there was complete separation of flow and eddy formation followed. 
At K ::: 110 there were regular von Karman vortices forming 
alternately from above and below the horizontal cylinder, and a large 
drag force resulted. 









It was found that, at this value, the distance travelled by a 
water particle with respect to the cylinder diameter, was just 
sufficient to form a single eddy. 
Thus K ::: 15 appeared to be a cut-off point: for smaller values 
of K the distance travelled was too small to achieve sufficient 
separation to form a complete eddy, and thus the drag remained small. 
For K > 15,'separation took place, eddies formed and the drag was 
considerably greater. 
Whereas the Strauhal number plays an important role in vortex 
shedding phenomena ur1der steady flow conditions, it is the period 
parameter that is important in oscillatory flow. 
---'!!--
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Provided that the frequency of vortex shedding, f...,, is exactly 
equal to the frequency of oscillation, f , (which does not always 
0 
happen), the Strouhal number is the reciprocal of the period parameter; 
i.e. provided that f = f o' then, v 
f D f D 1 1 (3-3) v 0 D s = = = --- = u u T u K 
max max max 
The exact numerical values of K at which the various eddy, or 
vortex, phenomena occur are not undisputed. Subsequent studies by, 
amongst others, Bidde (1971), Isaacson (1974), Isaacson and Maull 
(1976) and Chakrabarti, Wolbert and Tam (1976), have generally shown 
the transitions to occur at period parameter values lower than 
Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) suggested. 
Table (3-1} outlines the .K values at which the transitions are 
thought to take place. 
In the Keulegan-Carpenter experiments the flow was essentially 
one-dimensional; in the other experiments it was two-dimensional. 
Chakrabarti, et al (1976) state that eddies may be expected to form 
earlier in two-dimensional flow than in one-dimensional flow. 
Another possible reason for discrepancies is that, in the case 
of a vertical cylinder, the value of the period parameter is not 
constant along the cylinder length, but decreases with increasing 
depth, because the maximum horizontal component of orbital velocity, 
u , decreases with depth. max 
The period parameter for a vertical 
cylinder is therefore some weighted average value, whereas for a 
horizontal cylinder, which is deeply submerged and has a relatively 
small diameter, u and thus the period parameter may, rightly, be 
max 
considered fixed for the cylinder as a whole. 
The exact K values at which transitions occur are not important 
at this stage. What is important is the fact that when K becomes 
large, the flow approaches steady flow - with regular vortex shedding. 
It is thus not surprising if forces start resembling steady flow 
forces. The total in-line force at high period parameters in 
oscillatory flow is, therefore, mainly drag and to a lesser extent 
inertial. 
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close to cylinder 
about 10 
2 to 3 
about 4 
< 6 to 7 
Eddy formation and 
separation of flow 
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Horizontal cylinder at node of 
stationary wave 
Vertical cylinder in wave flume 
Vertical cylinder in wave flume, 
and 
Vertical cylinder oscillated in 
still water 
Vertical cylinder in wave flume 
Table 3-1 Values of K = umax T/D associated with various 





its direction before the wake structure can develop properly on the 
downstream side of the body. The drag force (consisting of a skin 
friction component and a. pressure drag component) does not have time 
to be fully realised, with the result that the total in-line force is 
dominated by the inertial force. 
Consequently, it can generally be said that "the shorter the wave 
period, the lower the wave height and the deeper the water and the 
greater the diameter, the more important is the effect of the inertial 
term with respect to the drag term". (Wiegel (1964), p.267). Note 
that all these factors lead to small period. paramete.rs. 
- - ------· ·----··~--,,_,..,.. ~- ·---· ... ~--vr-
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CHAPTER 4 
FORCES ·ON P.. HORIZONTAL PIPELINE NEAR THE SEA BED 
A pipeline situated near the sea bed commonly experiences forces 
generated by waves as well as currents. 
A current may be caused by tides, winds, the longshore energy 
component of waves, temperature gradients in the water etc., and may 
have a constant velocity and direction, or be unsteady. 
When one is concerned with the forces acting on a pipeline, 
however, the velocity of a current may usually be treated as steady 
since it does not change at nearly the rate of wave-induced velocities. 
In the general case, the direction of the current will differ 
from the direction of wave approach and both these directions will 
intersect the line of the pipe at some oblique angle. 
Thus, the resultant forces acting on the pipeline will have 
components in the longitudinal direction (i.e. parallel to the pipe 
axis) as well as in the directions perpendicular to the axis of the 
pipeline. The longitudinal components are usually of lesser interest 
because of the strength of the pipeline in this direction'. 
The forces acting at right angle·s to the axis of the pipeline are: 
1. Hydrostatic forces (vertical) 
2~ Hydrodynamic forces (horizontal and vertical) 
2.1 Due to currents (steady flow) 
2.2 Due to waves (unsteady, oscillatory flow) 
One difficulty when having to calculate wave-induced hydrodynamic 
forces on a submerged body, is that the values of the water particle 
velocities and accelerations vary from point to point. '.rherefore, in 
estimating forces on submerged bodies weighted average values should 
be used in estimating these forces. In the case of by far most 
pipelines, the diameter is so small compared to the wave length of the 
stonnwaves for which the pipeline is designed, that the weighted 
average values can conveniently be assumed to be the velocities and 
accelerations, respectively, of a.water particle situated at the 
40. 
centroid of the pipe, if the pipe had not been there. (Brat.er and 
Wallace (1972)). 
4.1 HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES DUE TO STEADY CURRENTS -----------------
The resultant direction in which the current flows at the site 
of the pipeline may not necessarily be horizontal, due to therrnal 
gradients, effects of wind, sea bed configuration or some other reason. 
In most cases it will be very close to horizontal and can be 
treated as such within the accµracy of engineeri~g r:omputation. 
Assuming a horizontal current velocity, u , the forces created by 
c 
such a flow will be a drag force, F
0 
, in the direction of the current 










F;c = c.D. D. ~ f Uc 
~ vv ~ ,Q_ 6-JJ 
w0t °" · 7 
Figure 4-1 Hydrodynamic forces due to a steady current 
4. 2 HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES DUE· TO WAVE · l';CTION 
Wave-induced forces deserve special attention. Versowski and 
Herbich (1974) comment "Of primary concern to the designer working in 
an ocean environment. (where water depths range from intermediate to 
shallow) are the' forces due to gravity waves which are usually of 
considerably greater magnitudes than the forces due to currents". 
Consider the basic case where the direction of wave attack is 
perpendicular to the pipe axis, that is, the wave crests are parallel 
to the pipe. Let the horizontal water particle velocity component, 
I ' 
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at any insta.nt, be u, the vertical velocity v, the horizontal 
acceleration u and the vertical accel8ration v. • 
It has been shown in Eqs. (2-12) and (2-13) that the in-line 
force, F, on a horizontal pipeline_, and the transverse force, P, are 
generally due to velocity effects and acceleration effects. 
by v. 
Thus, 
In turn, the velocity eff2cts may be generated both by u and 
the first term in Eq. (2-12) may be written as 
(F . + F ] = (F + F ] + (FT + F J T pvel T vel vel PYel u vel pvel v 
= FD + FD (4-1) 
u v 
The acceleration effects may be attributed to both u and v:-
(FT 
accln 
+ F J 
paccln 
= [F + F L +~[FT . + F ]. 









D + F w 
(4-3) 
(4-4) 
Where F0 , FL, FI, and FW are merely different symbols but which 
conform more closely.to the notation commonly used in the literature. 
Following a similar reasoning, the transverse force, P, may in 
quite general terms, be expressed as 









The eight possible hydrodynamic forces resulting from wave action 
are therefore:-
1. Due to u a horizontal drag and a vertical lift force. 
2. Due to v a horizontal lift and a vertical drag force. 
3. Due to u a horitontal inertial and a vertical inertial force. 
4. Due to v a horizontal inertial and a vertical inertial force. 
This system of forces - which may presently be con3idered as 





























D ~pjuju (4-9) 
forces {non-hannonic,periodicity T) 
1TD2. 
FI = C P7 u (4-10) 
I 4 
(harmonic,periodicity T) 
Forces due to horizontal 
components of motion 





= c P7 v I 4 
(harmonic,periodicity T) 






= c P7 v w 4 (4-14) 
(harmonic,periodicity T) 
Forces due to vertical 
components of motion 
Figure 4-2 Instantaneous hydrodynamic forces due to waves 
From the outset, it must be stressed that, since the particle 
velocity in any one direction is always a quarter period out of phase 
with the particle acceleration, the maximum total force in any direction 
is not merely the linear SlL~ of the maximum values of the various 
hydrodynamic forces. 
• .............. ~.ft - ~·_...,., ·--·- ._........,,,. __ ····"~-··~-nr~-
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Under certain conditions some of t.he forces listed in Fig. (4-2) 
are very small compared to others and can thus be omitted. 
Close to the sea floor the vertical particle velocity, v, is very 
small, so that the vertical drag force PD, and the horizontal lift 
force FL, both of which are proportional to .,,2 can be neglected. 
This can be illustrated best by an exa1nple :-
1-~ _______ L_= __ 14_s_::::'__--i T = IS $ec.0~1d S 
Figure 4-3 
-\.It W)_ __ , __ T _____ SWL 
I 
'd"'IOW'l 
Hypothetical example of a pipeline subjected to a 
design wave 
The maximum particle velocities and accelerations at a point 0,5 m 
above the sea floor, according to the Airy theory are: 
u = 2,812 m/s max v ·- 0,048 m/s max 
v = 0,020 m/s 2 
max 
u = 1,178 m/s 2 
max 
~ ____ ,, __ ~---"""..---- -·-~- ~ ... --.-!'-
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The maximum values of the various forces would be: 
Forces due to horizontal Forces due to vertical 
components of motion components of motion 
-









cw.1000.i(l) • (1,178) PI = CI.1000.~(1)
2 • (0,020) 
max max 
= cw x 925 N/m = CI x 16 N/m 
Maximum FD = CD.l.~.1000. (2,812) 2 FL = CL.l.~.1000. (0,048) 2 
horizontal 
max max 
= CD x 3954 N/m = CL x 1 N/rn force \ 
components 
FI CI .1000.~(l) 2 • (l, 178) F 
7T 2 = = cw.1000. 4 (1) • co,020) w 
max max 
= = CI x 925 N/m = cw )~ 16 N/m 
Notes: 
1. Assumption p = 1000 kg/m 3 
2. The coefficients c
0
, CL, CI and CW have not been assigned any 
numerical values. 
3. The maximum total . (or combined) force in any one direction is 
·-
not merely the linear sum of the maximum force components because 
the components are not in phase. 
The coefficients CD, CL , CI and CW are of the same order of 
magnitude, the values being somewhere between 0,5 and 5,0 (this will 
be dealt with in more detail elsewhere). 
For this (rather severe) case, it can be seen that the forces 
, 
resulting from the vertical particle velocity, v, are, indeed, much 
smaller than the forces generated by the horizontal velocity and 
horizontal acceleration. 
·-- . - -- '"N"" 
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A more general proof may be provided by considering the ratio 
v /u 
max max 










sinh [2n (y+d)/Lj 
cosh [2n (y+d)/L] tanh [2n (y+d)/L] 
tanh x ~ x for a small x 
= 
distance above sea bed 
wave length 
is small, 






~ 27f (y+d) 
L 
v < < u near-the sea floor. 
max max 
(4-16) 
Also the vertical particle acceleration, v,. and the corresponding 
inertial forces are relatively small compared to lift, drag and inertial 
forces resulting from the horizontal components of motion. The longer 
the wave period, and the deeper the water, the smaller v becomes. 
The existence of FD, FI, PL and PI are commonly acknowledged in 
the literature dealing with wave forces on submarine pipelines. It 
has been shown that P
0 
and FL are extremely small for a pipe close to 
the sea bed - in fact, they may be neglected. What about PW and FW ? 
Compared to the other horizontal forces FW has almost no 
significance and can be omitted. PW appears to be worth considering 
as a vertical force (unless the coefficient CW is very small) • 
Grace and Nicinski (1976) state "very close to the bed under long 
waves vis virtually zero". After studying wave forces on pipelines 
in the ocean, they reported that the ratio v D/u2 , according to 
max max 
stream function wave theory for the test waves, was never greater than 0,03 . 
Consequently, they preferred to disregard PI and introduce what 
they called a "horizontal-vertical inertial" force. This force 
corresponds to PW ; see Eq. (4-8), Table (4-2). 
They commented that C "has no apparent theoretical justification". w 
Nevertheless, Grace seems to have faith in this strategy because it is no 
-· ...... 
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new idea of his; in earlier papers, Grace (1973) and Grace (.1971) , he 
already advocated this approach . 
• 
In a discussion on a paper by Yamamoto, Nath and Slotta (1974), 
Grace (1975) remarks that, although the vertical inertial force PI, 
may be· significant in some laboratory experiments, it has only a second 
order effect in real-life situations. He quotes two example:.s, the . 
Sand Island Outfall No.2, off Honolulu, Hawaii, and a pipeline at 
Barber's Point near Honolulu. In the Sand Island case the ratio 
(maximum vertical inertial force)/(maximum vertical lift force), (i.e. 
PI/PL) is only 0,05; and in the second case the ratio is substantially 
smaller: only 0,0015. 
approximately 0,02). 
(In both these examples the ratio (y+d)/d is 
Grace.then proceeds to say, that although it has been shown that, 
even under the best of design situations, the vertical inertial force 1 
PI, is only of secondary importance compared to the vertical lift 
force, PL, "it does not appear complete generally to write the vertical 
force only as a lift term. A not entirely satisfactory attempt to 
make use of a horizontal acceleration in determining an inertial type 
of vertical force has been attempted and appropriate coefficients 
der.i,ved from experiments". 
Yamamoto, Nath and Slotta (1974), however, consider both PL and PI 
to be important. (It has been indicated above that their practical 
work involved laboratory-scale forces and not prototype forces) . 
Also Garrison, Gehrman and Perkinson (1975) support the viewpoint 
It must, however, be remembered that their 
research was directed more towards wave forces on large cylinders, in 
which case little or no separation takes place and inertial forces 
generally remain dominant. 
Garrison, et al (1975) measured forces on cylinders mounted on the 
bed of a wave channel. They correlated the forces with two parameters, 
2d/D and gT2 /d, where the symbols have their usual meanings. 
They found that at small values of gT 2 /d (i.e. short period waves 
in deep water) the total vertical force was sinusoidal which indicated 
dominance of the inertial effect. At larger values of gT 2 /d the 
·- ·-·· .... --··~- -~ "" ...... - "':'I-·· 
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effect of PL becarn~ relat:Lyely more important. The maximum total 
vertical force occurred when the wave trough passed over the cylinder 
since, at this instant, both PL and PI were directed upwards. At 
very large values of gT 2 /d and smaller values of 2d/D (i.e. long per:Lod 
waves in shallow water and large dia..'lleter cylinders) P_ became the . L 
controlling factor and the maximum total vertical force now occurred 
at the passage of the wave crest. This is explained by the fact that 
in shallow water the wave crests are peaked and the orbital velocities 
are greater at the crests than a.t the troughs, so that PL at a crest 
is also larger. The totaX vertical force is thus also largest at 
the crest notwithstanding P
1 
being directed dovmwards, in other words, 
opposing PL. 
From the preceding argurnent:s the following conclusions are made: 
1. The vertical drag force, P
0
, as well as the horizontal lift 
force, FL, on a pipeline near the sea bed can be ignored 




The vertical lift force, P , resulting from the horizontal 
L , 
orbital velocity, is definitely significant. 
The vertical inertial force, P
1
, due to the vertical orbital 
acceleration may or may not be important. This very much 
depends on the parameters 2d/D, gT 2/d and probably H/D. In 
prototype situations, i.e. real pipes on the sea bed, Grace's 
arguments seem valid: the inertial force in the vertical 
direction is considerably smaller than the lift force. 
The conclusions of Garrison, et al (1975) also confirm this. 
As an alternative to P , consideration may be given to PW. I . 
The significant wave-induced forces acting on a pipeline near the 
sea bed will thus be those shown in Fig. (4-4). 
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Figure 4-4 The significant forces due to wave action 
\ 
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. 4.3 NOTES ON COMBINING CURRENT-INDUCED FORCES AND WAVE-INDUCED 
FORCES'{'\ ----.,_; 
In this dissertation is is assumed that the calculated force due 
to the current is added to the force calculated for the wave action. 
Wiegel (1964), p.255, is not sure about this - "it is difficult 
to know the proper way to determine the forces,when both currents and 
waves are present". Reid (1956) suggested that the combined horizontal 
drag force be taken as: 
= (4-17) 
Presumably, the combined horizontal drag when the wave motion 
opposes the current would be 
= CD D ~ p ju c - u I (Uc - u) (4-18) 
The next uncertainty, according to Wiegel, is whether the drag 
coefficient obtained for oscillatory flow is satisfactory for the 
steady component, U , as well. 
. c 
Hogben (1974) briefly mentions that there are at least three ways 
in which currents interact with waves to influence wave forces: 
1. When a wave train enters a current field its·properties are· 
\ 
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substantially modified. For example, if a current, of even 
low velocity, opposes the propagation direction oft.he waves, 
their steepness can be considerably increased. (This 
phenomenon is treated in papers by Taylor (1955) , Longuet-
Higgins and Stewart (1961) and Betts (1970)) • 
2. The modification of the flow velocity past the body, as 
indicated in Eqs. (4-17) and (4-18) , may have a marked effect 
on wave forces. Since the drag force is proportional to the 
square of the velocity, such a modification in velocity can 
influence the drag fo~ce to a large extent. 
3. The presence of a current can substantially modify the wake 
and eddy structure and lead to effects on the forces which 
do not even approxim~tely correspond to those cf the linear 
superposition of velocities (i.e. Eqs. (4-17) and (4-18)). 
4.4 STABILITY OF A PIPELINE SUBJECTED TO WAVE- i\ND CURRENT-INDUCED 
FORCES 
For a body to remain in equilibrium, the ?:·equirements are that the 
sum of forces in three perpendicular directions are zero, and the 
moments about three perpendicular axes are also zero. 
Consider a pipeline resting on a horizontal rocky sea bed and 
subjected to current and wave action. Assume the direction of the 
current and the wave orthogonals are at right angles to the a.xis of 
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t~ 
f Pi., 
Balance of forces 
so. 
In this ideal reference case the st.abil.i..ty problem is reduced to 
a two-dimensional one. The pipeline will be stable if it is not 
lifted off the sea bed and does not slide along the sea bed or roll 
about its a.xis. 
To prevent it being lifted off the sea. bed, the submerged weight, 
Weff must be larger than the total upward hydrodynamic force. (If 
it is not, lifting can still be prevented by, for instance, tying the 
pipe down to the sea floor. 
.is kept positive). 
In other words, the reactive force, Y, 
To prevent the pipe from sliding horizontally, the frictional 
resistance force, 
Ff . . riction 
= friction coefficient x Y (4-19) 
. must always be capable of balancing the total horizontal hydrodynamic 
force. 
It is important to note that Ff . . is proportional to Y, and 
riction 
Y is reduced by any upward acting hydrodynamic forces. 
The most likely mode of failure is a horizo~tal displacement of 
the' pipe, resulting from the friction force being reduced by the 
vertical hydrodynamic forces to such a level that it is exceeded by 
the horizontal hydrodynamic forces. 
\ 
Rolling can normally be prevented by a combination of the torsional 
rigidity of the pipe and sufficiently wide base blocks spaced at 
intervals along the length of the pipe. 
This.ideal situation is, of course, seldom encountered in practice. 
The pipe is often unsupported over stretches along an uneven bottom 
and then bending moments are induced in the pipe. Hydrodynamic forces 
will rarely be uniform over the length of the pipe since orbital 
velocities and accelerations may be higher in some regions due to 
changes in water depth, profile of t~e sea floor, localized peaks in 
the wave crests, etc. Furthermore, apart from being laid on the sea 
bed, the pipe can, according to a classification by Grace (1973), be 
laid: 
51. 
1. in a trench which is not backfilled; 
2. on the sea bed and be stabiJized laterally and on top by 
layers of stone; 
3. in a trench and backfilled, in other words, completely 
buried. 
These alternatives are only mentioned here. In all three cases 
the pipe is more protected and will be more stable than in the 
reference case dealt with above. 
52. 
CHAPTER 5 
. MEUIODS OF CALCULATING IN-LINE FORCES 
Wiegel, et al (1957) and Wiegel (1964) mention two methods :-· 
the method developed by Morison, O'Brien, Johnson and Schaaf (1950) . 
which involves the formula, now commonly known as the Morison equat~on, 
_and the method of Crooke (1955) which is·based upon the study by 
Iversen and Balent (1951) . 
A third method, the so-call0d "diffraction theory method", has 
...... 
been developed by MacCamy and Fuchs (1954) for large-diameter vertical 
piles, and been mo_dified by Garrison and Rao (1971) for a submerged 
-hemisphere, and by Garrison and Chow (1972) for a submerged body of 
arbitrary shape. 
There is also a fourth method, which this writer calls.the "method 
of dimensionless wave parameters". 
The first meth-od is by far more popular and widely used than the 
second. The third method only becomes applicable if the object is · 
large compared to the length of waves impinging on it, and only in 
exceptional cases would it be relevant to submarine pipelines. The 
fourth method has the disadvantage that it requires much experimental 
data to make it of general use; yet, it has its applications. 
5. l MORISON EQUATION Jv'l.ETHOD 
It is assumed that the total in-line force on a submerged body 
in unsteady flow may be obtained by linear addition of the instantaneous 
values of inertial force and drag force, i.e. 
F' = (5-1) 
where 
F' the total in-line force acting on the entire body. 
More specifically, for a circular cylinder with diameter D and placed 
at right angles to the flow, the Morison equation becomt~s 
(5-2) 
- • -· 'I'!.'..,. 
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where 
F =.the total in-line force per unit length of cylinder. 
This method, originally developed for vertical piles, is well 
entrenched in ocean engineering practice. Since its formulation in 
1950 ideas may have changed as to how the equation should be interpreted, 
but the basic concept that the in-line force generally consists of a 
velocity dependent drag component and an acceleration dependent inertial 
\ 
component remains unchanged. 
It is worthwhile to note some of the assumptions on which the 
equation is based, as well as some of its limitations. 
Wiegel (1964) points out that the equations for the inertial 
force and drag force are based on two assumptions: 
1. The object is at a sufficient depth below the free surface 
so that it may be considered to be in a fluid of infinite 
~xtent. 
2. 'rhe flow is treated as though it were uni-directional. 
The Morison equation usually violates both these assumptions. 
' 
The drag force in particular, is open to question as the wave-induced 
flow periodically reverses. direction causing the wake formed on the 
leeside to become the fluid at the leading edge of the body at the 
beginning of the next phase in the flow cycle. 
Provided that the calculated results are useful and within the 
range of engineering accuracy, there is no objection to the assumptions 
being violated. 
It is important to realise from the start that the user of the 
Morison equation generally needs to know, apart from the cylinder and 
fluid properties, four quantities : c
0
, CI, u and u. The latter two 
are calculated with the aid of some wave theory whilst the former two 
are obtained empirically. It is, however, essential that the 
coefficients are compatible with the wave theory.used to predict the 
kinematics; the reason being that different wave theories may yield 
different values for the particle kinematics. 
54. 
The linear, or Airy, wave theory i.s cormnon.ly used for calculating 
the kinematics, and in most cases the coefficients have been derived 
for use in conjunction with this theory. 
5.1.1 Some basic shortcomings of the Morison equat:ion approach 
Almost all problems related to wave force computations can be 
blamed on the complex behaviour of the coefficients, because if it 
were possible to know the appropriate coefficient values at any instant, 
under any condition, the force could be calculated without difficulty. 
Unfortunately, evaluations of the coefficients, over the years, have 
displayed a great deal of scatter. 
1. An apparent reason for the scatter in coefficient values is 
the degree of dimensionality of the flow. In most 
laboratory studies the flow has been two-dimensional or 
virtually one-dimensional. Coefficient values obtained 
under such circumstances have proved to be somewhat 
inaccurate for three-dimensional flow as encountered in 
the sea. 





during the wave cycle, but their instantaneous values 
cannot be determined without making some assumptions (such 
as that they have "symmetrical" values about certain phases 
of the cycle). Thus it is customary to assign average-
over-the-wave-cycle values to the coefficients. But since 
. the designer is pr~marily interested in the maximum force 
and not the average force, this is not entirely satisfactory. 
3. Hogben (1974) draws attention to the fact that unless the 
body is quite secluded, there may be interference between 
neighbouring bodies. (A number of pipelines bunched 
together and a group of piles serve as examples) . The 
result is that the coefficients as well as the kinematics 
change and the Morison equation will yield an inaccurate 
estimate of the in-line force. 
4. He also states that the equation is not adequate for 
predicting forces in the "splash zone" of, say, lattice 
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structures where, for instance, ce.rtain horizontc1l members 
may be subjected to severe impact loads" 
5. He issues a warning on a furth~r point: whereas the Morison 
equation may be used to design structural members in areas 
having relatively moderate sea conditions with the occasional 
severe storm, (e.g. the Gulf of Mexico, where the Morison 
equation was developed) , it may prove inadequnte to design 
similar members situated in areas with a heavy incidence of 
rough weather ·(such as the North Sea) , because fatigue 
failure may be the more important criterion. 
6. A very important objection to the Morison equation, made by 
Hogben (1974), is the, difficulty associated with the non-
linearity of the drag term containing the factor lulu. 
7. 
In a spectrum the velocity, u, at any instant, is the sum of 
a number of contributions from component waves cf different 
frequencies, and the corresponding drag is proportional to 
the square of this sum which cannot be determined by linear 
addition of components. 
In steady flow C for a cylinder is dependent on the Reynolds D , 
number, Re. Indications are that CD in unsteady flow is 
dependent on at least Re and the period parameter, K. As 
prototype experiments in the ocean are expensive and 
difficult to control, most investigations to determine the 
coefficients have been performed in laboratories. But in 
laboratories it is difficult to achieve the high Reynolds 
numbers that are often experienced in the ocean. As a 
result, the designer usually has to employ coefficient 
values derived at rather low R . 
e 
8. Nath and Yamamoto (1974) argued that drag forces were 
actually due to the convective acceleration of the flow; in 
fa.ct, all hydrodynamic forces on submerged objects were 
considered to be due to acceleration effects. They felt 
that the Morison equation could give "a misconception that 
drag forces are not due to acceleration effects". 
9. It must be ensured that the object is small enough not to 
influence the incident wave (by, for instance, diffracting 
5.1.2 
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or reflecting it). Garrison and Chow (1972) agree that the 
Morison equation gives a valid approximation of the in-line 
force if the lineal dimension of the object is small 
compared to the wave length. Hogben (1974) and Vongvisessomjai 
and Silvester (1976) quantify this limit : 
If D/L > 0,2 the Morison equation is no longer applicable. 
The maximum value of the total in-line force predicted by 
the Morison equation~~ 
According to the Airy wave theory the water particle veloc.i_ty in any 
direction is always a quarter cycle out of phase with the acceleration. 
Consequently, the drag force is also a quarter cycle out of phase with 
the inertial force, an.d the maximum value of their sum generally occurs 
at some intermediate stage - between the stages of maximum drag and 












Figure 5-1 Variation of FI, F
0 
and F throughout the wave cycle 
Grace (1973) gives the following equations for the maximum value 
of the combined in-line force, F in the horizontal direction :-
max' 




F (1+8 2 ) if f3 ~ 1 (5·-3) 
D 
max 
- -·---- -, -- ••T -- -- • --- - - • .,..... .., •• - •- ---1f?:: ... 
57. 
where 








ti1e maximum drag force during the wave cycle 
Dplu .,u ma:z max for a.cylinder 
7T CI 1 -
A/D 4 c 
D 
(5-4) 
7T2 CI 1 -
2 CD K 
(5-5) 
A = the horizontal semi-diameter of the particle orbit. 
These equations are based on the Morison equation and the Airy 
theory. 
As can be seen in Fig. (5-1), F (positive) (i.e. in the 
max 
direction of wave propagation) occurs between the rising "still-water" 
stage and the wave crest stage, whilst F (negative) occurs between 
max 
the falling "still-water" stage and the wave trough stage. 
An alternative equation for F in dimensionless form, is 
max' 
provided by Rance (1969) : 
F c 7f CI 
2 
(A) 
2 (5-6) max D + = --
pD3a2 . .2 D 32 CD 
where a = 27T/T 
Also this equation is derived from the Morison equation and the 
Airy theory. 
5.2 CROOKE'S METHOD 
The method, described by Crooke (1955), is based on a study by 
Iversen and Balent (1951) who found that, when the velocity was 
linearly dependent upon the acceleration, the total force exerted on 
a flat disk, being accelerated in one direction through still water, 
/ 
could be expressed as 
F = ~CA Plulu 
r 




coefficient which depends not only upon the shape of the body, Froude 
modulus, Reynolds number, friction, and Mach number, but also upon a 
modulus, uD/u 2 , where Dis the diameter of the disk. (Wiegel (1964), 
Keulegan and Carpenter (1958)). 
This modulus, now known as Iversen's modulus, is related to the 
period paramete~, K, in the case of sinusoidal oscillatory flow. 











This method has not gained nearly as much support as the Morison 
equation and will not be considered further in this dissertation. 
5.3 DIFFRACTION THEORY METHOD 
The present writer suspects that the reason for cal.ling this 
method the "diffraction theory method" may be that it was originally 
developed, by MacCamy and Fuchs (1954), for large diameter cylinders 
standing vertically and piercing the water surface - a situation where 
the phenomenon of diffraction would be noticeable. 
This method may be used to calculate the in-line force in cases 
where the object size is so large that the waves are diffracted and/or 
reflected. , This is deemed to occur when the· lineal dimension of the 
object exceeds one fifth of the wave length, or, for a cylinder, when 
D/L > 0,2. 
Vongvisessomjai and Silvester (1976) also specify a second pre-
requisite : the period parameter must be smaller than 1T; in other 
words the re.lative amplitude, A/D = K/21T, must be less than~' i.e. 
the overall horizontal displacement of the water particles, 2A, must 
be smaller than the cylinder diameter. If K < 1T, flow separation 
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takes place to such an extent that viscous effects - which are not 
allowed for in the diffraction theory analysis - cannot be neglected. 
Typical diffraction theory calculations are performed by computer 
as vast volumes of numerical operations are involved. 
The three basic steps in tpe process are : 
1. A total velocity potential is defined in the vicinity of 
the object. 
2. From this, the dynamic pressure distribution around th2. 
object is calculated. 
·3. The forces are found by integrating the pressures over 
the surface of the object. 
The procedure will be dealt with more closely in the review of 
the work by Garrison and Chow (1972). 
5.4 METHOD OF DIMENSIONLESS WAVE PARAMETERS 
Some investigators, such as Garrison, Gehrman and Perkinson (1975), 
I 
have determined relationships between maximum forces and certain 
dimensionless parameters describing the wave. 
Garrison, et al (1975), plotted dimensionless values of the 
maximum force, measured in wave flume experiments, versus the parameters 
2d/D,gT2/d and H/D and found that the plotted points followed consistent 
curves. 
Vongvisessomjai and Silvester (1976) , recommend this method for 
calculating forces on vertical members (where.the maximum particle 
velocities change considerably along the length of the member) in 
fairly shallow water, i.e. when d/L < 0,3. Silvester (1974) adopts 
this approach in his suggested procedure for computing forces on 
vertical piles. (See his Tables 8 - IV, 8 - V, and 8 - VI). Paape 
and Breusers (1966) used a similar approach in their study of forces 
on square piles. 
One important disadvantage of this method is the overwhelming 
amount of data that is required. (Garrison, Gehrman and Perkinson 
(1975)). 
PART II 
A CHRONOLOGICAL REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
INTO HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES 
ON SUBMERGED CYLINDERS 
60. 
CHAPTER 6 
·PUBLICATIONS PRIOR TO 1960 
The more significant studies of hydrodynamic forces on cylinders 
and the behaviour of the associated force coefficients performed 
before about 1960 are dealt with by Wilson and Reid (1963), Wiegel 
(1964) and Dean and Harleman (1966) and are mentioned briefly belmv. 
6.1 ~ORISON, et al (University of California, at Berkeley) 
The popular method for calculating wave-induced forces on rigid 
bodies, and more specifically, cylindrical piles, now known as the 
Morison equation, was described in a paper by Morison, et al (1950). 
Further laboratory investigations followed and the results published 
in papers by Morison (1951) and Morison, Johnson and O'Brien (1954). 
6. 2 MacCAM.Y A..1\JD FUCHS, 1954 (Beach .Erosion Board, U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers) 
Ma.cCamy and Fuchs (1954) did not use the same approach as Morison, 
et al (1950) because they were interested in wave forces acting on 
large diameter vertical piles, where the wave did not pass the object 
without being affected. 
They therefore formulated a diffraction theory, to describe the 
j_nteraction between waves and large piles. In the limiting case of 
small diameter pile to wave length ratios, the results of this theory 
become equivalent to those produced by the Morison equation. 
(Garrison and Rao (1971)). 
6.3 HARLEMAN AND SHAPIRO (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Their approach was to calculate wave forces on piles, assuming 
c
1 
::::2,0 , as given by the so-called diffraction theory (MacCamy and 
Fuchs (1954)) or potential flow considerations, and assuming a CD 
value as given by the steady·-state results versus Reynolds number 
relationship. Stokes' third-order wave theory was used to predict 
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water particle velocities and accelerations. To calculate the 
Reynolds number, the root-mean-square velocity along the piling was 
used. 
The next step was to compare these calculated forces with forces 
measured in a laboratory. According to Dean and Harleman (1966) , the 
agreement was, "in general, good". 
The relevant publications are Harleman and Shapiro (1955) and 
Harleman, Shapiro and Marlow (1957). 
6.4 WILSON AND REID (Texas A. and M. University) 
Reid (1957) .and Wilson (1957) reported on field measurements they 
had done in the Gulf of Mexico. They measured total forces and 
fluctuations of the water surface, calculated the kinematics of the 
water particles, and then the values of CD and CI using a best least-
squares fit technique. (Dean and Harleman (1966)). 
6.5 WIEGEL, et c.l (University of California, at Berkeley) 
Wiegel, Beebe and Moon (1957) studied ocean wave forces on vertical 
piles. Typical wave periods were in the 10 to 20 second range, water 
depth approximately 15 m and the wave height as high as 6 m. Pile 
test sections were 0,3 m high, mounted on supporting piles, and varied 
from 0,17 m ~o 1,5 m in diameter. Wi~h the aid of the linear wave 
,theory, water particle kinematics were predicted from measured waves, 




was computed from the total in-line force measured on the pile 
at the instant of maximum horizontal velocity and zero horizontal 
acceleration, in other words, the crest and trough phases. Similarly, 
CI was obtained at the "still-water" phases - when the horizontal 
acceleration was maximum and the horizontal velocity zero. 
The Reynolds number, calculated from the peak velocity value, was 
between 3 x 104 an~ 9 x 105 • They could find no well-·defined 
relationship between C and R . Fig. (6-1) shows a plot of CD. 
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They also found no relationship between c
1 
and Re' or the water 
particle acceleration. C showed a very slight tendency to increase 
I 
with increasing wave period. 
They found CI to be a normal Gaussian distribution with mear1 
value 2,5 and standard deviation 1,2. The mean of 2,5 is somewhat 
greater than the theoretical value of 2,0 for ideal flow as derived 
by Lamb (1945) and MacCamy and Fuchs (1954). 
Although they were not interested in transverse forces, they 
noticed large lateral vibrations due to vortex shedding under certain 
conditions of testi.ng. In fact, one of the test piles actually broke 
after several days; this turned out to be a fatigue failure. 
6.6 KEULEGAN AND CARPENTER, 1958 
The paper by Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) has become a milestone 
in its field. 
They investigated the drag and inertial coefficients of horizontal 
cylinders and plates, fixed normal to the flow direction, at the node 
of stationary waves oscillating in a rectangular tank. The motion 
was horizontal (not elliptical orbits) and varied sinusoidally. The 
flow was thus essentially one-dimensional. Transverse forces were 
not analyzed, but the mechanism of vortex formation was studied. 
Keulegan and Carp~nter found that the average values of c0 and 
c
1 
over a wave cycle changed when the maximum (calculated) velocity 
of water flowing past the cylinder, u , was altered and when the 
max 
diameter, D, of the cylinder was varied. Neither CD nor CI appeared 
to be dependent on the Reynolds number, u D/V , but both were found 
max 
to be a function of the period parameter, K = umax T/D. 










and CI versus K for a·circular cylinder 
Bearing in mind that the period parameter, K = TI.2A/D, is also 
a measure of the relative displacement of water particles, the 
explanation given by Keulegan a.nd Carpenter for the behaviour of CD 
and CI is worth noting:-
For very small values of K, when there is no separation, CD is 
fairly small (about 0,9) while CI is approximately equal to the 
theoretical value of 2,0. As K increases towards 15, where, according 
to the authors, a. complete single eddy forms, c
0 
attains its maximum 
value (about 2,5) and CI its minimum (about 1,0). For still larger 
values of K, when numerous eddies form, CD gradually decreases to the 
value that would be applicable to steady flow, and CI gradually 
increases to a value of 12,5 at K = 120. 
The values of c
0 
and CI, shown in Fig. (6-2) are mean values for 
the entire wave cycle. Keulegan and Carpenter also studied the 
instantaneous values of the coefficients. 
They achieved this by assuJning ·that the coefficient values at an 
instant t. seconds before a particular still-water phase was equal to 
l 
the values at an instant t seconds after that particular phase, on 
1 
the· grounds that the accelerations at these two instants were equal 
and the velocities, although of opposite sign, were equal in absolute 
magnitude. Similar assumptions were made regarding the crest phase 




assumption was not quite correct because the distribution of skin 
friction at the t.imes considered was not identical, and that there \\Tas 
no simple way td accurately determine the instantaneous values of 
CI and C ) . 
D, 
Keulegan and Carpenter concluded that the coefficients could 
vary during a wave cycle, (K being kept constant). 
C was found to remain at its mean value except for a small 
D 
interval about the zero velocity phases, i.e. maximum acceleration 
phases, when CD would become several times greater than the mean value. 
On the other hand, CI was found to remain virtually constant throughout 
the wave cycle provided that K was either very small or large. If, 
however, K was in the vicinity of 15, c
1 
displayed considerable 
·variation: between about -2 and 2. (Neither Keulegan and Carpenter 
(1958) nor Wiegel (1964) could explain the existence of negative 
values for CI. McNmvn and Learned (1978) recently suggested an 
explanation for negative added mass coefficients, C , in other words, 
m 
for CI < 1,0 .· This is dealt with in the review of Garrison, et al 
(1977)). 
The variation of CD and CI during a wave cycle, for three 
different K values, is sho~n in Fig. (6-3) . 
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Figure 6-3 Variation of CD and c1 during a wave cycle, at various 
values of K 
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6.7 SUMMARY OF PRE-1960 INVES'I'IGA'EIONS 
Wilson and Reid (1963) summarized the results of significant 
research programmes carried out before 1960, see Table (6-1). 
Table 6-1 c
0 
and C values for Circular Cylinders 
I· 
in Accelera~ing Flows 
66. 
Cylinder Coefficient Value Type of flow; l Authority and date Natu.r Experi 
Crooke, 1955 Model 










Reid', 1957 Proto 
Bretschneider, Proto 
1957 
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(av. of 29 
tabulated value 
1,52 1,51 (av. of 57 
tabulated value 
1,00 0,93 Accelerated, 
non-oscillatory 
1,10 1,46 Accelerated, 
!non-oscillatory 
1,00 0,95 r Ocean Waves, 
alifornian Coa 
Based on their 
Fig .15) . 
0,53 1,47 Ocean Waves, 
Gulf of Mexico 
0,40 1,10 Ocean Waves, 
Gulf of Mexico 
1,00 1,45 Ocean Waves, 
Gulf of Mexico 
Note that Wilson and Reid disregarded the effect of period para-
meter and merely computed ·avex-age values when they drafted Table (6-1) •. 
Dean and Harleman (1966), in reviewing this table, again computed 
averages and found: 
CD 1,05 
= 1,40 
The roughness of the cylinder would also influence the drag 







PUBLICATIONS BETWEEN 1960 AND 1969 
BRATER, McNOWN AND STAIR, 1961 (University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor) 
67. 
With the aid of models, they studied the magnitude and 
characteristics of wave forces on submerged barge-like structures. They 
concluded that since there was no flow separation from the large objects, 
the inertial force was all-important compared to the drag force - in 
fact, only the coefficient of inertia was required to predict the 
maximum force. 
7.2 RESEARCH AT WALLINGFORD, 1961:) 
The Hydraulics Research Station at Wallingford, England, has been 
involved for apparently almost two decades in investigations on wave 
forces. The reports, usually produced annually, are rather brief on 
account of results being kept confidential. 
Nevertheless, some useful information can be extracted from these 
reports and will be summarized in this dissertation. 
Hydraulics Research (1961) states that wave (and current-) 
induced forces on a 1/16 model of a submarine pipe lying on the sea 
floor were studied during that year. Orbital velocities were measured 
throughout the wave cycle with a miniature current meter and orbital 
diameters by direct observation of a float. 
Values were obtained for CD and CI for horizontal forces as well 
as vertical forces. It was found that the coefficients varied both 
with wave characteristics and throughout the wave cycle. 
approach was then adopted:-
After defining two coefficients, namely: 
Another 
Maximum horizontal force 
Dt. !z pu2 
and force at instant of maximum velocity 
Dt. !.z pu2 
68. 
these coefficients were plotted as a family of curves of equal D2 /TV 
against 2A/D, where all the symbols have their usual meanings. 
It was thought that these dimensionless parameters would be 
sufficient to determine the nature of the motion. 2A/D (which is the 
period parameter divided by TI) describes the geometry of motion, while 
D2 /TV actually j_s a Reynolds number, D.2A/Tv, divided by 2A/D· 
Some results were given, refer Fig. (7-1) • 
. !·O 
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Figure 7-1 Horizontal force coeff{cient versus relative displacement 
amplitude for cylinder lying on floor 
The investigators came to the conclusion that D2 /TV wa.s an 
important parameter in determining the coefficient, but since its value 
in the prototype was large it could not be reproduced in the model. 
Subsequently', Grace ,(1971) re-analyzed the raw data obtained in 
this study, and calculated drag, inertial and lift coefficients. It 
appeared that c
0 
roughly decreased with increasing Reynolds nUm.ber. 
""'~ -·· 
69. 
Also, CD values for the unsteady flow case were considerably larger 
than in the steady flow case. 
The point to be made is that the steady-state drag arid lift 
coefficients should, in general, not be applied to the unsteady flow 
case. The same conclusion was made by Font (1967). 
Fig. (7-2), by Grace (1971) shows CD values for ur1steady flow 
(from the Wallingford data) for a pipe lying on a floor plotted versus 
Reynolds number, together with the s~eady-state CD curve and some 
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Figure 7-2 
R .. e. 
CD versus Re for a cylinder near and remote from a 
boundary, (data from various sources), Grace (1971) 
70. 
7. 3 BECKMANN AI-JD THIBODEAUX, 1962 (Rice Unj_ versi ty, Houston, 
' 
Texas) 
Up to this stage most research had been done on coefficients for 
cyliµders away from a solid boundary, such as the sea floor. 
Beckmann and Thibodeaux (1962) investigated the case w~ere the cylinder 
was in contact with a solid boundary. They were among the first to 
point out that hydrodynamic lift forces could be of critical importance 
to a submarine pipeline, and since its publication, their paper has 
been quoted and discussed by numerous authors. 
They considered drag and lift forces on two shapes: a horizontal 
circular cylinder resting on a floor and a trapezoidally profiled 
block resting on a floor. Their conclusions were based upon basic 
principles and aerodynamic studies, performed mainly on steady flow 
situations, by various researchers. Alterman (1962), in discussion, 
stated that Beckmann and Thibodeaux "had to make simplifications, the 
validity of which have yet to be justified". 
They estimated that CD for a smooth circular cylinder would be 
in the range 0,35 to 0,40 regardless of whether it was in contact 
with the solid boundary or not. 
rough pipe was about 0,5. 
Their recommended c
0 
value for a 
Regarding the lift coefficient,. CL, their estimate for Q smooth 
pipe in contact with the boundary was in the range 0,35 to 0,65; 
their recommended value for a rough pipe was about 0,5. It is 
important to note that they took into account only one mechanism 
whereby lift can be generated: non-symmetrical flow around the body 
caused by the presence of the boundary; in other words, the role 
played by vortex shedding was ignored. Therefore, CL was taken as 
zero for the case where the cylinder was unaffected by the proximity 
of the floor. '!'hey suggested that a pipe could be considered to be 
so positioned if the clearance between ground and pipe was at least 
I 
O,l pipe diameter. 
Beckmann and Thibodeaux also considered the inertial coefficient, 
CI. They stated that the CI values obtained by Wiegel, et al (1957) 




for the case of a cylinder attached to a boundary were available 
by 1962, and therefore an estimate of the CI value would be crude. 
They expected C to fall between 1,0 and the theoretical potential 
I 
flow value of 2,0 , and suggested a value of 1,5. 
In a discussion of this paper, Wilson and Reid (1963) express 
the opinion that the recommended values for CD, CL and CI are all on 
the low side, and produce their table (Table 6-1). They admit that f ~ 
factual experimental information is very scarce, but suggest that CD 
should be taken as at least 1,0 for pipelines in contact with the sea 
bed. 
For a cylinder, in contact with a solid boundary, they derive an 
upper limit of CL for special case of potential flow, namely 4,48. 
They also derive a lower limit .for the real flow case, namely 0,74. 
They conclude that, for design purposes, CL ~ l,O for a pipe in 
contact with the sea bed. 
Similarly, they show that for potential flow a theoretical upper-
boundary for CI, for a cylinder in contact w.i.th the bed, is 3,30. 
They reason that, since the average value of CI in their table for 
the case of a circular cylinder away from the influence of a boundary 
is approximately 1,5 , and since the theoretical value of CI for such 
.a case is 2,0, CI for a cylinder in contact with the bed could be 
3 ' 30 x l '5 ~ 2 ' 5 • 
2,0 
7.4 RESEARCH AT WALLINGE'ORD, 1962 
The oscillatory flow tests done during 1961 were confined to 
Reynolds numbers not exceeding 1,7 x 103 , which were lower.than those 
applying. in the prototype . In order to achieve higher Reynolds 
numbers ranging between 3 x 103 and 9,5 x 105 , 1/3- ·scale models of 
pipe sections together with a plate representing the sea bed were 
towed through still water. 
The experiments performed during 1962 were, therefore, carried 
out under uni-directional flow conditions. 
72. 
Lift and drag forces were rneasurea·separately. Six different 
shapes of pipe sections were investigated including a rough and a 
smooth circular cylinder. 
The CD and CL versus Re plots, as determined from these tests, 
are shown in Fig. (7·-3) . 
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and CL versus Re for a circular cylinder in contact 
with a boundary, uni-directional unsteady flow, . 
Wallingford (1962) 
It appears that typical c
0 
values for a smooth pipe in contact 
with the bed, are about 0,6 to 0,9 and for a rough pipe 0,8 to 1,1 
while CL is mostly around 0,5 to 0,6 for a smooth pipe, and about 
0,2 for a rough pipe. 
E. 
. 
Roughening of the surface increased the drag only marginally but 
reduced the lift substantially (about 67%). As stated in Hydrcmlics 
Research (1962), "the cylinder lying on the sea bed constitutes quite 
a good aerofoil, particularly when it is smooth ..• ". 
The fact that the tests were performed in uni-directional flow 
must make one hesitant to apply these results to oscillatory wave 
motion. Further errors, although small, were introduced by the 
presence of a free surface close to the pipe model in the channel, 
and the existence of a wave crest in front of the obstacle and a 
trough shortly behind. 
7.5 RESEARCH AT WALLINGFORD, 1965, 1966 
According to Hydraulics Research (1965) , the research done on 
submarin~ pipelines in that year was confined to aspects of sediment 
movement and scour around the pipe. 
9 /0 
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During approximately 1966 a pulsating \vater tunnel was constructed 
at Wallingford whereby forces acting under oscillatory flow at high 
Reynolds numbers, could be measured. Full size circular pipe sections 
up to 760 mm diameter could be installed in this water tunnel. 
Tests showed that lift forces were higher than previous work 
(e.g. 1961 - 1962' results) had indicated, and were in fact of the same 
order as the drag forcE<s. "However, the variation of forces during 
the wave-cycle showed a pattern other than that given by a consideration 
of the summation of drag and inertia terms", that is, as given by the 
Morison equation. "It was. found that the lift force was at no time 
zero and that secondary pealcs or maxima occurred". 
It was also reported that "an analytical study demonstrated that 
all the characteristics could be accounted for by including wake 
effects. The new•theory evolved closely predicts the forces 
measured". 
The "new theory", involving wake effects, is presumably that 
covered by P.J. Rance in Hydraulics Research (1969) and will be 
discussed in the review of the Wallingford, 1969, research programme. 
7.6 BROWN, 1967 (Bechtel Corporation, San Francisco) 
Brown (1967) produced a paper describing experiments performed 
during the early 1960's in which the effects of transverse horizontal 
currents on a horizontal pipeline, in contact with the sea bed, were 
studied. In actual pipe environmental c9nditions, velocities to 
3,6 m/s had been observed in rivers and areas of large tidal variations. 
He thought that the hydrodynamic forces caused by such currents 
could be of the utmost importance to the lifespan and stability of a 
pipeline, but were usually the least recognized. Numerous failures 
of pipelines indicated underdesign of the stability aspect, whereas 
many pipelines were excessively over-designed with resultant excess 
.expenditure. 
The work of Brown (1967), although not specifically on wave-
induced forces, but on current-induced forces, is described herein 
because it does improve one's understanding of hydrodynamic forces 
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acting on a pipe in contact. with a solid boundary. 
The experiments were carried out in this manner: 
A length of pipe was fixed to the floor of a test flume, 
perpendicular to the flwne axis. While a steady current flowed past 
the pipe, the pressure distribution around the periphery of the pipe 







Typical pressure distribution on a pipe in contact with 
the floor, steady flow 
From these pressures, forces were obtained which were- then 
resolved into horizontal and vertical components. By summation of 
all the horizontal components the total horizontal drag force, FD, 
was obtained. The total vertical lift force, P , ·was found by 
L 
summation of all the vertical components. 
Coefficients of drag, c
0
, and lift, CL, and the Reynolds number, 
I< were calculated:-e' 
= 
= 












Pipe diameters used in the experiments were 150 mm and 250 mm, 
water depth 460 mm and the maximum current velocity 1,8 rn/s, The 
. 5 5 
Reynolds number varied between 0,6 x 10 and 3,0 x 10 . The pipes 
had smooth surfaces, although an attempt was made to simulate the 
effect of discontinuities of smoothness by attaching a "spoiler" to 
the pipe. 
Brown, although giving no graphs of CD and CL versus Re' draws 
the following conclusions from this study:-
I. 
1. A pipe resting on the sea bed experiences lift and drag 
forces like the wing of an airplane. 
2. In the range of Reynolds numbers 0,6 x 105 to 3,0 x 105 , 
CD varied from 0,90 to 0,55 and CL from 1,3 to 0,8. 




4. The drag coefficient, CD, was smaller when the pipe was in 
contact with the bed than when there was a clearance between 
pipe and bed. 
(Beckmann and Thibodeaux (1962) had come to the same 
conclusion) . 
5. Spoilers on the pipe altered the hydrodynamic forces and 
their coefficients to a consideraple extent. 
Larock (1967) criticized Brown by saying that, although the 
experiment involved the direct application of basic principles, the 
scope of the project was too limited and the results thus obtained 
correspondingly limited. He, as well as Font (1967) and Sutco 
(1967) , felt that the proximity of the free surface could have 
influenced the hydrodynamic forces considerably because the water 
depth was only about two or three pipe diameters. He pointed out'that 
the Froude number was an appropriate index to use in describing shallow 
submergence flow situations whereas the Reynolds number became 
important with deep submergence. 
Font (1967) reported that his organization (Universidad Central 
de Venezuela) had performed similar experiments (apparently also 
involving the measurement of pressure distributions) , but obtained 
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different values for CD. and CL, refer Table (7-1) . (It appears that 
the submergence was 5,5 diameters as opposed to 2 or 3, in Brown's 
case) . 
I 
Reynolds Numbers Froude Numbers Drag Coefficient Lift Coefficient 
R 
e 
= uD/V F = u//gd CD CL r 
·--
0,97 x 105 0,29 0,85 1,48 
0,79 x 10 5 0,24 0,83 1,35 
0,68 x 105 0,20 0,90 1,13 
0,53 x 105 0,16 0,93 lrll 
Irv. 
.. ~. s r o/I,<£ 
Table (7-1) CD and CL in steady flow, Font (1967) 
Possible sources for these discrepancies are:-
1. Brown could have overestimated the reference velocity, 
and therefore, the Reynolds number. 
2. The influence of the free surface, mentioned above. 
3. Differences in. separation patterns on the lee'side of the 
pipe would have a marked effect on the hydrodynamic forces 
generated. 
Font then warned against using drag and lift coefficients obtained 
from steady flow experiments, for calcul~ting forces caused by 
oscillatory waves. He quoted the Wallingford Report No. Ex. 158 
(1961), on wave forces, wherein CL was found to be as large as 4,5 , 
if the Morison equation were assumed to be valid. This value was 
very close to the theoretical value of 4,48 derived from potential 
flow considerations and quoted by Wilson and Reid (1963) . Font 
thought that this agreement was not too strange because since it took 
time for a wholly separated zone to develop on the downstream side of 
a body, the peak lift forces (in the case of the Wallingford oscillatory 
flow experiments, anyway) probably occurred when potential-like flow 
was still present. 
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7.7 JOHANSSON, _ 1968_ (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm) 
As reported by Grace (1971), Johansson (1968) performed wave 
force experiments i.n a flume. Regular waves were generated and the 
particle kinematics predicted from the Airy theory. 
ranged from approximately 3 x 103 to 2 x lOlt. 
Reynolds numbers 
CI was found to lie between 2 , 8 and 4, O and CL between 1, 8 and 
6,0 for a constant clearance between the pipe and the bottom. 
The effect of clearance on the coef f i.cients was studied to a 
limited extent and the results are reflected in. Tabla (7-2) . 
-
Relative Horizontal Horizontal Lift Vertical 
clearance drag inertial coefficient inertial 
coefficient coefficient coefficient 
h/D c CI c CI D L 
o,o 2,0 3,3 4,0 3 ,0 
0,25 1,1 2,4 0,0 1,9 
1,0 ~,l 2 ,o 0,0 1,7 
Table 7-2 Effect of bottom clearance on coefficients, 
Johansson (1968) 
7.8 LEBRETON AND CORMAULT, 1969 
According to Garrison and Chow (1972), Lebreton and Cormault (1969) 
derived a diffra.ction theory and applied it to large diameter vertical 
cylinders. Their results agreed with those of MacCamy and Fuchs 
(1954) and with their own experimental results for small <m1plitude 
waves. Viscous effects appeared to become significant at larger wave 
heights but they could not establish a clear definition of non-linear 
effects. 
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7. 9 RESEARCH AT __ ~AL_!,INGFORD, _1969 
Rance (1969) reported on research into wave forces on cylinders 
at Wallingford with the aid of a pulsating water tunnel. .The tests 
were done on cylinders placed fairly remote from boundaries. 




1. In Eq. (7-1) it is implied that crt = o , 27T , etc. 
coincides with the "rising still-water" phase. The 
convention generally followed in this thesis is that 
CYt= O , 27T , etc. coincides with the crest phase. 
2. Strictly speaking "mod" signs should have been .included in 
the first term of the right hand side of Eq. (7-1) (instead 
of writing "sin 2 ") in order to allow for the revers'.i~bility 
of the drag force.) 
The instant at which the maximum total force occurs is given by: 
cos crt 7T 
CI D 
= 
4 CD A 
\ 
cf> (7--2) = cos 
where cf> is the phase angle of the maximum force, with respect to the 
phase of "rising still-water". 




[~J 2 + 
(5-6) 
Since the phase angle, cf> , could be determined from the records 









cos ¢. c = 
7T D D 
(7..;4). 
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Rance and his co-investigators found that if the A/D ratio was 
less than 10 and the total force measured was of reasonable magnitude, 
CI was reasonably constant with a value of 2,0. 
For A/D values greater than 10, the second .tenn in Eq. (5-6), 
contributes very li tt.le to the total force. Above this limit, it was 
also not possible to determine ¢ with sufficient accuracy to yield 
a reasonable estimate of CI. 
For a very small value of A/D, the forces measured were very 
small, giving rise to a large scatter in CD values, and consequently 
also in C . 
I 
In view of the apparent constancy of c
1
, namely 2,0 in the range 
mentioned, Rance! et al re-analyzed their data using CI= 2,0 rather 
than relying on the estimate of ¢. 
In this way a reduction in scatter was achieved, and they prcceeded 
to seek a relationship between CD and the Reynolds number. 







They produced Fig. 
for various A/D ratios. 
(7-5) 
(7-5) , which shows C as a function of R 
D · e 
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Figure 7-5 
REYNOLOS NO. 
CD as a function of Re and A/D for cylinders (fairly 
remote from a boundary)" 
80. 
Rance points out that the A/D ratio has a marked effect, 
particularly for values less than 10 at R < 5 x 104 • The critical 
e 
point which occurs at about R = 5 x 105 in uni-directional flow 
e 
becomes less pronounced and occurs earlier in oscillatory flow. 
Transverse forces generated by vortex shedding, were studied at 
the same time as in-line forces. 








Fig. (7-6) iJ.lustrates the dependence of CL upon Reynolds 
number and A/D ratio. 
.;."' ,:II• 
Figure 7-6 as a function of R a.nd A/D for cylinders 
e 
(fairly remote from a boundary) 
The variable nature of the lift force is reflected by the 
considerable scatter in results. Rance draws the attention to the 
fact that the transverse forces can be as large or larger than the 
in-line forces, particularly at low Reynolds numbers. 
The frequency of the lift force, fL , appeared to be much higher 
than the frequency imposed by wave action. A Strauhal number, defined 






was found to be remarkably consistent, being 0,2 ~ 6%, and did not 
vary with either the A/D ratio or the Reynolds number. 
This seems to imply that fL can be calculated from the equation 
fL 0,2 
27T . A 
(7-8) = x - -T D 
or f /f L o = 0,2 K (7-9) 
where f is the wave frequency 
0 
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The high frequency of the lift force may be even more significant 
than its magnitude. Fatigue failure of a member could result if the 
exciting frequency of the force should coincide with the natural 
frequency of the member. 
'Because of the comparable size of the transverse force, Rance 
concludes that it 5-s not enough to look at the in-line fo:t'ces alone. 
One should consider -the resultant force which is the vectorial sum of 
the transverse and in-line forces. 
Hogben (1974) pointed out that although the Wallingford experiments 
yielded important results at relatively high Reynolds numbers the need 
for prototype tests at high Reynolds nuntbers remained urgent. The 
reason was t.hat the pulsating water tunnel had some artificial 
characteristics: the rectilinear motion, for instance, led to trapping 
of the eddy st:ructure behind the cylinder. 
wall ratio and aspect ratio effects existed. 
It was also possible that 
7.10 GRACE AND CASCIANO, 1969 (University of Hawaii, Honolulu) 
This research project, which dealt with spheres, but not cylinders, 
is mentioned here as it was carried out in the sea and led to further 
useful field experiments specifically aimed at analyzing wave forces 
on pipelines near the sea floor. 
Grace and Casciano (1969) appraised the behaviour of C and C D I 
under oscillatoLy wave action, qualitatively:-
1. Neither CD nor CI was constant over a wave cycle, and they 
were not independent. 
(Note: In the remaining items, reference is presumably made to mean 
values of CD and CI, obtained by averaging over the entire wave cycle). 
2. Consider the situation of a body positioned a.way from any 
boundaries, in oscillatory flow at time t = 0 , when u, = 0 
and du/dt is a maximum. A short time later, the flow 
begins to move past the body, but remains, essentially, 
potential flow, and one would expect c
1 
to have its 
theoretical, potential flow, value - in the case of a 
cylinder it would be 2,0 . The drag force remains quite 




If the flow velocity returns very qu1ckly to zero before 
moving in the cppcsite di:cec.;tion, then a true wake structure 
never really develops and CI stays at its theoretical, 
potential flow, value. The inertia.l force is large and ·i.:.he 
drag force small. 
If, however, the particle travel distance becomes large in 
relation to the body size (D, in the case of a cylinder), in 
other words, if the ratio A/D, or the period parameter, 
K = u T/D = TI.2A/D, becomes large, separation of flow max 
occurs, and a wake develops. The drag force becomes 
significant and the inertial force reduces. 
Thus with larger wake formation and larger period parameter, 
CD increases and CI decreases. 
This phenomenon has been examined by, mnongst others, McNown 
and Keulegan (1959) , and demonstrated experimentally by 
Sarpkaya and Garrison (1963) for circular cylinders. 
3. CD could possibly be dependent upon the Reynolds number 
unless, perhaps, the eddy size in tbe flow was relatively 
large. 
4. CD could be influenced by the relative turbulence intensity 
of the approach flow. 
5. CD was dependent on the relative roughness of the body. 
6. If the body was not completely rigid, vibrations could exert 
a very large influence on the coefficients. (Note that 
vibrations may be caused by transverse forces) • 
7. It was unreasonable to expect to obtain single values of 
CD and CI from experiments. 
more likely. 
A distribution of values was 
In fact, they found that different waves with approximately 
identical wave heights and periods in the same water depth 
produced a spread in maximum forces and in coefficients. 
(Wiegel, et a.l (1957) also experienced this) . 
Possible reasons for th.is may be inevitable experimentaJ. 
errors and a.lso subtle differences in the ambient turbulence 
of the flow. 
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CHAPTER 8 
PUBLICATIONS BETWEEN 1970 A.l\JD 1978 
8 .1 _qoHNSON, 1970 (Oregon State University,. Corvallis) 
Jolmson (1970), using a dimensional analysis, derived an expression 
for the dimensionless total force on a bottom-mounted pipe: 
F 
pgD3 
f r~- H a) 
, D, D, 
(8-1) 
Where a is the angle, in radians, between the axis of the pipe 
·ana. the approaching wave orthogonal. 
After obtaining data from flume tests for which the angle, a, 
was always rr/2 , and using only one test cylinder, he established 
equations for predicting F'/pgo 3 i in terms of ci/D and H/D. 
He accomplished this with the aid of regression analysis. The 
emphasis of his work, as he himself admitted in the final discussion 
of his pap~r, was on the application of this statistical technique. 
As a result, and also because he confined his study to the 
shallow water wave case (d/L < 1/20) , and neglected the effect of \·Jave 
length and consequently wave period, on the total force, as pointed 
out by Petrauskas (1971) , his contribution is considered of limited 
value. 
A further serious shortcoming in Jolmson's work, which has, to 
this writer's knowledge, not yet been pointed out by another critic, 
is that the effect of pipe length has been neglected in the dimensional 
analysis. The force, F, used by Jolmson, is not a force per unit 
length of pipeline, but the force for the entire lengt!i. This is 
borne out by the fact that he writes the dimensionless force as 
3 . 
·F/pgD and not F/pgD2 • In the final discussion of his paper, he said 
that the test cylinder used was precisely one foot long. Thus, in 
his experiments the force per unit length and the force over the entire 
length happened to be numerically equal. 
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8.2 Bidde, 197L (Uni vers'i ty of California, at Berkeley} 
Bidde (1971} investigated the magnitude and frequencies of trans-
verse forces acting on vertical circular cylinders placed in a wave 
flume. The cylinders were cantilevered into the water from above and 
reached only halfway down towards the floor of the flume. End effects 
were thought to be insignificant on the grounds that measured forces 
compared favoura>)ly with those of Jen (1967) , .in whose experiments the 
gap between cylinder and flume floor had been very small. 
Bidde pointed out that the lift force was not necessarily zero 
at the instant of zero velocity. 
the popular lift fcrce equation 




This problem could be sidestepped by defining a relationship 
for the maximum value of the force only, 
== D 
l 2 CL • .-2pu max 
max 
(8-2) 
However, he chose to study the ratio of lift force to in-line 
force, rather than CL. 
Lift forces of appreciable magnitude were measured~- '.'ls high as 
60% of the in-line force. There were indications that the maximum 
ratio of forces might occur at a period parameter value of 15. 
Dattatri (1972) suggested an explanation to this: When K > 15, 
the flow became so highly turbulent, with so many eddies, that the lift 
force, which depended on alternate eddy formation, actually decreased. 
By spreading a very fine powder on the water surface, detailed 
visual observations were made of eddy shedding patterns at the surface. 
The study confirmed that lift forces were associated with eddy 
shedding. 
The period parameter, K, was found to be the all-important para-
meter in studying vortex phenomena and lift forces in waves, while the 
Reynolds number could be ignored. 
,, 
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(Unlike a horizontal pipe with a small diameter relative to water 
depth and wave lengt!l., for which K may safely be assumed to have one 
value only, a vertical pile extends through a whole spectrum of 
maximum water particle velocities, with the result that there is also 
a whole spectrum of K values. It is not c1ear from Bidde (1971) 
exactly at which depth the period parameter was calculated in the 
experiments, but it apparently represen~:s some averag-e value of K over 
the pile length (Dattatri (1972), Isaacson and .M::i.ull (1976)).) 
Bidde observed the following eddy shedding regimes associated 
with the period parameter:-
K < 2 
K ~ 2 to 3 
K ~ 3 
K ~ 3 to 4 
K ~ 5 to 7 
K > 7 
No flow separation. 
Small separation, no eddies. 
First eddies formed and shed; lift force 
begins to be non-zero. 
More than 2 eddies shed within a half cycle; 
beginning of a von Karman vortex street. 
Turbulent wake. 
Extremely turbulent wake. 
Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) found that vortex shedding started 
when K ~ 15, while Bidde found K ~ 3. He commented that the difference 
could be due to a variety of factors: they tested horizontal cylinders 
in virtually one-dimensional flow at the node of a stationary wave, 
whereas he tested vertical cylinders in the two-dimensional flow of 
oscillatory waves. 
Bidde found the lift force frequency to be random at high values 
of K. He could not agree with Chang (1964) who had established the 
frequency of lift force to be twice the wave frequency. Wiegel (1953) 
had noted that the period of lateral vibrations in a prototype 
installation was 2,5 seconds whilst the wave period was 13 seconds. 
This showed that Chang's conclusion was not necessarily correct. 
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Like Brater, et al (1961) , Herbich and Shar1k (1971) fouad that 
the forces on models of large submerged structures were almost entirely 
inertial. They calculated inertial coefficients for the models; 
the values varied between 1,4 and 2,2 for all the tests. For the 
various models, they plotted dimensionless forces as families of 
curves in terms of the wave height to wave length ratio, H/L, versus 
the wave length to water depth ratio, L/D. These curves were 
intended to help designers of large rectangular and cylindrical tanks. 
8.4 GRACE, 1971. (University of Hawaii, Honolulu) 
Grace (1971) pointed out that, up to 1971, all coefficients 
available to the pipeline designer had been derived from low Reynolds 
numbers and were questionable for prototype applications that often 
involved Reynolds numbers in excess of 106 • It was also uncertain 
whether these coefficients would be valid for the real sea bed as 
they had been obtained from pipes resting on flat, hard flume floors. 
The fact that the roughness of a pipe increased in the sea due 
to the inevltable growth of marine fauna and flora also clouded the 
issue. 
He came to the conclusion that the design coefficients had to be 
obtained from experiments in the sea. 
In the meantime, he investigated, in .a laboratory, the effects 
upon the horizontal and vertical wave-induced forces, of, 
1. clearance between the bottom of the pipe and the flume 
floor, 
and 2. orientation of the pipe with respect to the incident wave 
fronts. 
Because of his further investigations and since some of his 
earlier findings have been updated, only an outline of his 1971-
conclusions is now given:-
He found tha.t the horizontal force decreased substantially as the 
pipe orientation approached the direction of the wave orthogonals (i.e. 
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small a). The horizontal force appeci,red to be rather insensitive to 
the effect of bottom-clearance. 
Regarding the vertical force, it was found to decrease at small 
a values and it also decreased with increasing bottom·-clearance. 
The most severe directioa of wave approach to a submarine pipe 
is perpendicular to the axis of the pipeline, i.e. a= 90°. '!'his has 
been established by tests performed at Wallingford (Crisp, Stewart 
and Fletcher (1970)), and according to GracG (1973), by Krieg (1966). 
Such an angle is, however, rather unlikely to occur in nearshore 
waters because waves tend to be refracted so that the wave crests 
turn parallel to the coastline. 
0 
would be at 45 or less. 
A more likely approach an9le, a 
8.5 GARRISON AND RAO, 1971 (Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, 
California) 
Garrison and Rao (1971) pointed out tha.t the Morison equation was 
only valid as long as the presence of the body did not affect the 
incident wave. If the body was large enough to have a scattering 
effect on the wave, another approach was necessary. 
Such an approach would have to account for the effect of relative 
size as well as the free water surface. "In such an analysis, generally 
referred to as diffraction theory, viscous effects are neglected and 
the problem is set up in terms of a velocity potential. Once the 
velocity potential is found, the pressure distribution on the surface of 
the object can be determined and, therefore, the forces on the object 
can be computed". 
Using this approach, they developed an analysis for wave interaction 
with submerged objects, and applied the results to calculate wave 
forces on a submerged hemisphere. They showed that for small values 
of the wave height to sphere diameter ratio, H/D, the wave force 
coefficients could be well represented by the ciffraction theory and 
corrf~lat.ed as. functions .of two parameters, namely 'ITD/L and 2d/D, where 
L is the wave length and d the wat2r depth. (Garrison and Chow (1972)). 
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They concluded that diffraction effects were of primary importance 
in shallow water (small 2d/D ratios) , especially for large TID/L. 
However, if the H/D ratio became too large, the linear relationship 
between wave force and wave height would eventually bi:eak down. 
8.6 GA,.'Q.RISON AND CHOW, 1972 (Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, 
California) 
The authors derived a diffraction theory for submerged objects of 
arbitrary shape. Theoretically predicted forces were then compared 
with experimental results obtained from wave channel testing of oil 
storage tank models. 
Over the range of the experimental results, the wave force was 
found to vary linearly with the wave height so that the dimensionless 
force coefficients were independent of the parameter H/D. The 
results could therefore be represented as functicns of TID/L and 2d/D 
(i.e. similar to Garrison and Rao (1971)). 
The basic principles involved in performing.diffraction theory 
computations have been summarised by Hogben (1974) :-
First, the total velocity potential, ~T' which satisfies the 
boundary conditions is sought. It is assumed to be the linear sum 
of two components, 
~T = ~i + ~s (8-3) 
where ~· is the known velocity potential function of the incident 
l. 
wave and ills is an unknown velocity potential function due to the 
scattered wave. 
~s is in fact generated by the disturbance pressures of the body 
surf ace and may thus be thought of as compounded from a set of component 
potentials pr originating from an array of pulsating pressure points, 




Garrison and Chow (1977.) express the funct.i_ons j as Green's 
r 
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functions which are suitable for analysis involving arbitrary three-
dimensional bodies in shallow water. 'l'he boundary condition , with 
respect to th0. body, is zero relative velocity normal to the surface. 
The input information required for formulating this condition includes 
coordinates defining bodygeometry by a mesh of surface elements, and 
the area and di:!:'."ection cosines of the no:crna.l for each element. If, in 
addition, the body is moving, infonnation to define the motion tm.i.quely 
is also required. 
Secondly, having found the total velocity potential, the dynamic 
pressure distribution. around the body is determinea from the linearized 
Bernoulli equation. 
Thirdly, the forces are obtained by integrating the pressure 
distribution over the surface of the body. 
The complexity of the body shape which can be hand.led by diffraction 
analysis i.s limited only by the size of computer storage available and 
the run time that can be afforded. 
8.7 BRATER AND WALLACE, 1972 (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor) 
Brat.er and Wallace ·(1972) produced a report on a laboratory 
investigation of horizontal in-line forces produced by oscillatory 
waves impinging a.t right angles on submerged pipelinei:;. 
In this study, a continuous record was obtained of wave height 
and horizontal force. Four pipe diameters, three wave heights and 
three wave lengths were used. Forces were measured with the pipe a.t 
four locations below the water surface, that is, at various clearances 
above the bed. Further tests were conducted with the pipes in various 
positions within trenches. 
A large set of c
1 




Brater and Wallace, unlike Grace, believe that the inertial force 
is usually the predominant force.a~d that the drag force only makes a 
significant contribution under special circumstances, such as when the 
91. 
pipe diameter is very rnnaLL ! and the 'lmve length and hei<,1ht are very 
large. Consequently, more attention wu.s devoted to the inertial 
coefficient. 
· It is noted that Brater and Wallace confined their experiments to 
situations where the wave period was relativ~short (6 to 12 seconds 
in the prototype) and the pipe diameters relatively large (2,4 to 4,5 m 
in the prototype) . Short periods and large diameters tend to make 
the inertial force large compared to the drag force since flow 
separation from the body is limited. 
The phase angle, ¢, at which the total force measured was a 
maximum, was plotted against the dimensionless parameter D2/HL, and 
they decided that notwithstanding the scatter, the contribution of the 
drag force only became important when D2/HL was very small, say smaller 
than 0,02 or 0,025. They did not mention the Keulegan-Carpenter 
period parameter, but this will be considered in due course. 
CI was obtained from the equation 
F = 
I 
iT 2 • c .p;n .u 
I " 
(8-5) 
The force FI, which was assumed to be the same as the total 
horizontal force, was assessed in three ways. As a result, three 
"types" of inertial coefficients were obtained; called CM, Cl'l.M and 
CM.MM by the authors, and defined below. 
Forces acting in the same direction as the wave propagation were 
regardsd as positive. This can be seen in.Fig. (8-1), the inertial 
force would theoreti.cally reach its peak positive value when the 
horizontal forward acceleration was maximum, or according to the Airy 
theory, at the stage when the rising water surface passed through the 
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Figure 8-1 Phase relationship between water surface elevation, 
u, u, FD and FI 
92. 
CM: The forces taken were the average forces at phase angles 
1T 1T 
2 
and 3 2 , and CM calculated from Eq. (8-5) • 
Brater and Wallace suggest that CM might be considered 




CMM: The forces taken were the average of the maximum positive and 
negative forces, and CMM calcula.ted from Eg. (8-5). 
The authors suggest that "CMM could be used toestimate the 
average total force, assuming the drag force to be negligible". 
CMMM: The forces taken were the maximum forces (regardless of sign) 
obtained from each test. 
The authors suggest that CMMi.'1 "might be used for conservative 






It was found that CM, Cf.1'1'1 and CM!".tM were relatively independent of 
thE! ·diai"T!eter, D, and the wave hE,ight, H, but varied in a very orderly 
linee>.r manner with the ratio z/L, where z is the depth of submergence, 
measu.red downwards (positive) from the still-water level to the centre 
of the pipe. 
Statistical techn.iques were employed and equations of the form 
C = b + j (z/L) 
were derived for'CM, CMM and CMMM. 































b j b 
.. 
1,37 6,56 1,59 
1,41 6,36 1,69 
1,26 5,87 1,56 
1,49 6,65 2,04 
1,38 6,36 1,73 
1,34 6,41 1,61 
2,59 4,83 3,07 






















Lines l to 4 in Table (8-1) provide the b and j values for the 
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line 5 the average values for all four diameters and line 6 the 
average values for the first three diameters. (It was felt that in 
the case of the smallest diameter, D ~ 32 mm, the drag force could 
not be neglected) • 
Line 7 contains the coefficj_ents for: the ca.se where the pipe is 
approximately in contact with the bed, and line 8 represents a half 
buried pipe. 
Brater ·and Wallace suggest that, whenever D2/HL { 0,02 , the 




= 1,34 + 6,41 (z/L) 
= 1,61 + 5,64 (z/L) 




be used for coefficients of inertia (for a pipe away from the bottom) . 
For D2/HL < 0,02 , they suggested the use of the equations of 
line 4. They pointed out that such refinements in the coefficient of 
inertia were perhaps not justified in the light of other "ll:ncertainties. 
The equations of line 5 could, therefore, be accepted regardless of 
what the pipe diameter was. 
It was suggested that design values for the inertial coefficient 
for a pipe on the bottom could be obtained from the equations of line 7. 
~,rom the tests done on pipes located within a trench the following 
equation emerged: 
CMM 1,0 + 1,4 (z/L) (8-10) 
It also appeared that when the width of the trench was about 7 
times the pipe diameter, the conditions were approaching those 
without a trench. 
To summarise, Brater and Wallace plotted various e.quations for 











CMii/1 vs z ! L 
z /d <0.75 
--'~~--·~'~~~--~'~~---
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
z/L 
Figure 8-2 Equations of CM..M versus z/L for various clearances 
In cases wl"ere D2/HI" < 0,02 , it could be "desirable or necessary 
to include the drag force". They investigated the behaviour of the 
drag coefficient and produced two graphs of CD versus Reynolds number. 
The scatter of data was, however, very wide and the Reynolds number 
quite small (less than 2 x 104 ); and therefore their results are not 
reproduced herein. 
They concluded that. the inertial force v.'as the principal term in 
the in-line horizontal force and, unless D2 /EL was very small, this 
total force could, for design purposes, be calculated with the aid of 
Eq. (8-5) and either CMM or CMi"'1M. 
In an attempt to explain the conflicting statements made by 
Brater and Wallace on the one hand, and Grace on the other, regarding 
the dominance or non-dominance of the inertial force, this writer 
referred to the period pa.rameter of Keulegan and Carpenter. 
F'rom the available data in Brater and Wallace's paper it appears 
that the largest period para1neter, K, was o.bout 8. (This is the K 
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obtained when combining the largest wave height, the largest wave 
length and the smallest pipe.diameter.used in the test series). 
rrhe smallest K in the series was about 0, 3 
It will be recalled that inertial force effects are much great.er 
than drag force effects at low period para~eters because proper flow 
separation from the body does not occur. 
Thus it seems that Brater and Wallace's work may be criticised 
on two points: drag effects were neglected on account of the small 
period parameters at which the experiments were executed, and the 
usefulness of the derived coefficients is limited by the fact that the 
Reynolds numbers were much smaller than would be encountered in 
typical prototype situations. 
8.8 GRACE, 1973 (University of Hawaii, Honolulu) 
Grace (1973) reviewed the data availa.ble for the assessment of 
wave.forces on pipelines, and suggested numerous values for the drag, 
inertial and lift coefficients. Also the effects of pipe orientation 
relative to wave direction and those of pipe clearance from the sea 
bed were taken into account. 
Grace points out that when using the Morison equation, it is 
necessary to select values for CD and CI that are compatible with the 
values of the particle velocities and accelerations. In other words, 
a drag coefficient derived from a true measured force and a true 
measured velocity may be considered the true drag coefficient, but if 
itl, is used to calculate a drag force by combining it with a velocity 
which is obtained through some wave theory, it will give an incorrect 
drag force unless the estimated velocity happens to be precisely 
correct. 
The analyst must therefore ensure that the coefficients he 
intends to use, match the wave theory he employs to calculate the wave 
kinematics. Theoretical coefficients are, almost always, to be used 
in conjunction with the Airy theory since they are, in most cases 
suited to this theory alone. 
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It has been shovm earlier that Grace expressed the maxir:mm total 
force occurring during a wave cycle as follows:-
F max 




for 13 > 1 
(5-3) 
(5-4) 
In the first case., the drag force is very small due .to the small 
A/D ratio, whereas in the second case, where the relative displacement 
of the water particles becomes large, the drag force is quite 
significant. 
For the sake of convenience, Grace labelled these two wave force 
situations Class 1 and Class 2 respectively, and further subdivi.ded 
the latter into Classes 2A, 2B and 2Cf as explained in Table (8-2). 
Class Range of B 
1 s > 1,0 
I 
I 
2A 0,3 .:. s .:. 1,0 
I 
2B 0 ,07 < s < 0,3 
I 
I 2C o,o.:. s.:. 0,07 
I 
Table 8-2 
Appropriate values for coefficients 
Remarks 
CD CI 
Maximum force all inertial, 
small relative displacement of Not required Ideal flow v&lue 
water particles; no separation 
---
! 
Maximum force both inertial Twice or more steady Approximately 2/3 to I and drag, sta.te value 
1 
> o~ ;.deal flow va~:J usual wave force situation 
Maximum force both inertial Between values for Approximately 2/3 to and drag, 
very long waves, and/or tiny objects 
classes 2A and 2C ~ of ideal flow value} 
I 
Maximum force all drag, i 
~ 
infinite wave period - Steady state value Not applicable ! 
i.e. steady flow I I 




Grace iDt.1::-oduced sever.:;1 equations o:E similar form to the.t of the 
Morison equation :Ln order to cov2r the "noi~·-standard" cases:-
1. ~~~~~~~i?:~~-~~~c::::_~~-~-12~.12~.-~!:-~~~:.:.~!:~!:~~~-':?:-.!:~-::'.~~::-~~~~~!:~~~ 
i!.:.:::_ __ ~_±_ ~~~~-. 
The horizontal force on length X, of the pipe, Q.G, not in-line 
with the water motion, but normal to the pipe of which the 
axis is oriented at an angle ex to the wave direction, is 
Q.G = _Q,GU + G 9, A (8-11) 
where Q.Gu ·- K 
Q (DQ.) u2 
u 2 max . 
max l-ury 
(8-12) 
G K [nD2 .~. = '" -,- u Q. A AP 4 max . 
max Airy 
(8-13) 
Note that the length, 9~, and hence the aYea taken are not 
those normc:.l to the direction of water motion. 
\vhen ex = 90 ° we get the "standard" Morison equation 





.l-i.:..~:.. __ g__=:__~Q_':_) • 
It has been mentioned before that Grace prefers to include 
PW (rather than PI). in the vertical force equation; refer 
to Fig. ( 4-2) for the notation. P . is, however, the r, 
principal term in the equation. 
CL 2~ (DQ.) u 2 I sin at! sin Q't _ maxA. iry 
+ cwp [~~
2 
9J umax . cos crt 
Airy 
(8-14) 
(Note that Eqs. {8-14) and (8-15) imply that at = O ; 2rr , 
etc. coincides with the "rising still-water" phase). 
3. Vertical force on a pipe at orientation a to wave direction ---------·--------------------------------------------------
2? = MU Q (D.Q,) u2 !sin at I sin ot 2 max 
A.:Lry 
+ M p [~·D~ i]. cos ot 
A 4 umaxA. 
iry 
(8-15) 
Again the length and area are not perpendicular to the 
wave direction, and when 
0 
(), = 90 t 
= = and M 
A 
= 
The effects of orientation, a, and relative clearance, h/D, where 
h is the vertical distance between the sea bed and the bottom of the 
pipe, upon the various coefficients were dealt with as follows: 
a) Reference force coefficients, written as *CD; *CI; *KU; 
*KA; .,..CL; *CW; *MU ar\d *MA were defined for the case 
·a = 9o0 , h/D. = O , i.e. for the pipe resting on the sea 
bed with its axis perpendicular to the wave direction. 
b) Coefficient values were given iri terms of these reference 
force coefficients. 
In order to make allowance for orientaticn and/or clearance 
effects such a reference force coefficient would be multiplied 
·by a factor n or A • Where horizontal forces are involved, 
n is defined as the ratio of a particular force coefficient for 
a specific a and h/D to the corresponding reference force 
coefficient. 
Similarly, for vertical forces, A is the ratio (force coefficient 
at certain a, h/D) / (reference force coefficient) • 
Examples: 
c * D 
.i A: = 
A 
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Having defined four classes of flow situations, eight reference 
force coefficients and the s-2, ), ratios, Grace considered and compared 
the results of numerous researchers - much in the same ·way as Wilson 
and Reid (1S63) had done - and suggested the reference coefficient 
values given in Table (8-3) , and the 0. ar..d ), curves, this can be seen 
in Figs. (8-3), (8-4) and (8-5). 
Reference force Coefficie nts for Kinematics 
Class Range of 8 Predicted by Airy Wave Theory Applicable 





















o, 3~8~1,0 I 2,0 3,5 2 5,0 Figs. (8-3); (8-4) 
o,o7<S<o,3 4,378+0,69 3,5 4,3 78+0,69 5,0 Figs. (8-3); (8-4) 






Table 8-3 Suggested reference force coefficients 
Q and A cu:?:ves could not be provided for the behaviour of KA and 
M~ as no related studies were to be found. 
Regarding the practical application of these coefficients, Grace 
explains: 
Given a value of f3, the analyst obtains the reference design 
coefficients, refer to Table (8-3). He then modifies the coefficients 
for any orientation or relative clearance effects with the aid of n, 
), curves. But since S is in itself a function of the same coefficients 
which it is used to obtain, an iterative procedure must be employed in 
the assignment of design force coefficients. A value of S is assumed 
and the coefficients then selected; S is then computed using the 
coefficients obtained and the design wave characteristics required; 
if the value of S so-obtained results in the same coefficie~t values 
found earlier, then these are the proper design values. 
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8.9 (Oregon State University, 
Corvallis) 
Yamamoto, et· al {197Li) did a theoretical analysis of the influence 
of a nearby plane boundary on the vertical and horizontal wave- induced 
forces on a horizontal cylinder. In addition, they performed 
laboratory experiments and compared these, as well as data obtained by 
Schiller (1971), with their theoretical results. 
Only horizontal cylinders oriented perpendicularly to the wave 
direction, and being s 1.iffic:Lently far from the free water surface to 
avoid surface effects, were considered in this study. 
Regarding the coefficient of inertia, c
1
, and the added mass 
coefficient, C , where 
m 
== 1,0 + c m 
they found from the theoretical analysis that C depended on the 
m 
distance of the cylinder from the boundary. On the grounds of !:loth 
theoretica:'i. and experimental evidence, they conciuded that the 
horizontal and vertical added mass coefficiel.1ts were equal for a 
cylinder close to the boundary and increased to 2,3 when in contnct 
with the boundary. In other words, for zero clearance, CI was 3,3. 
(The same value hc.d been quoted by Wilson and Reid (1963)). The 
behaviour of c
1 
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versus h/D :Ear a cylinder near a pla;v~ boundary 
Na·::.h and Yamamoto (197 4) argued that all hydrodynamic forces on 
submerged objects were actually due to acceleration effects of the 
fluid flow. Thus, the drag force was a convective acceleraU.oD force. 
Yamamoto, Na.th and Slotta (1974) showed that the frictional drag 
force (excluding fo:cm drag) on an oscillating cylinder, under lariiinar 
conditions without flow separation was 45° out of phase with the 
cylinder velo~ity. Although flow separation and the consequent form 
drag would alter this phase angle, they suspected that the maximum 
drag force acting on a cylinder would be out of phase with the maximum 
velocity. '!'hey therefore suggested that some of the past evaluations 
of CI, where the drag force was assumed to be zero when the water 
particle velocities were zero, could be in error. (Should the dra.g 
force, in fact, be significantly out of phase with the velocity, the 
credibility of the Morison equation would be further reduced) • 
Although they admitted that the drag force could, under certain 
conditions, contribute significantly to the total· horizontal force, 
they found it ·was negligible in their test program, and drag coefficients 
were omitted from the study. Gr:ace (1975) pointed out that the 
Keulegan-Carpenter period parameter, in the course of these experiments, 
was co:ufined to the range O,l to 2. If the parameter were larg·er, 
as it usually is in real-life situations, the picture would be 
completely different: d.rag forces would be of primary importance:. 
Lift forces, which were also considered to be due to effects of 
convective acceleration, and the behaviour of C_ with varying relative 
. .lJ 
clearance were closely investigated. Although it was recognized that 
the total transverse lift force on a cylinder near a boundary consisted 
of two parts, one due to the Bernoulli lift resulting from asymmetrical 
flow and the other due to vortex shedding, attention was devoted only 
to the former. · 
Calculations based on potential flow theory yielded that CL = 4,49 
if the cylinder was in contact with the boundary (Nath and Yamamoto 
(1974j). (Wilson and Reid (1963) stated 4,48). For the cylinder 
far away from a boundary (Le. symmetrical flow pattern) , c =-= o,o. . L 
105. 
Although th€ lift force would be directed away from the boundary 
when the cylinder was in contact, it. would be directed towards t.he 
boundary if even a very small gap existed between cylinder and boundary. 
This meant that CL was negative and increased in size as the relative 
clearance approached zero; this c~m be seen in Fig. (8-7) . 
experimc:mtally obtained points are also plotted therein. 
01 oz 
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Figure 8-7·· CL versus h/D for a cylinder near a plane boundary 
It is interesting to note that Knoblock and Troller conducted 
experiments to find the transverse forces acting on a cylinder 
situated near a solid boundary and subject to an air stream. Their 
results are to be seen in Dean and Harleman (1966) . The general 
tendency was that Cr., va:cied from a maximum at no clearance to zeru at. 
large clearance. At a particular Reynolds number and in a certain 
range of relative clearance, CL was negative. An explanation put 
forward by Dea.n and Harleman is that the boundary la.yer remains laminar 
on the surf ace of the cylinder facing the boundary for higher Reynolds 
numbers than on the surface away from ·:he boundary. ~E'his unsy1mnetrical 
wake pattern at the downstream side of the cylinder could give rise to 
a force directed towards the bmmdary. 
Also Garrison, et al (1975) noticed that the slightest gap between 
boundary. a.nd cylinder had a sizable effect on the lift force, and thus 
on CL. 
106. 
The reader is reminded that the lift coefficient derived by 
Yamamoto, et al, does not allow for vortex shedding effects which are 
quite significant, especially at large values of the period para.'neter. 
Grace (1975) commented that negative lift coefficients were hardly 
of interest to a desigr.er because downward forces implied grc~at.er 
stability of the pipeline. The authors' reply to this was that the 
real significance lay in the reversibility of the lift force. 
Subsequent experiments performed at Oregon State Uni\·ersity at larger 
period parameters where vortex shedding al_so became important, 
indicated that the lift force could be directed downwards when wake 
formation was small and then be directed upwards at large wake formation. 
All this happened within half a wave cycle. The cylinder could 
therefore experience a.n oscillating vertical lift force with twice the 
\·1a-v:e frec;:uency. 'rhe actual load on the pipe as well as the vibration 
frequency could be of· importance in the design of pipelines. 
Ya.'Tlamoto, et al (1974) expressed the total vertical force on the 
cylinder as 
1T 2 p 2 2 
P = C p-;- D v cos Ot + C ·- D. u cos Ot 
I 4 max r, 2 max 
(8-16) 
Grace (1975) felt that the contribution of the first term would 
be substantially smaller than that of the second term, in any design 
pipe situation. He illustrated his argument with two examples: 
the Sand Island Outfall no.2 near Honolulu, and an oil pipeline at 
Barber's Point also near Honolulu. In the first example, where the 
Keulegan-Carpenter period parameter generally was small and inertial 
forces outweighed drag forces, the ratio of the first term to the 
second term was only 0,05. In the case of Barber Point where the 
period parameter is much larger and drag forces are completely 
dominant, this ratio is only 0,0015 • 
Notwithstanding the secondary importance of t.he vertical inertial 
force compared to the vertical lift force, it did not appear complete 
to Grace to write the total vertical force as a lift term only. That 
had been the reason for his introducing the less common "horizontal-
vertical inertial force", Pt·J' and writing 
p 
= p 2• L 2 C - D.u + CL.D -,pu w· 4 (8-17) 
He stated that this wn.s a "not enti!:ely satisfactory attempt". 
. .... ''fl 
8.10 AL-KAZILY, 197-1 ((apparently) Bechtel Corporation, 
San Francisco) . 
107. 
Fadhil Al-Kazily (1974) studied the behaviour of the coefficients 
CD and CI and in-1.ine wave forces on cylinders located away from the 
floor in a laboratory fl1_i.me. 
rJi,he average-over-the-wave-cycle coefficient values were obtained 
by two methods:-
1. CI was calculated from the force measured at the instant 
that the particle velocity was zero, and CD from the force 
when the particle acceleration was zero. 
2. c
1 
and C were calculated from the maximu..m measured force 
D 
together with its pha.se lag with respect to the maximum 
velocity phase. (In other wor0.s, in much the same way 
as Rance (1969) had done). 




decreases· as thr~ wa.ve height increases, for constant 
wave period. ('rhe sa.me observation was ai;parently made 
by Evans (1970)). 
2. c
1 
increases as the depth of the cylinder beneath the Still-




(Evans (1970) apparently observed the opposite). 
CI increases as the wave period increases, for constant 
wave height. 
CI var:Le~> with the diameter of the cylinder. 
C computed from vertical forces appeared slightly smaller 
I 
than CI computed from horizontal forces. 
6. A relationship seemed to exist between CI and the ratios 
2A/D and 2B/D (both of which are relative displacements) • 
This can be seen in Fig. (8-8). 
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It is noted that the above-mentioned ratio for the horizontal 
diameter, 2A/D, is in fact equal to K/TI , where K is the period 
parameter. 
Keulegan a.nd Carpenter also found c_ to vary with the period 
.l . 
parameter - they found CI to have a minimum value of about 0,75 at 
K !:::'. 15 , and CI over 2,0 in the range of K values at which Al-Kazily 
performed his experiments. 
7. c
1 
varies within the wave cycle, for fixed wave 
characteristics. The variation is of sinusoidal shape 
with frequency twice that of the wave. CI was 
to be positive at all times. A sample plot of 
versus t/T can be seen in Fig. (8-9) • 





The instantaneous values of Ci and CD were determined by 
Al-Kazily in this manner:-
The time hir~tory of the total in-line force was measured. The 











constants and could be computed from the time history of the wave 
characteristics and cylinder diameter. 







and any two consecutive equations were solved simultaneously to yield 
values of c
1 
and CD at time t = tl + t.2 etc. . It is recalled that 
Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) also i~vesti.gated the instantaneous 
values and concluded that when the period parameter was either small 
or larc;e (i.e. not close to 15), c
1 
was reasonably constant. If the 
period parameter was about 15, however, c
1 
showed much variation and 
even had large negative values at t/T = O~ 0,5 and 1,0. 
not explain this. 
They could 
A closer look at the range of wave characteristics and cylinder 
diameters used in Al-Kazily's experiments revealed that the period 
parameter must have been smaller than about 4,5 throughout the test 
prograrnsae. 
8. Values of c
1 
obtained by method 1. above, were larger than 
those obtained by method 2. 
Since the maximum total horizontal force (consisting of inertial 
and drag forces) occurs shortly before the crest and the trough pass 
over the cylind2r, and since method 2. involves calculating c
1
, for 
horizontal movE!ment, at still-water level phases, one would not expect 
the t\'l'O methods to yield the same results because c
1 
does vary within 
the wave cycle. 
however, makes ; J-_ L.. 
'l'he scatter of data can be seen in Fig. (8-9) , 
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with wave height. 
with cylinder depth below 
with the wave period. 
with the diameter of the 
within the wave cycle as 
. X' • ~-.. 
... ';; ... it:1 J ~ J ul 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
_ _J__J __ .l 
V.Z5 O.~ O.i!> 1.00 
t/T 
the still-water level. 
cylinder. 
can be seen in Fig. (8-10) . 
Variation of CD within a wave cycle. 
(It is suspected that this is derived from vertical motion) 
Comparing this with Keulegan and Carpenter's results, a serious 
discrepancy is found here: the maximum CD values occur at phases 
t/T = O; 0,5 and 1,0 , that is at the inst&nt when a r:;rest or trough 
passes over the cylinder. Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) found CD 
to remain fairly constant over most of the cycle and increase when 
the water surface passes through the still-water level, in other words 
·at t/T = 0,25 and 0,75 . Their explanation was that it could be 
expected as the velocities became zero at these stages. 
It is possible that Fig. (8-10) shows the c
0 
(e.pparently ten 
times too large) that would be applicable to vertical drag forces. 
Many of Al-·K.azj_ly' s tests uere done on cylinders quite close to the 
·water surface where vertical drag fo:cces, would, indeed, be significant. 
Careful reading of Al-Kazily's paper does, unfortunately, not 
clear up the doubt as to whether Fig. (8-10) is applicable to vertical 
or horizontal drag. 
Another possibility is that Fig. (8-10) deviates from Al-Kazily's 
lli. 
,usual convenc:~on that c/r == O coincid8s wit:h a wa.ve crest; i.e. a 
phase shift of a quarter period is implied. 
lU-Kazily did not plot CD versus either of the two {orbit 
diameter) (cylinder diameter) ratios .. Keulegan and Carpenter did, 
however, plot CD agaj_nst the period parameter'and found that CD 
achieved a peak value at K ~ 15 this-can be seen in Fig. (6·-2). 
8.11 SAHPKAYA, 1974, 1975 (Naval Postgraduate ~cho61, Monterey, 
California) 
Sarpkaya (1975} described a wel_l-controlled laboratory research 
project that wa.s aimed at gaining· n }Jetter understanding of the 
hydrodynamic forces on a cylinder fixed in the oscillatory flow of a 
viscous fluid, and assessi.ng the applicability of the Morison equation 
in the range of subcritical Reynclds numbers. 
Test cylinders were placed horizontally i;-1 a U-shaped, streamlined, 
vertical t:unnel with a cross-section of approximately 460 mm by SlO mm. 
A perfectly harmonic motion of the water was produced and su.stained by 
a sirnp1-e pneur:1atic; system. Displacement of the free water surface, 
the inE"tantaneous velocity and accelera.tion as well as the in~line 
and transverse forces were simultaneousl,Y rE"~corded. 
Sarpkaya pointed out that experience had shown that of all thj_ngs 
that may be relevant in wave-structure interaction problems, including 
diffraction and free surfac~ effects, separation and viscous effects 
were the most important and the least understood. There were many 
possible reasons ·.vhy the coefficients CD and CI, as determined by 
numerous researchers, displayed such a wide scatter. The investigations 
by Keulegan and Carpe:-iter (1958) appeared to Sarpkaya to be the most 
systematic and therefore he prepared his results in a similar way in 
order to make meaningful comparisons. 
A. In-line forces 
From th8 time-history of the measured force, values for CD and c
1 
were determined as average values over the entire wave cycle, and 
were then plotted against the period parameter, K u T/D 
max 
The results, togethei· wtth those of Keulegan and. Carpenter 
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versus K for a cylinder (remote from 
a boundary) 
112. 
The agreement between the c
0 
values of the two studies is very 
good, particularly in view of the fact that the two experiments were 
carried out in completely different type test rigs. 
The agreement between c
1 
values for K > 10 is not so good. 
Sarpkaya suggests that the relatively few data points obtained by 
Keulegan and Carpenter at large K values could have been in·error, or 
the stationary waves could have deviated from the required 
characteristics. 
The experiments were carried out in the Reynola.s m.w.lJer range of 
Sarpkaya concluded that there was "absolutely 




Sarpkaya and Garrison (1963) had already found that a unique 
relationship existed between CD and c
1
• Fig. ( 8-13) , taken from 
Sarpkaya (1974) , shows the variation of CD and CI for various values 
of K. 
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Figure 8-13 CD and CI for various values of K 
With regard to the instantaneous values of CD and c
1
, Sarpkaya 
commented that these could differ considerably from their average-over-
the-cycle values. He did not determine the instantaneous values 
because he disagreed with the assumption of Keulegan and Carpenter 
that CD and CI, respectively, had equal values at 





seconds before a 
that phase • He 
thought that different distributions of skin friction at the two 
instants invalidated the assumption, and there was no simple way to 
determine the instantaneous values of the coefficients accurately, 
"save an exact analytical solution of the problem". 
Chakrabarti and Wolbert (1975) commented that the accuracy of the 
data was the result of the controlled environment in which the 
experiments had taken place. Both Keulegan and Carpenter's and 
Sarpkaya' s studies had be.en conducted in essentially one-dimensional 
flow with no changing free surface. Chakrabarti and Wolbert, who had 
performed tests on wave forces acting on vertical tubes and also 
found the coefficients to be dependent on the period parameter, thought 
that CD and CI changed drastically in two-dimensional flow under a 
LL4. 
changing free surface caused by a progressive wave. The applicability 
of Sarpkaya's results to prototype situations was, therefore, considered 
to be limited .. 
Miller (1975) also discussed Sarpkaya 1 s work. He strongly 
suspected that the Reynolds number had an .influence on CD a.nd C • 
I 
Using the data of Keulegan and Carpenter a.nd Sarpkaya, he plotted 
contours of these coefficients on a Reynolds number - period parameter 
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He commented that the disagreement of c
1 
values as determined by 
Keulegan-Carpenter and Sarpkaya, (see Fig. (8-·12)), was due to 
different Reynolds number ranges in the two studies. Miller 
recommended that research on Reynolds number influence be continued, 
also in the range of higher numbers. 
Apart from investigating the relationship between the coefficients 
and the period parameter, Sarpkaya (1975) also analysed phase angles 
and the errors involved when using the Morison equation:-
The phase angle between the maxi:rra.un' in-line force and the maximum 
velocity was plotted against period parameter. The result is shown 
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Phase angle versus K,. for a cylinder 
ll5. 
The important observation to make here is that at small K values, 
where inertial forces predominate, the maximum in-line force occurs 
close to the still-water phases, while at large values of the period 
parameter, ·where drag becomes all-important, the.maximum force occurs 
very shortly before the passage of a crest or a trough. 
The relative magnitude of error, ip, where 





was plotted versus period parameter. It was found that the measured 
in-line force was almost always larger than the force calculated by the 
Morison equation (and, presumably, using the CD and CI values given in 
Figs. (8-11) and (8-12)). The relative error, ¢, could be as large 
as 15%, as may be seen from Fig. (8-17). 
0.1 
-0.1 
t1 1.5.s cm 
~ :r.1 e 
116. 
Figure 8·-17 Relative error, versus K for a cylinder 
Sarpkaya concluded that the in-line force on a cylinder could be 
calculated with the aid of the Morison equation and the appropriate 
averaged coefficient values, and then be corrected by the factor ~. 
B. Transverse forces 
The maximum lj_ft coefficient, CL within a wave cycle, defined 
as max 
was determined as a function of the period parameter; refer Fig.(8-18). 
Figure 8-18 CL versus K for a cylinder max 
(remote from a boundary) 
1 1 ..., 
..._ .J... I • 
It is noted that this lift coefhc.i.ent is probably due entirely 
to the shedding of vortices and not to the presence of a solid boundary 
as the cylinder models were installed relatively far away from the 
tunnel walls. 
Fig. (8-18) displays several interesting features: 
1. 
c 
L may reach a value as high as 3 ,O and exhi.bits several 
max 
maxima. 
2. In the period parameter range 4 to 10, the lift force can 
be substantial. In this range the in-line force is 
essentially of inertial nature, and one may be inclined to 
ignore the drag- and transverse forces. Such a step would 
lead to a severe underestimate of the resultant force 
acting on the cylinder. Such a procedure would only be 
acceptable for K < 4 where there is no lift force. 
In order to compare the transverse force with the in-line force, 
the ratio (maximum measured transverse force) (maximlim measured in-
line force) was plotted against the period parameter, this can be seen 
in Fig. (8-19) • 
.---
hi2Ll,,~ift_~_ 
· l"'ax In-Line Force 
10 20 ~o K 50 
Figure 8-19 max transverse force Ratio . versus K for a cylinder 
max in-line force 
Since the transverse force can be signifi:::antly larger than the 
in-line force, it is essential, for design purposes, to consider the 
vectorial sum of these two forces. 
- (':,Y ~. 
As in the case of the other coefficients, Sarpkaya found no 




He also made int.<2r.esting observations regarding the frequency 
of the lift force. t"ig. (8-20) shows ~ plot: of the ratio of vortex 
srtedding freq·.<ency, fv, to lift force frequency, fL, versus the period 
parameter. 
-----,--· 
0 10 30 
Figure 8-20 Frequency ratio, f /f , versus K for a cylinder 
v L 
The predominant tendency in Fj_g. (8-20) is for the lift force 
frequency to be one half of the vortex shedding frequency. 
Sarpkaya (1974) stated that the frequency of the lift force 
depended on the period perameter, K, and that it varied from the wave 
frequency, f , to Sf • 
0 0 
frequencies, such as 
simultaneously. 
In certa.in ranges of K, several lift force 
f , 2£ , 3f , 4£ and Sf . could exist 
0 0 0 0 0 
8.12 U.S. A.Rt~Y, COASTAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTRE, 1975 
The 1975 edition of the CERC Shor.e Protection Manual discasses 
the use of the Morison equation for in-line forces on piles, the 
transverse forces on piles, and the associated force coefficients. 
Being a design manual, the theory is not refined and rather 
ro\1gh-and-ready rules are given as guidelines. 
119. 
A. In-line forces 
A laboratory study of Thirriot, et .:;,l (1971) is mentioned, wherein 
i.t has apparently been found that for 
A > 10, (stea.dy flow) - c - CD D D 
1 < A < 10, CD > c (steady flow) (8-20) D D 
where A/D is the ratio horizontal semi-axis of partic~e orbi~ 
pile diameter 
(Seeing that K = 27TA/D, the·value of the period parameter corresponding 
to A/D = 10 is K = 62,8). 
(The comments of Rance (1969} come '.::o mind. Referring to 
Fig. (7-5), he noted that the A/D ratio had a marked effect on CD, 
particularly if the ratio was smaller than 10 and the Reynolds number 
less than 5 x 104 • Under these conditions the unsteady state c 
D 
was considerably larger than the steady state CD) . 
Thirriot, et al (1971) also found that at Reynolds numbers 
4 greater than 4 x 10 , CD for unsteady flow was equal to CD for steady 
flow, regardless cf the v.;i.lue of A/D. 
Consequently, the CERC Manual recom;nends that CD values be obtained 
from Fig. (8-21), which has been drawn up by Thirriot, et al. 
Fig. (8-21) primarily shows the variation of CD versus Reynolds number 
for steady flow conditions, although some experimental points from 
unsteady flow experiments are superimposed .thereupon. 
is regarded by the Manual as "generally conservative". 
'J~he solid line 
The CERC Manual recommends the following values for C · · r· 
2 ,0 when R 
e 
< 2,5 x 105 
R 




1,5 when R > 
e 
5 x 105 (8-21) 
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'l'hese values are based on the results of Keulegan and Carpenter 
(1958) and si.x subsequent. investigators. 
B. •rransverse forces 
Regarding transverse forces, the laboratory study of Chang 
(1964) is mentioned. He was to have found that eddies were shed c..t 
a frequency twice the wave frequency (i.e. f /f = 2) ; two eddies 
v 0 
were shed after the passage of the wave crest c..nd two on the return 
flow after the passage of the trough. (It must be realised that this 
is a special case. If the period para'!leter were greater, more 
eddies could form at a time -· Keulegan and Carpenter found that von 
Karman vortex streets deve.loped at large K values, of the order of 
say K = 100). 
In Chang's studv C was found to be depcnd::mt on K, averaged 
- L 
.over the length of the pile. For rigid piles, CL increased with 
increasing K until it approximately equalled CD. For K < 3, CL was 
virtually zero. 
(Unfortunately, this report on Chang's work conflicts with the 
reports by Bidde (1971) and Isaacson and Maull (1976) :-
Bidde (1971) states that Chang concluded that fL/f
0 
= 2. Isaacson 
and Maull (1976) state that Chang found fL/f
0 
to be 2 or 3 depending 
on the value of the period parameter at the water surface. 
Although one would have to read Chang's thesis to get the full story, 
it is clear that the CERC ManuaJ refers to the ratio f /f whereas 
v 0 
Bidde and Isaacson and Maull refer to f /f ) . 
L o 
The CERC Manual also quotes the work of Bidde .(1970, 1971) • 
It is stated that he "investigat8d the ratio of maximum lift force 
to the maximum drag force", FL /FD 'l'his appears to be incorrect, 
max. max 
since Bidde (1971) explains that he plotted ratios of "average maximum 
lift forces to average maximum longitudinal forces versus Keulegan-
Carpenter number and Reynolds rnm1ber 11 , in other words FL 
max 
/F max , 
where F is the (average} maximum total in-line force, including 
max 
both drag and inertial forces. As the Keulegan--Carpenter period 
parameter was fairly small in many cases, the inertial force was not 
insignificant. 
,r· 
Be that as .it may, the Manual reasons that FL /FD 
L max ma}{ 
122. 
~ C /C , 
L D 
if there is no pha.se difference between the lift and drag forces. 
The dependence of CL/CD upon K is then given, Fig. (8-·22). 





select a CD value, 
calculate the parameters Kand H/gT 2 , 
obtain the C /C ratio from Fig. (8-22), and 
L D 
calculate CL = C x C /C . 
. D L D 
In the event of K being beyond the range of Fi.g. (8-22), the lift 
coefficient is taken as CL CD. 
The reader is reminded that all these recommendations are intended, 
more specifically, for piles unaffected by nearby boundaries. 
Furthermore, these coefficient values are not to be used with Airy wave 
theory, but in conjunction with design charts, in the CERC Manual, 
which have been based on Dean's stream function theo:?::"y. 
8.13 GARH.ISO~, GEHRMAN AND PER~INSOl~ 1975_ (Naval Postgraduat"( School, 
Monterey, California). 
Garrison, et al (1975) made two contributions whereby the 
horizontal and vertical force components, acting on a large--diameter 
horizontal cylinder in ~ontact with a solid boundary, may be predicted: 
1. Using experimental data, they plotted maximum horizontal 
forces in terms of dimensionless parameters containing only 
the basic wave variables, namely wave height and period, in 
a specified water depth. (The plotted points appeared to 
follow consistent curves). In other words, they avoided 
the Mo::cison approach which requires a knowledge of coefficients 
on the one hand, and water kinematics on the other hand, and 
resorted to what this writer calls, t.he "method of 
dimensionless wave parameters". 
2. By assuming that the displacement of water particles is so 
small compared to the diameter of the cylinder, that 
separation does not occur, they f:ormulated approximate 
equations for the maximum horizontal and vertical forces. 
This .is referred to as their "unseparated flow mcdel". 
CL 
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From dimensional analysis they found the maximum force, per unit 
length, on. a bottom-mounted cylinder to b(.::: dependent on four dimensionless 
groups: 2d/D, g'I' 2/d, H/D and D2/VT. 
The fourth group is a kind of Reynolds nwnber. On the assumption 
that when this munber is large it hardly affects the force, the authors 
disregarded it. Data acquired from wave flume tests were plotted as 
points of maximum horizontal and vertical forces (expressed in 
dimensionless form) versus the remaining three parameters, 2d/D, gT 2/d 
and H/D - see Fig. {8-23). 
The ranges coverf:"!d in the experiments were approximately 
2d/D 4,0 to 9,0 
10 to 300 
H/D O,O to 2,0 
Since this theory is intended for rather large amplitude wa.ves 
in the shallow water range, Garrison, et al (1975) recommend the use 
of Stokes' fifth-·order wave theory (as presented by Skj elbreia and 
Hendrickson (1961)) to pxedict particle velocities and accelerations. 
A. Horizontal force 
Assuming that separation does not occur - i.e. no wake formation 
and negligible viscous effects - the maximum horizontal force, per 
unit length, on a bottom-mounted cylinder is considered to consist of 
an inertial term only: 
F 
max 





where C is the added mass coefficient (discussed extensively in the 
m 
review of Garrison, Field and May (1977)). 
C is assigned to value of 2,29. 
m 
(Wilson and Reid (1963) 
calculated C (= 1 + C ) for a bot:tom-mounted cylinder from potential 
I m 
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Eq. (8-22) is valid only under Lhe following circumstances: 
1. Large 2d/D, because C f:. 2 ,29 if the water depth, d , 
m 
127. 
becoines so small thc:.t the free surface affects the flow. 
2. Large L/D,.t0 ensure that diffraction effects remain 
negligible. 
3. Small H/D, because if the wave height is too large, flow 
separation will occur. 
In order to compare their unseparated flow theory with the 
experimental results, the authors used Stokes' fifth-order wave theory 
and Eq. (8-22) to compute values of the maximum horizontal force (in 
dimen3ionless form, i.e. F /pg D2/4 ) and plotted these as solid 
max 
lines in Fig. (8-23). 
As can be seen, the agreement between theoretical and experimental 
results, within the test range is good. 
The maximum horizontal force varies rather linearly with wave 
height, i.e. the parameter H/D, - the only significant non-linear 
variation occurs at large gT 2/d values and small 2d/D values. 
B. Vertical force 
'!'he authors assumed that the vertical force consisted of two 
components: the hydrodynamic lift.force due to the asymmetrical 
streamline pattern caused by the presence of the boundary, and the 
vertical inertial force. 
As an. approximation, the second component which is much smaller 
than the first at large g'J' 2 /d values, was ,omitted. Thus, the simplified 
equation for the maximum vertical force, per unit length, on a bottom-
mounted cylinder became: 
P = ~ p C D u 2 
max L max 
(8-23) 
where the coefficient of lift, CL, was assigned the value of 4,48 , as 
determined by Dalton and Helfi:nstein (1971). (Wilson and Reid (1963) 
derived the same value, whereas 4,49 is quoted by Nath and Yamamoto 
(1974) and Yamamoto, et al (1974)). 
128. 
Since 4,48 is the result of an ur1separated f]_ow analysis, Eq. (8-23) 
with CL = 4\,48 cannot be expected to be valid under conditions where 
the relative particle displacement is so l~rge, that gross flow 
separation occurs. 
Fig. (8·-23) shows that the verti.ca.l force varies rather non-
linearly with the wave height, or the parameter H/D. 
As with the horizontal force, the a.uthors compared Eq. (8-23) 
with the experimental results, by using Stokes 1 f·ifth-order wave .theory 
and calculating values of the dimensionless force (P /pg D2 /4 ) and 
max 
plotting them as solid lines in Fig. (8-23). 
The agreement heb1een theoretical 2nd experimental results is 
fairly good for small H/D values ... i.e. for H/D < about 1,0 , depending 
on the values of 2d/D and gT2 /d. 
A possible reason for the disagreement of theoretical values with 
experimental values at larger H/D, is that gross separation of flow 
sets in when H/D (and consequently the relative amplitude of oscillation 
of water particles) exceeds certain limits. When such separation 
takes place, the actual CL decreases. Therefore the unseparated flow 
model, involving Eq. (8-23) •vith CL 4,48 , "will always tf--~nd to give 
conservative results". 
Vongvisessomjai (1976), in discussing Garrisor .. , et aJ.'s work, 
thought that the Morison equation was still most suitable if the relative 
size of the cylinder, D/L < 0,2 If the relative size exceeded 0,2 
and the period parameter, K < TI (or say 3), the diffraction theory 
method should be favoured. 
8.14 (University of Hawaii, Honolulu) 
As far as can be ascertained, the :ccsear(;h programme described 
by Grace and Nicinski (1976) , was the first prototype study of wave 
forces acting on a circular pipe near the sea floor. Prior to this, 
several wave force experiments had been carried out in the ocean, but 




The test rig consisted of a. 400 mm outside dic'-mGter steeJ_ pipe 
having a wall thickness of about 6 mm, which was mounted on, and 75 mm 
above, a flat base. The base was made of steel angles and T-:i)eams · 
which could be stabilized by sliding concrete blocks.into them after 
the rig had been placed on the sea bed. The base together with the 
concrete inserts had a mass of almost five tons. 
The overall length of the pipe rig waf: a.bout 5,3 m, but the test 
section was only 1 m long and located in the mi.ddle between two 
f.lanldng wing sect.ions, which were fixed to the base, - 'J.'o increase the 
stability after placement, lengths of chain were loaded inside the wing 
sections. 'I'he test section, designed to be neutrally-buoyant in sea 
water, was sup~Jorted from the two flanking wing sections, which also 
helped to eliminate "end effects". Horizontal and vertical forces 
on the test section could be measured by a strain gauge arrangement 
which could be linked to electroni'c recording devices housed on board 
a boat on the surface. 
Other .instru;ncnts which W€re also linked to the beat r included a 
wave staff for measuring wave heights, and a propeller-type current 
meter for measuring velocities. This meter was placed about one meter 
off the one end of the pipe rig, on its centreline, and 375 mm above 
the sea bed. This location was chosen, as a compromise, to represent 
the water motion incident upcn the test pipe, and yet to be far enough 
away not to be influenced by flow around the end of the pipe. 
Unfortunately, the wave staff did not p2!":Corm satisfactorily, with 
the result that most of the processed data are of the form of force 
coefficients associated with measured water motion, rather than being 
related to water kinematics predicted by some wav!= theory. 
The experiments were carried out in a water depth of 11 to 11,5 m, 
some 430 m offshore of the Hawaiian island of Oahu. The sea floor 
was relatively flat and consisted of coral rock. 
The test waves were generated .i.!1 the di.stant southern hemisphere, 
and arrived at the site as a ve:r.y consistent swell. After refraction 
the wave direction was reduced to qui tc! a riarrow banc1, and since it had 
130. 
been decided to devote one and a half years of the project to the 
situation where the wave attack was perpendicular to the pipe axis, 
(i.e. a = 90°); the test rig could be installed without an adjustable 
orientation feature. During this first stage the relative clearance, 
h/D, was also kept constant at 75/400 ~ 0,2 . 
The wave period hardly varied over the short term so that the 
swell could be considered as virtually uniperiod. In the long term, 
the periods involved ranged from 12 to 20 seconds. The wave heights 
during the tests were up to 2, 1 m. 'l'he Reynolds number varied between 
105 and 4 x 105 , and the relative roughness of the pipe was estimated 
-3 
to be 2,5 x 10 
Notwithstanding the poor performance cf the wave measuring staff, 
the values of drag, lift, vertical and horizontal inertial coefficients 
were investigated for two types of situations: 
1. where the coefficients are to be used in conjunction with 
measured kinematics, and 
2. where they are tp be used with kinematics predicted by the 
Airy wave theory. 
The authors refer to the first type as "true" coefficients and 
the second type as "theoretical" coefficients. Whereas the first 
type may be of interest to researchers, it is the second type that is 
of real interest to designers. 
8.14.2 Results of the experiments 
8.14.2.1 True coefficient C in predominantly inertial force 
I ~-~~~~~-~~~ 
situations 
The case where the flow did not separate from the pipe received 
special attention. Grace and Nicinski (1976) associated this with the 
design situation where the relative displacement of water particles, 
A/D, was less than l:l, or equivalently, if K < 'IT • 
This condition could arise, even for high, long period design 
waves, if the pipe diameter, D, was large. 
Dalton and Helfinstein (1971) used potential flow theory to 
derive c
1 
for a cylinder at varying relative clearance, h/D. 
131. 
Yamamoto, Nath and Slotta (1974), incidentally derived a similar curve) • 
Grace, et al felt that the Dalton-Helfinstein curve could be of 
practical use in cases vhere the flow remainec"i virtually unseparated, 
and attempted to verify this curve by an experiment that was 
independent of wave action. 
Their procedure, which appears rather unique, was the following:-
A steel plate, mounted on plywood shims around its edges, was 
placed under the test section of pipe. The test section was struck 
several times in the hori3ontal direction and then in the vertical 
direction to obtain its period of natural vibration, in either d:i.rection, 
at that particular clearance. 
The natural (horizontal) period, •r , of a spring-mounted body 
n 
immersed in a liquid is given by the equation 
(8-24) 
where m is the mass of the neutrally-buoya_n-t pipe, and 
k is the effecti\re spring constant of the mounting arrangement:. 




values, superimposea upon the Dalton-Helfin.stein 
curve can be seen in Fig. (8-24). 
8.14.2.2 Various coefficients in situations where inertial effects 
are not predomin;:int 
vfaereas the investigation described above did not involve wave 
fo:r:ces in any way, the experiments that are ::i.bout to be described 
included the measurement of forces, wave properties and flow velocities 
at the pipe. From these data both true and theoretical coefficients 
could be calculated. 
.• T,'"' 
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8.14.2.2.l Horizontal forces 
The Morison equation wa.s accepted as the formula whereby the 
total horizontal force per u..!it length of a cylinder could be~ 
calculated: 
CI p ~ D2 u 
4 
8.14.2.2.1.1 True instanta.neous value of CI 
(5-2) 
From a sample of 48 readings, inertial coefficients were. obtainen 
at the instant at v;hich the velocity was (apparently) zer:o. 
acceleration was not necessarily at its maximum). 
(The 
The mean value was c
1 
of 22,8%. 
1,93 , with a coefficient of variation 
R 
e 
A plot of individual CI values versus Reynolds number, 
u. D/V 
max 
displayed no discernible trends. 
Since the peak acceleration did not necessa:cily cc:Lncide with 
the zero velocity phase, the ratio u./u 
"' max 
was consj_dered, . .,,here 
the acceleration at the instant of zero velocity 
u 
max 
the peak acceleration. 
This ratio had a mean value of ·about 0,92 , and provided a crude 
estimate of what proportion of peak inertial force occurred at the 
time of zero velocity. 
The inertial force at U1e point of zero velocity was compared 
to the maximum total in·-line force measured on the pipe o On the 
average, this inertial force wc:.ts about 45% of the maximum total force. 
From this argument, Grace, et al concluded that the overall 
maximum forces on the pipe - in the course of these experiments - were 
drag force dominated. 
An interesting observation was made: The peak horizontal force 
always preceded the development of the peaJ.: velocity by 1 to 2 
seconds. 
134. 
Since they had reasoned that inertial forces constituted only a 
small proportion of the total. force, they searched for other explane_tions. 
A further observab_oa was that wh:Llc the veloc:.i_ty peaked at a 
value that often persisted for a second er more, the total horizontal 
force dropped rapidly. 
Two possible explanations were c·ffered: 
1. The true drag coefficient dropped rapidly as time 
progressed, or equivalently, as the water particles 
travelled a longer distance, s. 
2. The velocity that was measured at a point one meter off the 
end of the pipe was not representative of the real flow 
incident on the pipe. This could occur because a.s th.e 
direction of flow reversed, the pipe \'1ould be bathed in its 
own highly turbulent wake. 
Unfortunately, Grace and his tea..11 could not prove or disprove the 
second alternative with their measuring techniques and they largely 
ignored it and preferred the first explanation. 
8 .14. 2. 2 .1. 2 True, instantaneous value of C 
---D 
'l'he trough and crest data of 66 separate waves were utilized to 
obtain values for CD. Each wave yielded between 1 and 4 values 
depending on the length of time interval over which the velocity 
peaked. CD was.plotted against s/D, the relative travel distance of 
the water particles. The results can be seen in Fig. (8-25). The 
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Figure 8-25 True, 
S/J)·~ 
instantan•2ous C versus s/D, relative travel 
D 
distance 
In Fig. (8-25), the points have been coded in terms of the Reynolds 
number and an acceleration parameter, u /g. Grace, et al (.1976) 
max 
comment that both these parameters play minor roles compared to s/D, 
in the behaviour of CD. Some correlation was found between the 
Reynolds number and s/D. 
Much of the scatter in Fig. (8-25) could .be attributed to 
incorrect estimates of the real s, due to wake effects. 
8 .14. 2. 2 .1. 3 True, average values of C and CI 
-----------"--------~ D ~~ 
Using force and velocity histories and a best least-squares fit 
statistical technique, two samples of wave data were analyzed to obtain 
average-over-the-wave-cycle values of CD and CI. The approximate 
results were CD = 1,12 and (' ~ ... 
.J.. 
= 2 ,.20 Both are close to the 
instantaneous mean values, 1,125 and 1,93 , respectively, quoted 
above. 
8 • 14 e 2 o 2 • 1. 4 Theoretical, instantaneous values of C and C , 
-- · D---I 
derived from maximum total horizontal force 
136. 
When measured forces, theoretical velocities calculated from Airy 
theory equations, and a regression line technique were used together, 
the data from 65 waves yielded CD= 1,50 and c
1 
= 2,57 . 
As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the Airy theory gives very 
good predictions of the tr1.ie peak velocitit'::S near the sea bed under 
ocean waves, but undere3timates t.b.e true c::.ccelerations near the sea 
bed (by as much as 33%). This has been noted by e.g. Wiegel (1964), 
Le Mehaute, et al (1968) and recently confirmed by Grace (1976) who 
studied water particle kinematics that occurred in the ocean. 
This explai_ns why the theoretical C ( = 2 , 5 7) is about one third 
I 
more than the true c
1 
(= 1,93). 
The discrepancy bE,tween the theoretical CD ( = 1, 50) and the true 
c
0 
(= 1,125) is rather surprising. Grace and Niciriski (1976) suggest 
this could be due to subtle errors in the regression line technique. 
8.14.2.2.2 Vertical forces 
The equation for the total vertical force on a pipeline near the 
sea bed, as preferred by Grace, is 
p = + 
(8·-25) 
It is noted that Grace and Nicinski (1976) imply that both PL and 
PW are positive at all times (i.e. acting upwards). (Earlier papers, 
such as Grace (1973} and Grace (1971) did not include a "mod" sign for 
u, while u2 was written as lul .u). 
137. 
8.14.2.2.2.l True instantaneous value of C 
-----------·-----·---··---- L 
Fig. (8.26), showing the variation of C versus relative travel 
. L 
dJstance, s/D, was derived from a samp.l,-,~ of 33 waves. (It is 
suspected that Fig. (8-26) was obtained in a similar \\'ay as Fig. (8-25), 
so that some of the scattey can be attributed to poor estimates of 
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There appears to be. a tendency for C to decreo.se with increasing 
' I. 
s/D, then increase so111e1vhat and decrease again. 
The authur.s compa.n~ Fig·. (8-26) to Fig ... (8-18) of Sarpk.aya 
(1975). nttention is drawi1 to the fact that Sarpkaya' s experiments, 
apart from beinr;r performed on cylinders a.way from a boundary, 
determined CL, as the maximum lift coefficient within the wave cycle, 
at different period parameter values, where K == 2'iT A/D. Fig. (8-18) 
is thus, effectively, a plot of CL versus A/D, whereas Pig. ( 8-2 6) 
J_• s a 1 f s/b, ·wheremax p ot o_ CL versus s can vary from zero to a 
particular value of A. Nevertheless, the comparison is interesting. 
8.14.2.2.2.2 
More than one peak value of the vertical force occurred during 
a wave cycle. There were, generally, peak (upward) forces shortly 
before the trongh or the crest passed over the pipe. The force 
associated with crest passage was by far the larger - perhaps twice 
the force associated with the trough. Refer Fig. (8-27). 
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Figure 8-27 Vertical force and horizontal velocity traces 
versus time 
139. 
This "double bounce" behaviour cf the vertical force led to very 
poor results when the coefficients w• .. , .:i determined with a best least--
squares fit technique. 
8.14.2.2.2.3 True, instantaneous value of C v ----w 
From the data of 28 waves, at the instants of zero horizontal 
velocity, instantaneous values of CW were calculated. '11he mean 
value was CW == 0,32 , with a coefficient of variation of 100%. 
No correlation was found between CW and the Reynolds number. 
8.14.2.2.2.4 
h__, 
Theordtical, instantaneous values of C 
from max1mum total vertical force 
T 
.LJ 
and C , de:cived ---w -----
When measured forces, theoretical kinematics calculated f.rom Airy 
theory equations, and a regression line technique were used together, 
the data of 65 waves yielded 0,56 and c ::::: 2, 18 -. w 
8.14.3 Conclusions and recommendations by Grace and Nicinski 
8.14.3.1 Situations where inertial forces are ~redominant 
After finding a favourable fit between the experimental results 
and the Dalton-Helfinstein curve, the authors concluded that CI, for 
both the horizontal and vertical directions, could be obtained from 
Fig. (8-24), for those design situations where pipe sizes and wave 
conditions were such that inertial effects were predominant. 
8.14.3.2 Situations where inertial forces are not predominant 
8.14.3.2.l Horizontal forces 
8.14.3.2.1.1 Theoretical drag coefficient,C 
---~~-------- D 
Since the Airy theory predicts peak near-·bottom velocities under 
ocean waves very well, it is accepted that the theoretical CD would be 
equal to the true CD. In other words, the true CD values (which were 





Guven, et al (1975), found that even 1£ the relative roughness cf 
a circular cylinder in si:.eady flow was increased considerably above 
2,5' x 10- 3 , it caused an increase in supercritical drag coefficient of 
only 4%. · (It is also recalled that it was found at Wallingford, in 
1962, that roughening of the pipe increased drag only marginally) . 
. Beattie, et al (1971), found that the drag coeffic.i.ent of both 
rough and smooth pipes in steady flow, close to the floor, hardly 
changed in the Reynolds number range 5 x 10 5 to 2 x 106 • 
rough pipe, CD was about 0,7 . 
For a 
From t.'lese findings, the authors concluded that their C results . D 
could be applied also to cases where the relative roughness of the 
pipe and the Reynolds number were larger than in the experiments. 
The drag coefficient in Fig. (8-25) is asymptotic to 0,7 -
the same value as found by Beattie, et al. (Incidentally, according 
to the CERC ShoYe Protection Manual (1975) , Thirriot., et al (1971) 
also found CD for unsteady flow to be approximately equal to CD for 
steady flow if the Reynolds number was greater than 4 x 104 ). 
In consideration of this, and seeing that Jones (1971) found that 
c0 for a cylinder close to a boundary in steady flow, with the Reynolds 
5 number ~ 5 x 10 , was rather insensitive to changes in relative 
clearance, h/D (within the range zero to 0,16), and in boundary 
roughness, Grace and Nicinski (1976) concluded that Fig. (5--25) could 
be used as a design curve for CD for pipes at any relative clearance. 
8 .14. 3 • 2 • 1. 2 Theoretical inertial coefficient, CI 
The theoretical curve in Fig. (8-24) is used as a base reference. 
Because the theoretical coefficient of inertia was found to be 
2,57 , for a relatiYe clearance of about 0,18 to 0,2 , the authors 
suggest a CI = 41 0 for zero pipe clearance. 
. . f . (8 2 ) 2 3 129 proportioning rom Fig. - 4 :- ,57 x 
2117 
(This is obtained through 
= 3,90 , or say 4,0). 
They also suggest that, for any other relative clearance, the 
theoretical CI be derived, in a similar manner, from Fig. (8-24). 
141. 
8,,14.3.2.2 \T('-crtica.1 forces 
8.14.3.2.2.1 · Theoret:Lcal lift coefficient, C 
--- - ------ L 
'rhe wide range covered by the true C~ for ·1 .. arying s/D, made it 
.u 
difficult for the authors to produce a design curve. They suggested 
that a design curve could be plotted through the upper bound of the 
data in Fig. (8-26) - this has been done by the present writer. 
The values of the true CL may be assumed valid also for the 
theoretical C_., for the same reason as mentioned in the case of the 
L 
drag coefficient. 
Since the lift coefficient is strongly influenced by the relative 
clearance, no suggestions have been made regarding CL for other relative 
clearances. 
8.14.3.2.2.2 Theoretical horizontal-vertical inertial coefficient, _cw 
Grace and Nicinski aan1it that they "do not have great confidence" 
in the C values, but suggest a design value of 3,0 for the theoretical 
H 
CW, for h/D = 0,2 • To the present writer, the reason for this value 
seems to be the following: Because the Airy theory underpredicts the 
actual near-bottom acceleration under ocean waves by as much as one-
third, the theoretical cw is asstL~ed to be: 
4 3 x the true CW 4 3 x 2 ,18 2,91 , or say, 3,0 • 
8.14.3.2.3 Adjustment of coefficient.~_for ~r~~ntat~on angle, a t 90° 
To make allowance for the case ·where the wave attack is not at 
right angles to the pipe axis, the authors suggest the use of the 
curves produced by Grace (1971) and Grace (1973); refer Figs. (8-3), 
(8-4) and (8-5) . 
8.14.4 Final r2marks by Grace and Nicinski 
They point out that considerable resea.rch still remains to be done 
on the interaction between waves and pipes Ciespite the apparent 
saturation of published material on wave-cylinder (whether horizontal 
or vertical) interaction. 
142. 
Their research programme for 1976 included experiments with the 
pipe clearance reduced to 13 mm, that .is, a relative clearance, 
h/D ::.: 0,03 , \\'hile the orientation angle a remained at 9o0 • From 
correspondence it is understood that Prof. Grace is currently (1978) 
writing a report on the last two years' research. 
8.15 ISAACSON AND MAULL, 1976 (apparently at Univers.it.y of Cambridge) 
According to the authors, their work "may be considered an extension 
of Bidde's investigation, with emphasis being placed on the generation 
of shed vortices during the wave period and the relation between these 
vortices and the lift force". Tests were dons on vertical circular 
cylinders placed in a wave flume, as well as by oscilJ.u.ting a vertical 
cylinder in still water. 
Apart from their observations regarding the various vortex shedding 
regimes at different values of the period parameter ( which has been 
referred to earlier) , they made interesting com.~cnts on the lift force 
frequency. 
They thought that the question of whether li.ft would or would not 
be developed, and at what frequency compared to the wave frequency, 
could be answered best by considering the shedding of vortices from 
the cylinder during half a period of the oscillatory motion. 
formulated the following model:-
'I'hey 
As a vortex develops and detaches from the cylinder, the lift 
force attains a maximum, then reduces and changes sign as the next 
vortex develops. When the relative velocity between fluid and cylinder 
changes direction the next vortex formed has trie same sign as the 
previous one. If N vortices are shed in each half cycle, the raLio 
of lift' force frequency, f , to oscillation freq~ency, f , is (N + 1). 
L o 
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Figure 8-28 Flow patterns at 








Figure 8-29 Sketches of lift 
variation during period 
of oscillation 
This may be illustrated by an example {based partly on Isaacson 
and Maull's (1976) Figs. (8-28) and (8-29), and partly on the present 
writer's own interpretation, refer Fig. (8-30) :-
Consider the case where two vortices are shed per half cycle, 
i.e. N = 2 . Since N = 2 , the lift force frequency is 3 times the 
oscillatory frequency. 
K < 18, and 3 if K > 18. 
Mercier (1973) apparently found fL/f 0 2 if, 
This implies that, according to the Isaacson-
Maull model, two vortices were shed per half cycle once the period 
parameter exceeded 18. 
Sarpkaya (1975) found that CL peaked at period parameter values 
max 
of about 10 and 18 (refer Fig. (8-18)). If, in fact, one vortex were 
just shed per half cycle when K = 10 , and two vortices were just shed 
when K = 18 , the results of Sarpkaya (1975) wo~ld reinforce the 
credibility of Isaacson and Maull·' s theory. 
Sarpkaya subsequently extended his research on cylinder forces in 
oscillatory flow to a Reynolds number range up to_S x 105 , that is, 
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Figure.8-30 A schematic representation of how the lift force may be generated where 





higher than in the research programme described i.n Sarpkaya (1975). 
(The later publication is Sarpkaya (1976a) , and an extract of his 
results appears in Sarpkaya (1976c). 
Sarpkaya (1976c) contains a graph of the lift frequency to 
oscillation frequency ratio, fL/f
0
, as a function of the Reynolds 
number and the surface Keulegan-Carpenter number, KC, - see Fig. (8-31). 
(KC is not the local period parameter value, K, at a specific depth, 
as one would normally use in the case of say a pipeline, but the value 
at the water surface, i.e. it characterizes the wave motion). 
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Figure 8-31 Variation of the fL/f
0 
ratio with the Reynolds number, 
R , and the surface period parameter, KC 
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e 
CHAKRABARTI, WOLBERT AND TAM, 1976 (Chicago Bridge and Iron 
Company, Plainfield, Illinois) 
The study of Chakrabarti, et al (1976) included the calculation 
of c0 , c1 and CL from wave force data obtained from tests on a circular 
146. 
cylinder placed vertically in a wave tank. They also investigated the 
relationship between lift force frequency and wave frequency. 
Because the vertical cylinders were remote from a solid boundary, 
the results are not to be applied blindly t'o submarine pipelines near 
the sea floor. 
A. In-line forces 
The coefficients CD and CI, for use in the Morison equation, were 
determined from the record of in-line force, by a. best least-squares 
fit method. The water particle kinematics, substituted into the 
Morison equation were obtained from the Airy wave theory, whilst the 
coefficients were assumed to remain constant over the whole wave 
cycle. CD and CI, plotted against the period parameter, K, are shown 
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versus K for vertical cylinders remote 
from a boundary 
The coefficient values were actually derived as weighted average 
values, corresponding to the total horizontal force,'over the entire 
length of the cylinder. (This restricts the general usefulness of 
the curves) . Using these curves and the Morison equation, the authors 
147. 
calculated in-line forces which they then correlated with measured 
forces. They found a very good correlation. 




versus the Reynolds number, 
but this proved unsuccessful. 
\ 
Chakrabarti, et al (1976) attribute the scatter in drag coefficient, 
in Fig. (8-32), to the relatively small drag force compared to the 
inertial force, at small K values. The fact that the drag force 
becomes important at larger period parameters, has been pointed out on 
numerous occasions in this dissertation. 
The reason given by·the authors for the difference between their 
results and those of Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) and Sarpkaya (1974, 
1975), was that their own experiments had been conducted in two-
dimensional flow under a changing free surface, whereas the other 
experiments had taken place in virtually one-dimensional oscillatory 
flow. 
B. Transverse forces 
The measured profile of the lift force was generally found to be 
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Typical profiles of the lift force 
148. 
The frequency of the peak lift forces was found (almost) always 
to be a multiple of the wave frequency, in other words, 1, 2, 3, •.. 
times the wave frequency. (In a few instances peaks occurred at 
frequencies 1,5 and 2,5 times the wave frequency but these peaks were 
generally very weak). 
Chakrabarti, et al, like Isaacson and Maull (1976) and Isaacson 
(1974) , associated lift forces with vortex shedding and agreed that if 
the ratio of lift force frequency to wave frequency f /f , was (N + 1) , 
L. o 
the number of vortices formed and shed per half cycle would be N. 
Considering only the principal (i.e. most predominant) peaks of 
the lift force, they plotted the frequency ratio fT/f versus the 
.u 0 
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14 . 16 18 20. 
Ratio of predominant lift frequency to wave frequency 
versus period parameter. (Possible transition zones 
are shown by dotted vertical lines) 
Although Fig. (8-34) seems, at a glance, similar to Fig. (8-20) 
of Sarpkaya (1975), th~re is a difference: Sarpkaya (1975) plotted 
the ratio fv/fL versus the period parameter. (Chakrabarti, et al 
(1976), incidentally, incorrectly state that Sarpkaya (1975) found the 
dominant vortex shedding frequency to be twice the "wave frequency". 
What he did, in fact, find was that the dominant vortex shedding 
frequency was twice the lift force frequency) • 
1'19. 
Chakrabarti, et al (1976) concluded that the number of eddies shed 
per half cycle and the lift force frequency were directly related to 
the period parameter. "The higher the parameter the higher is the 
number of eddies shed by the cylinder". They suggested, on the 
strength of Fig. (8-34), that no eddies were shed for K < 6 to 7, one 
eddy was shed for K bet.ween about 7 and 15, and two eddies were shed 
for K > 15. (Unfortunately they used the word "formed" instead of 
11 shed 11 ; this led to confusion as well as criticism by Maull and 
Isaacson (1977)). They stated that similar observations had been made 
by others such as Isaacson (1974), Sarpkaya (1975) and Tuter (1974). 
The transition points were, however, different in the latter two cases, 
mainly for the following two reasons: Firstly, Sarpkaya and Tuter 
had measured the particle velocities whereas the authors had calculated 
the velocities from linear wave theory. Secondly, Sarpkaya and Tuter 
performed their tests in one-dimensional flow without a changing free 
surface. (It is not clear how Chakrabarti, et al (1976) can state 
that 'Sarpkaya (1975) made such observations because nowhere does the 
latter make any such comments. Perhaps Chakrabarti, et al (1976) 
inferred this, incorrectly, from Fig. (8-20). The present writer 
suspects that this is the case because Chakrabarti and Wolbert (1975) 
casually compare Fig. (8-20) with their own results as though there 
were no difference between f /f and f /f ) • 
v' L L o 
Maull and Isaacson (1977), in discussion of the paper, said that 
if a lift force is generated, it~ frequency will normally be at least 
twice the wave frequency. Thus the number of vortices shed per half 
cycle, N, would be at least one. They questioned the existence of a 
lift force at the wave frequency at values of K less than about 5, 
where N = o. 
The first reason they suggested for this phenomenon was that 
sufficient flow asymmetry to create lift may occur during only one 
half of the wave cycle, thus resulting in a lift force frequency equal 
to the wa'le frequency. The second and third possible reasons, which 
they considered more likely than the first, were misalignment of the 
balance system with respect to the experimental waves or an undue 
cross-coupling of the balance whereby a lift reading would contain a 
significant amount of drag force (which has the same frequency as that 
of the wave) • 
150. 
Chakrabarti, et al (1977), replied that neither the second nor the 
third were valid reasons. The first was more likely and could have 
been caused by small nonuniformities or out-of-roundness of the cylinder. 
'l'hey also stated that the ratio f /f == 1 was uncommon, but not 
L o 
unprecedented beca'!.lse also •ruter (1974), who had experimented in a 
more controlled environment, found the same at small K values. 
With regard to the coefficient of lift, CL, Chakrabarti, et al 
(1976) pointed out that the popular equation for the lift force 
= (2-9) 
was, in fact, unsuitable because the lift force was quite irregular 
and had multiple frequencies. 
a similar observation) • 
(It is recalled that Bidde (1971) made 
They proposed to express the lift force per unit length in a 
series form:-
CL (n) cos [21Tnf 
0
t + y (n) ] (8-26) 
where FL{t) = the time-dependent lift force. 
u = the maximum horizontal velocity component, max 
obtained by linear wave theory. 
· CL (n) the lift coefficient of the n 
th 
harmonic. 
(CL(n) assumed to be a function of K) • 
NH = number of harmonics. 
y(n) the phase angle of the th harmonic force = n 
and the other symbols have their usual meanings. 
The values of CL(n) and y(n) are calculated by numerical 
integrations:-
CL(n) cos y(n) 
sin y(n) 
T 
= 2J2fL (t) 







sin - T pDu;: 
max 
0 
(21T n f t) dt 
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y(n) was not calculated in the analysis, but the lift coefficient 
for the first five harmonics was evaluated from the experimental data, 
and is shown in Fig. (8-35). 
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Figure 8-35 First five coefficients of lift obtained by harmonic 
analysis 
Chakrabarti, et al (1976) pointed out that these curves should be 
considered as provisional and should be verified with further tests as 
they were based on a number of widely scattered points. A further 
limitation appears to be that no values were obtained for K > 16. 
Over most of the investigated range of K the second component of 
lift predominates. This is associated with a lift force having a 
frequency twice that of the incident wave, and the shedding of one 
vortex per half cycle. 
For K smaller than about 6, the first component of lift associated 
with a lift force with a frequency equal to the wave frequency, is the 
largest. 
Chakrabarti, Wolbert and Tam (1976) also considered the resultant 
force stemming from both the in-line and transverse forces. The 
contribution of the transverse (or lift) force was negligible at K 
values below about 5, but if K approached about 15 ,· the resultant force 
could be as much as 60% higher than the in-line force alone. 
8.17 
152. 
VONGVISESSOMJAI AND SILVESTER, 1976 (Asian Institute of 
Technology, Bangkok, Thailand, and 
University of Western Australia) 
The paper by Vcngvisessomjai ~nd Silvester (1976) contains useful 
information regarding the calculation of water particle velocities and 
accelerations on the one hand, and in-line forces on a variety of 
object shapes, on the other hand. The writer will briefly mention some 
of the points that are of particular interest to this thesis; the 
reader is referred to the original paper for more detail. 
Because water particle kinematics are of basic importance for 
calculating wave forces on submerged objects, the authors produced 
valuable graphs and tables whereby the most likely maximum velocity 
(and acceleration) values at any depth, and for any wave steepness, 
may readily be found. 
These graphs and tables are based on linear wave theory (deep 
water), cnoidal theory and hyperbolic theory (shallow water), and have, 
where necessary, been modified to suit experimental data. 
Having determined the maximum horizontal velocity, the period 
parameter, K, which is recognized as most important, can be calculated. 
The other parameter that may be important for some objects -
but rarely for submarine pipelines, since their diameters are usually 
small compared to wave length and water depth - is the relative size, 
D/L. 
From dimensional analysis the authors derived the maximum in-line 
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where F is the maximum value of the total force per unit length, 
max 
.and all the other symbols have their usual meanings. 
Eq. (8-29) represents a drag formulation 
whereas Eq. (8-30) represents an inertial formulation. 
The four dimensionless groups are relative size, period parameter, 
Reynolds number and Froude number respectively. 
As stated in Vongvisessomjai (1976) and Vongvisessomjai and 
Silvester (1976), the Reynolds number was thought to be of minor 
importance and could be disregarded (with some reservation, however) .. 
Also the Froude nwnber could be disregarded provided the body was not 
too close to a solid boundary or to the water surface. 
The behaviour of the total force within the ranges of the two 
remaining parameters, viz. relative size, D/L, and period parameter, 
K, was then considered as well as the methods to calculate'it. 
Vongvisessesomjai (1976) found the Morison equationto be the most 
suitable method for calculating in-line forces on small objects~ i.e. 





Fig. ( 8-36 ) shows the ratios C.rf CI (potential flow) 




For K < 3 , 
For K > 25, 
c ::: CI(potential I flow) 
CD is very small. 
CI ::: 0, 75 c . !(potential flow) 
c ::: 1 5 c 
D ' D (steady flow) . 
(= 2,0 for a cylinder 
-away from a boundary). 
(= 1,5 for a cylinder 
away from a boundary) . 
3. For K' ~ 12 (i.e. A/D = 12/
2
TI::: 2), the coefficients display 
the greatest deviation~ from the values they are 
compared with. 
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Figure 8-36 Correlation of forces and coefficients with the period 
.parameter 
If D/L > 0,2 the presence of the object has a "scattering" effect 
on the incident wave, i.e. the flow field in the vicinity of the 
object is affected and the Morison equation can give unreliable results. 
If, in addition, K < 3, the force can be calculated via the so-called 
diffraction theory because for such small K values the force is 
predominantly inertial. If K > 3, viscous and drag effects may lead 
to inaccurate results by the diffraction theory. 
This reasoning is borne out by Fig. (8-36a), from which it can 
be seen that: 
1. For K < 3 , the inertial force completely do_rninates the drag force. 
2. For 5 < K < 12, both inertial and drag components make up the 
total in-line force. 
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3. For 12 < K < 25 , the drag force becomes more and more important. 
4. For K > 25 , the drag force is completely predominating and the 
dimensionless force remains essentially constant. 
Using experimental data of previous investigators, Vongvisessomjai 
and Silvester (1976) plotted the dimensionless force with K and found 
good correlations. 
For a cylinder they found the following relationship to be valid 










C = {2 0 for a cylinder remote from a boundary I(potential flow) ' ' 
3,3 , for a cylinder in contact with 
a boundary. 
They were of the opinion that if the relative clearance, h/D, 
exceeded 0,5 , CI did not differ much from its potential flow value 
away from a boundary, i.e. CI ~ 2,0 • 
Incidentally, Eq. (8-31) is merely a different way of wr1ting 
Grace's Eq. (5-3) for the inertial case, and then assuming 
CI = CI (potential flow) • 
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There is slight disagreement as to exactly when this equation 
becomes valid: 
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The derivation of Eq. (5-3) indicates validity 
when f3 > 1 , or· 
whilst it is stated that Eq. (8-31) holds for K < 'IT , in other words, 
for A/D < 1. 
This is considered to be of academic interest only. 
8.18 GARRISON, FIELD AND MAY, 1977 (Naval Postgraduate School, 
Monte~ey, California) 
Garrison, et al (1977) studied the behaviour of the in-line force 
coefficients applicable to cylinders, remote from a solid boundary, 
in oscillating flow. 
Since dimensional analysis suggests that wave forces on a body 
in unsteady flow are dependent on more tha~ one dimensionless group, 
~hey expressed the coefficients as functions of two parameters: the 
~eynolds number and the period parameter. 
Although their approach was not completely new (similar strategies 
had been adopted in the Wallingford (1961) study, ·and by Rance (1969) 
and Miller (1975)), their paper as well as the discussions it has 
aroused, contains stimulating ideas and will be reviewed closely. It 
is unfortunate that the reply by the authors was not yet available at 
the time of publication of this dissertation. 
Garrison, Field and May (1977) recognized the difficulties 
involved in determining drag and inertial coefficients for use in 
calculating wave loads, be it wi~h the aid of laboratory tests or full 
scale tests in the ocean .. 
Orie problem in the laboratory is to achieve large Reynolds numbers 
that are comparable to those often encountered in prototype situations, 
namely 106 and higher. (This difficulty has also been mentioned in 
numerous Wallingford reports, e.g. in 1961, 1962, 1966 and appears to 
be a prime reason for acquiring the pulsating water tunnel from which, 
inter alia, Rance (1969) obtained his test data). A second problem 
with laboratory experiments is that Froude scaling is necessary and 
that one generally does not have independent control over the Reynolds 
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number with the result that it is practically impossible to achieve 
both Reynolds and Froude similarity. The authors corrunent "it is 
doubtful that much can be learned about prototype wave forces from 
small-scale wave channel testing" of "piling or structures composed of 
small diameter tubular members although there seems to be no scarcity 
of such tests reported in the literature". 
Experiments performed ir,. the ocean suffer from the disadvantage 
that no control can be exercised over the incident waves. The 
irregular and complex wave motion "does not lend itself to description 
through a simple dimensionless parameter or two". 
The present result is that neither laboratory nor ocean tests 
have yielded very much systematic information regarding drag and 
inertial coefficients. 
Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) 'Were the first to investigate a 
special, more basic, aspect of the wave force problem, namely the 
in-line force acting on a circular cylinder in essentially one-
dimensional flow oscillating with a simple sinusoidal motj_on. 
Although they had recognized, from dimensional analysis, the possibility 
of Reynolds number dependence of the drag and inertial coefficients, 
they concluded that no such correlation with Reynolds number, in fact, 
existed. 
Garrison, et al (1977) replotted the Keulegan-Carpenter data 
which spanned a range of Reynolds numbers between 7 x 103 and 3 x lOlt 
and found that both coefficients were dependent on the Reynolds number. 
They suspected that the apparatus used by Keulegan and Carpenter was 
not well-suited to the study in so far as the Reynolds number changed 
whenever-the period parameter was changed. In other words, a series 
of tests could not.be performed at constant period parameter and 
varying Reynolds number unless the test cylinder diameter was changed 
every time. A further handicap was that the Reynolds number range 
covered in the experiments was rather limited, and it so happened that 
the coefficients underwent some rather unexpected variations in this 
range; Keulegan and Carpenter then interpreted this as' scatter. 
Garrison, Field and May also noted that Sarpkaya (1975) failed to 
find a correlation between ~he coefficients and Reynolds number. 
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They devised a test apparatus capable of holding the period 
parameter constant throughout a series of experiments wherein only 
the Reynolds number wa.s varied. 
The apparatus consisted of a carriage supported on rails set over 
a water channel. A pair of thin vertical struts, connected to the 
carriage, held a horizontal cylinder at about mid-depth in the channel. 
The carriage was driven backwards-forwards in a virtually sinusoidal 
motion by a linkage connected eccentrically to a flywheel. By varying 
the rotation speed of the flywheel without varying the eccentricity, 
the Reynolds number could be altered without changing the amplitude of 
motion of the carriage and thus the period parameter. (It will be 
recalled that the period parameter K = u T/D = TI.2A/D). 
max 
The authors 
actually preferred to use the relative amplitude para.meter, 2A/D , 
rather than K , although they· are, of course, closely related. 
The flywheel was capable of attaining a high rotational speed, so 
that fairly large Reynolds numbers, apparently up to about 6 x 105 , 
could be achieved. 
The period parameter, or relative amplitude, could be changed to 
a new fixed value by adjusting the eccentricity. 
Sarpkaya and Collins (1978) severely criticized the authors on two 
points. Firstly, they objected because the authors had neglected to 
refer to certain references (i.e. Collins (1976), Onur (1975), 
Sarpkaya (1976a, and 1976b)) which dealt with experiments performed 
at Reynolds numbers higher than those in Sarpkaya (1975) • Subsequent 
publications that have become available are Sarpkaya (1977a) and 
Sarpkaya (1977b). Secondly, the test apparatus was criticized. 
Severe vibrations were to have occurred which reduced the reliability 
of the test data. 
In the experiments of Garrison, et al (1977) the relative flow 
was caused by the oscillation of the cylinder in still water, and not 
by the oscillation of water with respect to a fixed cylinder. They 
explained that the only difference between these two situations lies 
in the appearance of a buoyancy-like force (often called the Froude -
Krylov force, e.g. by Hogben (1974), Garrison, Gehrman and Perkinson 
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(1975)) in the second case. This force is exactly equal to the' 
product of the mass of water displaced by the cylinder and the 
acceleration.· In other words, it is the force that would have 
accelerated the mass of water if the cylinder had not been there. 
J.l.n additional force is required to accelerate the water around 
the cylinder. It has been shown earlier that the combined force due 
to acceleration effects is: 
F' :::: M. v + M v I 0 a 
Froude.,. force to 
Krylov accelerate 
force water around 
cylinder 
i.e. F' :::: [1 + ::] M v I 0 
and the coefficient of inertia, CI, was defined as 
CI = [1 + ::] 
we can write Eq. (2-20) 
CI = 1 + c m 






Since the test cylinder was made to oscillate in still water, the 
Froude-Krylov force was absent and Garrison, et al (1977) actually 
deriv~~ and plotted Cm' and not CI, versus.the relevant parameters. 
The simplifying assumption was made that Cm and c
0 
did not vary 
within the oscillatory cycle. This was done for two reasons. 
Firstly, constant coefficients are more convenient for application 
and, secondly, "experience has indicated that the constant coefficient 
represents the force variation fairly well in most cases". 
McNown and Learned (1978) criticized the authors on the latter 
point. The practice of expressing the coefficients as average and 
constant values for the entire cycle was convenient, but could be 
misleading. The designer was more interested in maximum forces than 
160. 
in average trends during a cycle. They realised that instantaneous 
values of the coefficients could not be determined directly, but 
predicted forces based on the average values could be compared with 
measured forces. 
Having made this simplify'ing assumption, Garrison, et al applied 
a best least-squares fit technique of the Mori.son equation to the 
measured forces to find the constant values of the two coefficients. 
Values of C and C were determined at ten different integer 
m D 
values of the amplitude parameter, 2P../D, and at various Reynolds 







Figs. (8-37a) and (8-37b) show the consistency of the data 
obtained for one cylinder. Data were obtained from tests on three 
cylinders. (Fig. (8-38) indicates the mean lines drawn through all 
the data points. 
It is interesting to note that C becomes negative for large 2A/D 
m 
values at small R (i.e. C becomes less than 1,0). Although the 
e I 
authors do not comment on this phenomenon at all, McNown and Learned 
(1978) do. 
They point out that forces on cylinders in oscillating flow vary 
considerably with the degree of unsteadiness, which is closely linked 
to the time required for the shedding of the first vortex. For shorter 
periods (and thus small period parameters and small 2A/D values) the 
motion is quasi-potential and inertial forces are dominant. For 
longer periods (and thus large period parameters and large 2A/D values) 
the motion is quasi-steady, drag forces are larger, and ~nertial forces 
can only be determined empirically. For intermediate periods "the 
motion is. strongly affected by the growth of the initial vortex and 
the dramatic consequences of its shedding". 
Their explanation for the existence of negative values for the 
added mass coefficient, C , (which implies negative masses and thus 
m 
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Figure 8-37 Coefficients of drag and added 
mass versus R for various 
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RE'fl'loi..t>s No. , Re 
Coefficients of drag and added 
mass versus R for various 2A/D 
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The mass of water accelerated together with the cylinder varies 
with time - especially if the period of motion is a.pproximately equal 
to that of the formation of the first vortex. As this mass increases, 
C also increases (and becomes considerably larger than the value that 
m 
would correspond to the net mass of water actually displaced by the 
cylinder). When the vortex sheds from the cylinder, the mass is 
reduced abruptly, and so is the value of C - even to negative values .. 
m 
An algebraic explanation, based upon McNown and Keulegan (1959), 
is also offered. The inertial force component per unit length, F
1
, 




u~ dC ~ 
dt 
(8-33) 
A rapid reduction in accelerated mass is reflected by a large 
negative value for dC /dt. The term u dC /dt dominates the inertial · m m 
component values for 2A/D between 3,5 and 6,0 in Fig. (8-38b), causing 
C to become negative. 
m 
Therefore, "negative masses" and negative values of C ar·e "a 
m 
consequence of the definitions and procedures used by the authors and 
do not act':J.ally contradict reality". 
Figs. (8-39) and (8~40) show the Keulegan-Carpenter data, 
obtained at fairly low Reynolds numbers, plotted together with Garrison, 
et al's results (shown as broken lines). Contours of equal 2A/D 
values were drawn (solid lines) through the Keulegan-Carpenter·data 
points. The authors comment that although the overlap is small, 
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\ 
From Figs. (8-38), (8-39} and (8-40), Garrison, et al (1977) made 
several observations, then drew four formal conclusions which, in turn, 
were discussed and modified by McNovm and Learned (1978) . 
Observations concerning CD 
1. From Fig. (8-38a) and within the R range of the data, it 
e 
appears that CD decreases with increasing Re. 
2. The change in CD is fairly gradual except in the range 
lOlt < R < 2,5 x lOlt where some very drastic variations 
e 
take place, this can be seen in Fig. (8-39) • 
3. CD seems to approach a constant value at high Re. 
4. The variation of CD with R , as shown in Fig. (8-39), . e 
appears to represent a transition from subcritical to 
supercritical flow in a somewhat similar manner as in the 
case of steady flow. (Refer Fig. (2-5)). The transition 
process, however, begins at smaller values of R than in 
e 
steady flow and extends over a greater R range~ (This 
e 
was also noted by Rance (1969), see Fig. (7-5)). Garrison, 
et al suspected that the earlier start of the transition is 
due to the cylinder moving through its own highly turbulent 
wake, whilst the extended R ranqe over which the transition e -
takes place may be attributed to the fact that the 
instantaneous R during a cycle of oscillation ranges from 
e 
zero to u D/V. 
max 
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5. Although data are not available for hiqh R at small 2A/D - e 
values, it appears from Fig. (8-38a) that CD increases with 
increasing 2A/D. The authors com..•nent that this is consistent 
with the notion that if 2A/D is quite small, separation does 
not occur, and the drag coefficien~ is reduced. 
This writer draws attention to the fact that Fig. (8-38a) is in 
conflict with Fig. (7-5) of Rance (1969) who found that c0 decreases 
with increasing 2A/D. In deriving Fig. (7--5), Rance, et al assumed 
that c
1 
=, 2 and remained· constant at all \•alues of Re. Since the R e 
in Fig. (7-5) is not the maximum Reynolds number in the cycle, but 
·the Reynolds number occurring at the time of maximum in-line force, 
one cannot compare the two figures directly. 
6. At large 2A/D values and high Re' CD seems to approach a 
constant value of about 0,6 • Research at higher R is e , 
however, necessary to confirm this trend. 
· 7. The authors quote the followir_lg investigations to substantic..te 
their own findings regardiD.g CD ·-
7.1 Kim and Hibbard (1975) and, apparently, Blumberg and 
Rigg (1961) report that towing-tank tests indicated 
that CD increased from 0,57 to 0,60 for smooth cylinders 
over the R range 3 x 105 to 6 x 106 • (It seems that 
e 
these tests were carried out in steady-state flow) • 
Garrison, et al (1977) observed in their oscillatory 
flow tests that CD reached its minimum value of about 
0,57 , for large 2A/D , near R = 2 x 105 and increased 
e 
again to a.bout 0,61 at higher values of R · refer e' 
F'ig. (8-38a) • 
7.2 Dean and Aagaard (1970) determined CD for piles and 
found that CD decreased from about 1,3 to 0,6 over the 
R range 2 x 105 to 6 x 106 • 
e 
7.3 Wheeler (1963)found CD~ 0,6 to correspond with the peak 
force. 
7.4 Kim and Hibbard (1975) also measured both wave kinematics 
and the force on a test pile in the ocean and found CD = 0,61 
within the R range 2 x 105 to 7 x 106 • This is in agreement 
e 
with their steady flow results as well as Fig. (8-38a). 
165. 
/ 
Observations concerning c 
m 
1. From Fig. (8-38b) and within the R :i::a.nge of the data, it 
e 
appears that C increases with increasing R . The 
m e 
explanation offered for this phenomenon is that the width 
of the wake reduces and the separation point moves downstream 
as the R increases and changes from subcritical to super-
e 
critical. Supercritical flow past the cylinder resembles 
inviscid flow more closely than subcritical flow, so that 
it is not unexpected that C approaches the value of 1,0 m -
as predicted by potential flow theory, (i.e. c
1 
approaches 21 0). 
2. In the range 104 < R < 3 x 104 considerable changes in c 
e m 
occur, see Fig. (8-40). 
3. C seems to approach a constant value at high R • The 
m e 
explanation offered for observation 1, above, may also be 
valid here: The more stable wake configuration characteristic 
of supercritical R would reduce the variability of C • 
e m 
4. It appears from Fig. (8-40) that C tends to become independent 
m 
of R , at low R ·values, but highly dependent on 2A/D. 
e e 
5. As 2A/D tends to zero, C approaches the value of 1,0 as would 
m 
be expected since this is the theoretical value for 
unseparated inviscid flow. 
6. At large 2A/D values and high R , C seems to approach a 
e m 
constant value of about 0,7 . Research at higher R would 
e 
be necessary to confirm whether C becomes completely R 
m e 
independent at high R . 
e 
Since both CD and Cm were found to be highly dependent on R
6
, 
unless the R was very large, the authors stated that results based 
e 
on 
tests performed at low R 
e 
(as usually is the case in laboratory work) 
could be misleading. This implies that the validity of small-scale 
model tests to predict prototype forces must be questioned. 
Conclusions by Garrison, Field and May (1977} 
1. Both CD and Cm (and thus c
1
) are strongly Re dependent, 
unless R >about 2 x 105 • 
e 
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2. C and C generally depend on both parameters, R and 2A/D. 
D m e 
When 2A/D gets large, both coefficients become independent 
of this parameter, and when the R becomes large, the 
e 
coefficients become· independent of this, too. 
3. When both parameters are large, CD approaches about 0,61 , 
and Cm about 0,70 (i.e. c
1 
~ 1,70) ~ 
4. As 2A/D decreases, "Cm and CD tend to their potential flow 
values of 1.0 and zero, respectively". 
In discussion, McNown and Learned (1978) commented on these 
conclusions, as follows:-
Conclusion 1. 
This conclusion needs modification because the Keulegan-Carpenter 
values of C are, .in fact, independent of R over the greater part of 
m e 
the range. (McNown and Learned (1978), who apparently replotted the 
data, found that the curve for 2A/D = 7,0 in Fig. {8-40) had been drawn 
incorrectly: it had been "placed much too high"; the most probable 
limiting value of C was about 0,2 and not 0,65). 
m 
The curves are 
actually all horizontal lines for R 
e 
< 1,5 x 104 , and C shows no 
m 
variation for 2A/D < 3. (The data are, 
R < 104 to make a definite conclusion) . e 
2A/D > 3 and for R > 104 • 
e 
Conclusion 2. 
however, too sparse for 
C does vary somewhat for 
m 
This conclusion is "equivalent to saying that a quasi-steady flow 
approaches steady flow as 2A/D becomes large". . If several vortices 
are shed during one cycle, the pattern of flow much resembles that for 
steady flow. That is why the curves for Cm and CD, respectively, in 
Fig. (8-38), have almost the same trends for 2A/D ~ 4, and only the 
curves for 2A/D = 2 and 3 are significa~tly different. 
Conclusion 3. 
r 
The values.given as convergence values for CD and Cm are 
considered u.'1.reasonable on two grounds: both sets of curves have a 
definite slope at the highest 
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R tested, and the spread of points as 
e 
indicated in Figs. (8-37a) and (8-37b), is more than would justify 
two-digit accuracye 
Conclusion 4. 
It is agreed that C tends to its theoretical value of 1,0 (as 
m 
2A/D decreases), although the Keulegan-Carpenter data clearly exceed 
that value. 
The conclusion that CD tends to zero is not supported by the data; 
it appears to the present writer that this conclusion must have 
originated in S~rpkaya and Garrison (1963). (McNmm and Learned 
(1978) then discuss the behaviour of CD with varying Re' and not 
varying 2A/D. The present writer suspects that they confused the two 
parameters) . Be that as it may, they state that most of the CD 
curves rise as R decreases and though the magnitude of drag force 
e 
may become small, it is more likely that the drag coefficient will be 
large at small Re values~ This growth of CD is a consequence of the 
conventional use of a coefficient based on the square of the velocity 
in a range where the resistance varies with a lesser power, tending 
toward unity for truly laminar flow. 
Finally, McNown and Learned (1978) expressed the hope that 
Garrison, et al would contribute towards the understanding of phenomena 
such as why negative values of C can exist, the associated formation 
m 
and shedding of vortices, changes that occur as the boundary layer 
goes from laminar to turbulent, how well average-over-the-cycle 
coefficient values describe the conditions of maximum and zero force. 
(It is anticipated that they will describe these forces better if 
2A/D ~ 4 than when 2A/D < 4. In prototype situations in the ocean 
both R and 2A/D are ,likely to be large•- except in cases of large 
e 
cylinder diameters with small values for the latter parameter, where 
inertial forces become mo~e and more important. 
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8.19 WALLINGFORD INVESTIGATIONS ON PROTOTYPE PIPE INSTALLATIONS, 
1970 - 1978 
8.19.1 Scour 
•rhe Hydraulics Research Institute, iva.llingford, undertook an 
experimental study to provide information on scour around pipes buried 
in sand and subjected to tidal flow. Part of this progrmrnne was 
devoted to the study of the movement of a flexible pipeline. 
The experiments took place in the Taw-Torridge estuary on the 
north coast of Devon. Concrete coated steel pipes with outside 
diameters of 270 mm, 500 mm and 740 mm as well as a 160 mm outside 
diameter high density polyethylene flexible pipeline, encased i.n a 
steel wire wound armoured sheath, were used. 
The flexible pipeline proved to have certain advantages over the 
rigid pipelines. It could be laid with less preparation on an 
undulating sand bed. It then conformed very well to the bed form. 
Being close to the bed, drag forces were reduced (and although not 
stated, lift forces were probably increased) , and the local high 
scour-producing currents that occur where gaps are present between 
pipe and bed, were greatly eliminated. The flexible pipe remained 
stable throughout' the test period and progressively buried itself 
under the sand. 
It was concluded that the flexible pipe was a most useful type of 
pipe where severe bed movements were anticipated, and could lead to 
considerable economies where it was acceptable to lay a surface pipe, 
which would gradually bury itself, in areas where obstructions to 
navigation were no problem. 
As this study was primarily concerned with scour and not with 
wave forces/ it will be discussed no further; for more information, 
the reader is referred to the well-illustrated report by Littlejohns (1977). 
8.19.2 Wave-induced forces 
Experiments are presently (1978) being conducted in the Atlantic 
Ocean at Perranporth, Cornwall, to study wave forces on pipelines near 
·the sea bed and the associated coefficients. 
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P.S.G. Li.ttlejohns informed the writer that effects of orientation 
of the pipe w.i_th respect to wave direction, were also being examined, 
and that research had also been done on large diameter cylinders 
resting on the bed in the Wallingford pulsating water tunnel. 
Unfortunately, the results of the latter as well as the Perranporth 
experiments still remain confidential at this stage. 
The installation used at Perranporth reminds one of that described 
by Grace and Nicinski (1976) , but the data logging system seems to be 
more sophisticated. 
The 760 mm diameter steel pipe, 15 m in length, consists of two 
flanking wing sections and two 1 m long test sections. The test 
sections are cantilevered from the wing sections, which in turn, are 
mounted on a steel platform measuring 15 m x 12 m x 0,3 m. See 
Fig. (8-41). 






Diagrammatic sketch of the Perranporth installation 
When subjected to forces, the test sections, cantilevered by sets of 
stiff springs, can move slightly, both horizontally and vertically; 
such movements are then measured by very sensitive displacement 
transducers, and can be interpreted as force measurements. 
·Electro-magnetic velocity meters, set at three different heights 
above the platform measure the horizontal velocity components normal 
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and parallel to the pipe. Also pressures at sea bed level are 
measured. 
Electronic signals from all these instruments are fed into a 
magnetic tape data logging system contained in a pressure capsule. 
All data are recorded on a common time base and can therefore be 
correlated. The capsule, which also contains the power supply for 
the instrumentation, is recovered periodically for data retrieval and 
servicing. 
The recording system has been modified so that conditions are 
monitored continuously only when moderate to high surface waves impinge 
on the pipe. 
In addition, a wave rider buoy, on the water surface, records the 
wave heights and periods for statistical analysis. 
Each record is analyzed in the following manner: 
1. The pressure and velocity component are correlated to determine 
the mean direction, and angular spread about the mean, of the 
wave energy at the site for each frequency band. 
2. A wave by wave analysis of the vertical and horizontalforces, P 
and F respectively, (actually called "lift" and "drag" forces in the 
Wallingford information pamphlet, but "vertical" and "horizontal" 
appear to be the more correct terms), and the velocity component 
normal to the pipe, u, is carried out to determine their 
ma.ximum values for each wave~ 
F 
max 






!:i p D u2 
max 
are calculated and correlated with the relative aisplacement 
' 
parameter, A/D, and the 1'teynolds number, R = u D/V. e max 
(Thus is seems to be an extension of the work by Rance (1969) , 
and is similar to that of Garrison, Field and May (1977)). 
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3. Instantaneous values of u and u are obtained from the velocity 
record. 
The coefficients of drag and inertia, C and C , are then deter-
D I 
mined by finding the best fit of the theoretical force, predicted 
by the Morison equation, to the measured horizontal force. 
It is' anticipated that when the results of this Wallingford -
HRS r~search project are released, a wealth of useful design information 
will become available. 
8.19.3 Current-induced forces 
A 13 m length of pipe, mounted on two suspension bars in 7 m 
of water in a tidal estuary, was used to study the response to 
currents of a pipe, not supported along its length, but spanning freely 
between points on an uneven sea bed. 
It was found that the pipe could vibrate under certain conditions. 
(Although not stated in the information pamphlet, these vibrations ! 
would depend highly o!l the degree of resonance achieved. The natura~\ 
frequency of the pipe depends on, among other things, the spanning 
distance, its diameter and wall thickness, its fixity at the support 
points and its modulus of elasticity. The frequency of the variable 
force is related to the frequency of vortex shedding, which in steady 
flow, may be calculated with the aid of the Strauhal number). 
Maximum allowable,.spans were determined for a range of heights 
above the sea bed. 
8.20 SUM~.ARY OF THE INVESTIGATIONS REVIEWED IN PART II 
Table (8-4) outlines and compares the various research programmes 
that have been considered. 
Although all are somehow concerned with hydrodynamic forces only 
about half deal with hydrodynamic forces due to oscillatory flow 
around horizontal cylinders in contact with or in the vicinity of a 
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Of these, few have produced (or published) enough information to 
enable the designer of a submarine pipeline to actually calculate 
wave forces. 
The coefficient values suggested by Beckmann and Thibodeaux (1962) 
have been found to be too small. The results of Brater and Wallace 
(1972), Yamamoto, Nath and Slotta (1974) and Garrison~ Gehrman and 
Perkinson (1975) are useful, but only when the period parameter is , 
sufficiently small to ensure unseparated flow and· thus negligible 
drag and lift forces. This situation is seldom encountered in · 
practice unless the pipe diameter is very large, the wave p~riod fairly 
short, the water depth quite large and the wave height rather small. 
The apparent result is that two papers are of use to the pipeline 
designer: Grace (1973) and Grace and Nicinski (1976). Whereas the 
first is primarily based upon numerous laboratory experiments the 
second stems from force measurements done on a real pipe in the sea. 
Vertical forces can be calculated with the aid of the latter paper 
for relative clearances of h/D ~ 0,2 only. 
PART. III 
A PRACTICAL DESIGN PROBLEM 
174. 
WAVE FORCES ON THE PROPOSED GREEN POINT OUTFALL SEWER 
The proposed Green Point outfall sewer is of local (Cape Town) 
interest and is here used to illustrate how wave forces on submarine 
pipelines may be calculated. 
Present indications are that this pipeline will have an outside 
diameter of about 1 m and will extend to a point where the water depth 
is approximately 28 m . The sea bed is essentially hard and solid 
with occasional small outcrops of rock. 
The pipeline is to be laid into the sea off Green Point which is 
not far from Granger Bay - the site of a proposed small boat harbour, 
for which wave climate data has been collected and analysed. Storm 
waves can impinge on Granger Bay as well as on Green Point from both 
the north-west and the south-west. The NW waves experience little 
refraction and arrive at both sites with wave heights of up to about 
7 or 8 m and wave periods of about 12 to 14 seconds. The SW waves, 
with typical periods of 12 to 18 seconds, are refracted more and may 
have wave heights of approximately 6 m when they arrive. These waves 
are however more critical to the stability of the Green Point outfall 
than the NW waves because they act almost at right angles to the pipe 
0 
axis - i.e. a = 90 ; see Fig. (9-1). 
For about the first 250 or 300 m of its length the sewer pipe is 
to be laid on the north-eastern side of an existing groin which 
accommodates a stormwater outfall. The groin will effectively act as 
a breakwater and prevent the nearshore length of the pipeline from 
experiencing the full fury of the SW waves. Consequently, it is 
estimated that the shallowest depth in which the pipeline will be 
subjected to the full effects of a design wave is about 12 m; see 
Fig. (9-2). 
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FIGURE 9-1 SKETCH PLAN OF Tl-1£ PR.OPOSE'D · G!a.E:.E.N POINT 
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Figure 9-2 An approximate profile of the sea bed along the line 
of the proposed outfall 
Processes of shoaling and refraction alter.the wave height as the 
wave moves shorewards. These minor variations have however been 
disregarded; for. the purpose of demonstrating how wave forces may be 
calculated it has been assumed that 6 m high waves with periods 
between 12 and 18 seconds and with crests parallel to the pipe axis, 
produce critical loadings. 
Three water depths have been chosen for analysis: 12 m, 20 m and 
28 m , and allowance has been made for a nominal clearance of 200 mm 
between the ocean bed and the underside of the pipe. 
Wave forces have been calculated' for the case a = 90° and relative 
pipe clearance, h/D ~ 0,2 , according to the suggestions in Grace (1973) 
and Grace and Nicinski (1976) . Examples of the calculations are to 
be seen in Appendices A and B; vector envelopes of the resultant 
forces -, consisting of total in-line forces and total transverse forces -
are shmm in Figs. (9-3) and (9-4). A line joining the origin with 
any point on the envelope represents the instantaneous magnitude and 
direction of the resultant force vector. 
Whereas the force coefficients in Grace (1973) are assumed to be 
• 
' 
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Figures 9-3(a) and 9-3(b) 
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C?nstant throughout the wave cycle, CD and CL vary over a wide range 
in Grace and Nicinski (1976); see Figs. (8-25) and (8-26). Both 
these coefficients are thought to achieve their maximwn values when 
the relative travel distance of water particles, s/D = o . Figs. 
(8-25) and (8-26), however, do not show the values of the coefficients 
for s/D values below about 1,0 and 1,5 , respectively. 
Since the designer is primarily interested in the maximwn 
horizontal and vertical forces, both of which occur at the instant 
that the wave crest passes over the pipe (i.e. when s/D = O), this 
writer has assumed that the tentative design curves in the said Figs. 
can be extended linearly, yielding CD ~ 3,25 and CL ~ 3,05 at 
s/D = 0 • 
To indicate the range of s/D (taken asJs/Dlbetween O and 1,5 
where the curves have been extended, the force envelopes in Figs. 
(9-4 (a) to (f}) have been drawn in broken lines. 
A second, .but more conservative, assumption is that Figs. (8-25) 
I 
and (8-26) are actually plots of CD and CL , respectively, versus 
ls/DI and not just s/D; in other words, that the coefficients display 
symmetrical behaviour before and after crest (and trough) phases. 
The dissimilarity between the results obtained by Grace (1973) 
arid Grace and Nicinski (1976) is rather startling. The first method 
produces oval-shaped envelopes, half above and half below the 
horizontal axis and the second method produces upturned mustache-
shaped envelopes which are entirely above the horizontal axis. 
The two most important reasons for the different envelope shapes 
are··-
1. Grace (1973) asswnes that the vertical force acts upwards 
during one half of the wave cycle and downwards the other 
half. Grace and Nicinski (1976) , on the other hand, 
assume that the vertical force always acts upwards. 
2. The 1973-paper implies constant-over-the-wave-cycle 
coefficient values whereas the 1976-paper allows CD and 
CL.to achieve large peak values as s/D approaches zero, 
which in turn lead to steeply peaked horizontal and vertical 
forces. 
~83. 
The question is: which set of envelopes· is likely to be more 
correct ? 
The writer believes that Grace and Nicinski (1976) probably 
provides a more reliable prediction of the real forces. 
for tqis conclusion are the following :-
-The grounds 
1. The direction in which the instantaneous vertical force will 
presumably act, was considered. 
Of all the papers considered in Part II, only two show 
curves of measured vertical force versus time for a 
horizontal cylinder in the vicinity of a solid plane 
boundary. 
I 
1.1 Yamamoto, Nath and Slotta (1974). contains a sample record 
of the instantaneous vertical (and horizontal) force; 
VERTICAL 
FORCE 
refer Fig. (9-5). 
d= 2s4 1v1wi 
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Figure 9-5 Sample record of instantaneous vertical and horizontal 
forces on a horizontal cylinder close to a plane boundary, 
Yamamoto, et al (1974) 
- By scaling the wave height and period from Fig. (9-5) and 
using the Airy theory it appears that the period parameter, 
in this case, is only about 0,73 . Also Grace (1975) pointed 
out that K had been in the range O,l to 2 throughout these 
experiments. 
184. 
It is also noted that D is rather large compared to the 
water depth and even to the wave length so that it does not 
nearly resemble a typical pipe-in-the-sea situation. In 
fact, the diameter is so large that one can hardly refer 
to one K value for the cylinder - K varies from 0,88 at the 
top of the cylinder to 0,68 at the bottom. 
Clearly, there is virtually n_o separation of flow from the 
cylinder. It has generally been agreed that vortex 
shedding only starts \vhen K > 3 to 5, or more; also refer 
to Table (3-1). 
Thus it appears that the vertical force~ measured by 
Yamamoto, et al (1974) did not include vortex shedding 
effects. As they have rightly explained, the vertical 
force consisted of a Bernoulli lift component and an 
inertial force component. 
1.2 Grace and Nicinski (1976) produced Fig. (8-27) showing peak 
upward forces shortly before the crest and before the trough. 
In this case K was somewhere between 25 and 30 and vortex 
shedding effects were definitely significant, together with 
Bernoulli lift effects and inertial forces. 
Although reference could be made to only these two vertical 
force traces, it seems that if the period parameter is so 
large that the flow separates from the cylinder, i.e. vortex 
shedding takes place, then peak, upward, vertical forces may 
be expected to occur shortly before (or perhaps simultaneously 
with) the passage of a crest as well as the passage of a 
trough. This helps to partially justify the fact that 
Grace and Nicinski (1976) predict upward vertical forces 
throughout the · wa.ve cycle . 
2. The fact that the recommendations by Grace and Nicinski (1976) 
are based on prototype experiments performed in the ocean 
whilst Grace (1973) is based on the results of various 
r 
185. 
laboratory investigations, acts in favour of the 1976 -
paper. It is important to note that the prototype tests 
were done in K and R ranges that are comparable to 
e 
real-life design situations. Also the relative roughness 
of the pipe, namely about 2,5 x 10- 3 , was fairly realistic. 
3. It can be inferred that the 1976-paper contains more up to 
date ideas of Grace and his co-investigators than the 
\ 
earlier paper. 
Two worthwhile observations can be made from Figs. (9-3) and (9-4) :-
The first is that the shallower the water the larger are the 
forces on the pipe. This is to be expected - almost intuitively. 
The reason is that (provided the force coefficients remain constant) 
the drag and lift forces are proportional to the square of the 
horizontal water particle velocity and the two inertial forces are 
proportional to the horizontal acceleration. Both the velocity and 
acceleration decay quite rapidly with increasing depth. 
The second, less obvious, observation is that, according to the 
Grace (1973) model, the greatest forces do not necessarily occur under 
the long period waves that have the large u values. · max There seem to 
be two reasons for this :-
1. CD and CL are functions of S and thus of K, refer Table 
(8-3) . Long period waves have large K values which tend 
to reduce Sand thus reduce CD c;md.CL. 
2. Since u = 2'IT u/T , it follows that the larger the period 
the smaller the acceleration,because u increases at a 
slower rate than T increases. The result is that the 
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CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
10.l FORCE COEFFICIENTS 
10.1.l Notes on the various force coefficients 
It is very important to be aware of the following:-
1. Coefficient values derived from steady flow, or even 
unsteady but uni-directional flow, should not be used in 
wave force calculations. 
2. Coefficients that have been derived for vertical cylinders 
(such as piles remote from a wall) , and also for horizontal 
cylinders away from a solid boundary, are not to be 
applied to a horizontal cylinder close to a boundary because 
the situations are quite different. Potential flow 
calculations (e.g. by Wilson and Reid (1963)) indicate that 
for a cylinder in contact with a boundary, 'CL = 4,48 , 
CI = 3,30 and CD = 0 , and for a cylinder remote from a 
boundary CL= O , CI ~ 2,0 and c0 = O (This 
observation has also been made by Grace (1971) and Grace 
(197la)). 
3. Another difference between the vertical cylinder and the 
horizontal cylinder is that the maximum particle velocities 
and accelerations vary along the length of a vertical 
cylinder whilst for a horizontal cylinder they may be 
assumed to be constant. 'The result is that coefficients 
derived for vertical cylinders often represent some 
weighted average values. 
4. It must be ensured that the correct wave theory is used 
tog-ether with a certain set of coefficient values because 
such values have been derived for a specific wave theory 
only. 
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10.1. 2 Some reasons fer the scatter i.n coefficient values 
The considerable scatter in values derived for the various 
coefficients is due to more than just experimental error. Other· 
reasons include . 
10.2 
1. The extent to which the flow relative to the cylinder was 
one-, two- or three-dimensional would affect the formation 
and shedding of vortices, which, in turn, would affect the 
various hydrodynamic forces and thus their coefficients. 
2. .Not all researchers used the Ai.ry wave theory to calculate 
particle kinematics for deriving the coefficients; some 
' used other theories whilst some measured the actual particle 
velocities and accelerations. 
3. ·Different researchers assumed the coefficients to be 
dependent on different parameters. On the whole, the period 
parameter, introduced by Keulegan and Carpenter (1958), has 
become recognized as of basic importance when concerned 
with oscillatory flow. 
4. Yamamoto, et al (1974) pointed out that the drag force could 
perhaps be out of phase with.the particle velocity, leading 
to incorrect estimates of CI if the assumption is made that 
the drag force is zero when the velocity is zero. 
IMPORTANT PARAMETERS REGARDING WAVE. FORCES ON CYLINDERS 
Two parameters appear to be of importance : the Reynolds number, 
R , and especially the Keulegan-Carpenter period parameter, K. 
. e 
K has also been called a "wake parameter" because it is a measure 
of the extent to which the wave·-induced flow resembles either steady 
flow or potential flow. 
When K is large, the wake pattern approaches that of steady flow; 
i.e. vortices are regularly shed on the downstream side of the cylinder, 
alternately from above and below. Consequently one may expect the 
coefficients of drag and lift to somehow approach those values that 
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would be applicable to steady flow conditions. In fact, Vongvisessomjai 
and Silvester (1976) found CD to become about 1,5 times its steady 
state value when K > 25 . (They did not consider CL , but found CI 
to become about 0,75 times its value as derived from potential flow 
theory). 
Conversely, when K is small, the water particles do not travel 
far enough to detach from the cylinder - the flow remains unseparated 
and resembles potential flow, so that one would expect the coefficients 
of inertia and lift to approach the values derived from potential flow 
considerations. The finding of Vongvisessomjai and Silvester (1976) 
was that CI became equal to the potential flow value when K < 3 , or TI, 
that means, when the total travel distance of the particles, 2A, did 
not exceed the cylinder diameter. 
For steady flow, C is dependent on R , and numerous investigators 
D e 
have suspected that the coefficients in unsteady flow are also R 
e 
dependent but most have failed to find meaningful correlations between 
the coefficients and R . 
e 
Recent work by, amongst others, Garrison, Field and May (1977) 
has shown that the coefficients are, in fact, functions of both,K and 
R • e 
With regard to wave forc,es on submarine pipelines - as opposed 
to cylinders in general - the present writer suggests that the behaviour 
of force coefficients be examined in terms of K and R as well as the 
relative clea~ance parameter h/D. 
recommendation :-
e 
There are two reasons for this 
Firstly, since the coefficient values for a cylinder close to a 
boundary undoubtedly differ from the values for a cylinder remote from 
a boundary, the results of studies belonging to the latter category 
(e.g. the numerous investigations into wave forces on piles, etc.) are 
not directly applicable to pipelines near the sea bed. 
Secondly, it may be possible to reduce the apparent scatter in 
coefficient values presently available, by expressing the coefficients 
as functions of not just one parameter (such as either K or R ) but of 
e 
' both K and R for a specific h/D. 
e 
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It would be particularly useful if prototype test 'data, such as 
those of Grace and Nicinski (1976) and the recent Wallingford experiments, 
could be analysed in this ~way because these tests allow for high Reynolds 
numbers, real-life pipe roughnesses (with marine flora and fauna), and 
the proximity of a fairly uneven, natural sea bed. 
10.3 RANGES OF APPLICABILITY OF VARIOUS METHODS TO CALCULATE IN-LINE FORCES 
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Figure 10-1 Applicability ranges of various metl1ods to calculate 
in-line forces 
Vongvisessomjai and Silvester (1976) have a.lso drawn attention to 
the fact that, if d/L < 0,3 , better results are obtained for vertical 
cylinders (where the maximum particle velocities vary considerably 
along the length of the cylinder) by employing a method of dimensionless 
wave parameters, e.g. Tables 8-IV , 8-V and 8-VI in Silvester (1974). 
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10.4 COMMEN'I'S ON TRANSVERSE FORCES 
In comparison, less attention was initially paid to transverse 
forces due to wave action than to in-line forces. It has, however, 
been realised that the transverse force may contribute significantly 
to the resultant force on the body, and since it may attain frequencies 
high enough to match the natural frequency of the body, it may induce 
undesirable or even catastrophic oscillations. Consequently, more 
.and more efforts have been made, particularly in the last decade, to 
understand and be able to predict the magnitudes and frequencies of 
transverse forces. 
The phenomenon of vortex shedding and thus the behaviour of 
transverse forces are very complex and it is clear that a great deal 
still needs to be learnt before the designer of a submarine pipline 
can predict the resultant hydrodynamic forces with confidence. This 
is borne out by the fact thatrnuch confusion and disagreement still 
exist amongst researchers regarding . 
1. the magnitude of the peak lift force,· 
2. the directio~ of the lift force at any instant, and 
3. the frequency of the lift force. 
The rather unsatisfactory result is that, in order to assess the 
resultant force, the designer of today has to make conservative 
assumptions about these three characteristics of the lift force and 
then combine them with a conservative estimate of the in-line force. 
In. assessing the stability of a submarine pipeline it is 
essential that the vectorial combination of total horizontal force and 
lift force - or, better still - total horizontal force and total 
vertical force, be considered. The reason,is twofold: not only may 
the resultant be much larger than the in-line force alone, but the 
ability of the pipeline to resist being displaced by horizontal forces 
may be reduced considerably when it experiences simultaneous vertical 
upward forces. 
The lift force, PL, constitutes the greater part of the total 
vertical force on a pipeline near the sea bed. The remaining part is 
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either the vertical inertial force, PI, - as assumed .by Yamamoto, et 
al (1974) and Garrison, et al (1975) - or it may be considered to be 
a ver:tical inertial force due to a horizontal acceleration, PW, - as 
assumed by, for instance, Grace and Nicinski (1976). 
PL generally has two causes: it is generated by the asyrrunetrical 
shedding of vortices and by the modification of streamlines due to the 
proximity of a solid boundary, Le. the Bernoulli lift effect. The 
first causes the force to reverse its direction periodically whereas 
the second causes the force to be directed away from the boundary if 
the pipe is in contact with the boundary, and towards the boundary 
if even a small gap exists between the pipe and the boundary. 
When K is smaller than about 4 , the part of the lift force due 
to vortex shedding can be regarded as negligible, but the part due to 
the proximity of the boundary still has to be taken into account. 
Many researchers experimented with vertical. cylinders (e.g. Bidde 
(1971), Isaacson and Maull (1976), Chakrabarti, et al (1976)) or 
horizontal cylinders remote from a boundary (e.g. Sarpkaya (1975), 
Garrison, et al (1977)) and thus studied only the vortex shedding effect. 
Other researchers, such as Dalton and Helfinstein (1971) and 
Yamamoto,.et al (1974) considered only the Bernoulli effect resulting 
from a nearby boundary. The lift force, and thus CL, is highly 
dependent upon the distance between the cylinder and the boundary, or 
equivalently, on the relative clearance h/D. 
Grace and Nicinski (1976) produced a plot of CL values for h/D ~ 0,2 , 
Fig. (8-26) . This included both vortex shedding.and Bernoulli effects. 
The dependence upon h/D was, however, so great that they could not make 
any statement about the behaviour of the CL at other h/D values. 
Thus; for the time. being, the best general information regarding 
CL for a pipeline near the sea bed can be obtained from Grace (1973). 
It has been shown in the example, considered in Part III, that 
the vector envelopes of the resultant force as determined by Grace 
(1973) on the one hand, and Grace and Nicinski (1976) on the other 
hand, are however, strikingly different - mainly on account of the 
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fact tha.t the ·former paper assumes that the transverse force acts 
upwards during half a wave cycle and downwards the other half, whereas 
the latter paper assumes that the transverse force always acts upwards. 
To summarise, aspects of the transverse force that need further 
research are :-
1. Values of the lift coef.ficient for pipes at various 
clearances above the sea bed. 
2. The direction in which the lift force will act at any 
instant under certain conditions (i.e. at a specific 
relative clearance, h/D, and subject to certain K values). 
3. The frequency of the lift force under various conditions, 
and its relationship with the frequency of vortex shedding 
and with the wave frequency. 
4. The contribution of a secondary term, be it PI or PW, to 
the total vertic2.l force needs further investigation. 
Regarding point 4 : R.A. Grace supported the existance of PW, 
which may appear more strange than PI. But since not only the water 
·particle velocities but also the accelerations are much greater in the 
horizontal direction than in the vertical direction, this writer 
recommends that the matter be given further thought - perhaps along the 
lines of reasoning set out in Section 4.2. 
10.5 USEFUL INFORMATION FOR CALCULATING WAVE FORCES ON SUBMA..'l'.lINE PIPELINES 
The applicability of the results of the various investigations 
into wave forces pn cylinders to the special case of a pipe near the 
sea bed needs to be considered before such results are used to calculate 
wave forces for reasons out.lin'ed earlier in this chapter. 
From the material covered in Part II it appears to the writer 
that the papers most relevant to submarine pipelines, in order of 
preference, are:-
1. Grace and Nicinski (1976) 
2. Grace (1973) 
3. Garrison, Gehrrnan and Perkinson -
(1975) 
4. Brater and Wallace (1972) 
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unseparated flow model, 
for cases where the inertial 
force predominates. 
for cases where the inertial 
force predominates; 
D2 /HL f 0,02 in-line 
forces only. 
The first paper, based on prototype tests, bears the most 
resemblance to real-life situations. Vertical forces can be calculated 
for the case where the relative clearance, h/D ~ 0,2 only whereas 
horizontal forces can be calculated for any h/D. 
The second paper, although partly superseded by the first, has the 
advantage that it covers a wider spectrum of design cases:' it allows 
for any value of h/D and any orientation angle a. 
Peak forces - both in-line and transverse - are larger when 
calculated with the aid of the first paper because it allows for 
variable values of c0 and CL within the wave cycle whereas the second 
paper assumes the coefficients to have constant values throughout the 
cycle. 
As mentioned, a point of direct conflict is that the vertical 
force, according to Grace and Nicinski (1976) is always directed upwards, 
whilst according to Grace (1973), it is directed upwards during half a 
cycle and downwards during the other half cycle. From the viewpoint 
of stability, the pipeline designer is however only interest.ed in the 
upward force. The first paper, therefore, gives more conservative 
estimates of the peak forces. 
The third and fourth papers become useful when the period parameter 
is sufficiently small so that the flow remains virtually unseparated, 
i.e. large diameter cylinders in deep water and subjected to short 
period waves of low wave height. 
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COURSES COMPLETED IN PARTIAL FULFILl'!ENT OF 
THE , REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE M.Sc. (ENG.) 
AT THE UNIVERSI'J:Y OF CAPE TOWN 
COURSE YEAR CREDIT VALUE 
CE 506 Properties of Concrete 1974 4 
CE 504 Probability and Engineering 
Statistics 1974 4 
CE 525 Coastal Engineering 1975 5 
CE 511 Sediment .Transportation 1976 5 
CE 535 ~ngineering .Economy 1977 3 
CE 533 Bridge Engineering 1977 4 
CE 526 Coastal Engirieering Practice 1977 5 
30 
Thesis: Wave Forces on Submarine 
Pipelines. A Review 1978 10 
40 
Number of credits required -- 40 
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APPENDIX D 
COPIES OF EXAMINATION PAPERS 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL EHGINEERING 
UNIVEHSITY EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 1974 
CE 504: PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS FOH ENGINEERS 
To ta l roarks: 100 Time allowed: 3 hours 
3xternal Exarr.iner : Professor D.M. Schultz 
Internal Examiners: Professor G. v. R. Karais 
Mr. M.S. Green 
Attempt ALL questions in Section A and FOUR questions from 







·"nswer these q•iestions in the spaces ;:r::ovided ·on this question 
Fap-er. Do not ::>how calcu'l..ationa, e~ter cnty the final. answer-. 
Gi v~ forrn.u 1.ae for: 
(a) the coefficient of variation; 
( ';,) the mean deviation about the mode. 
Find the standard deviation of the data: 2; 6; 10. 
In a particular experiment the resuit of 10 weighings showed 4 values 
between 20 and 25 g, 4 . va l,ues between 25 and 30 g and 2 values between 
30 and 35 g. What was the median weight? 




An engineering firm has 100 electrical components.in stock, 25 
manufactured by process A and 75 manufactured by process B. Unknown 
to the firm, 13 of those manufactured by A are defective and 18 of 
those manufactured by B are defective. 
A component is chosen at random from the 100 components. What is the · 
probability that this component is: 
(i) manufactured by B and defective? 
(ii) either manufactured by A or is a defective component? 
An item of radar equipment has three critical, components A, B, C. Tll& 
frequency of defect for component A was found to be 5 per :00, for B 
to be 6 per 100, and for C to be 8 per 100. Estimate the probatiiity 
that a given ~tem of equipment is defective. 
A biased coin which has twice the probability of falling heads as 
falLing tails is tossed with two unbiased coins. What is the prokibility' 
(i) of at least two heads occurring? 
(ii) of no heads occurring? 
7. At a telephone exchange the average number of calls passed per hour in 
the morning is 96 and the rate can be regarded as constant. Calculate 
the probabiLity of: 
(i) exactly 3 calls in a period of 5 minutes; 
(ii)' more than 3 calls in a period of 5 minutes. 






Packets are fill..ed automatically and on the average, 5 per cent are 
underweight. An inspector takes a batch of twelve col..l..ected randoml..y. 
What is the probability that he wil..l find 25 per cent or more under-
weight? 
The mean"iiarneter of steel.. reds produced by a process is 2 cm and 
the stande.rd deviahon is Q,05 cm. Assuming the diameters are normall..y 
distribu;ed, find the •ialue such that onl~; 5 per cent of the rods wi1,1, 
have a diameter exceeding this vawe. 
A sa!hple of 11 l..engths of plastic were tested and found to have a 
standard deviation of 35. A second samp1-e of 9 lengths of p1,astic, 
treated by a differer.t process, was tested and found to have a standard 
de·:iaticn of 20. Test whether the standard deviations differ 
significantly. 
State the as,,umphons required for the use or the t-test for the 
difference between the rueans of' two independe1it samples. 
If one den·:ites by y' the values of y which are calculated by means 
of the equation of the regression line, what is the least squares 
cri ter•ion? 




Give the formul..a for the variance of the mean value of y, that is 
y, where y is estimated from a regression 1..ine. 
Give the formula for the correlation coefficient for two variab'Les 
x and y. 
Defective Good Total 
I 
25 15 40 
I 35 25 60 
Process A 
Process B 
Total 60 40 100 
Test whether there is a difference between precess A and procesc B 
in the above table. 
4. 




A laboratory balance is used to weigh the same object 100 times, 
va1..ues are gi'len in the tab1..e be1..ow. 
'1iej.ght in f! 
4,55 - 4,65 
4,65 :.. 4,75 
4,75 - 4,85 
't,85. - 4,95 
4,95 - 5,05 
















the variance and standard deviation, 
the coefficient of variation. 
The 
(b) By fitting a norma'\, distribution to the data, find the expected 
frequencies in the first two class intervals. 
2. (a) Derive the binomia1.. distribution from first princip1..es and hence 
3. 
derive the Poisson distribution from the binomia1.. distribLition. 
(b) The ?robe.bil,:_ty of a 1..ight hul,b fai1..ing during the first twe1..ve 
hours cf service is 0 ,0049. If 1000 1..ight bu1..bs are ins ta 1..1..ed, 
use the Fo.i sson distribution to find the probabi 1..i ty of exactly 
ten bu Lbs fai 1..ing within the first h:e lve hours. 
(c) A machine is known .to produce piston rings of which 10 per cent are 
defective. Find the probabi1..ity that in a random samp1..e of 400 rings: 
(i) 
(ii) 
at most 35 rings wi1..1, be defective; 
between 35 and 50 wi l1.. be defective. 
(a) Define with diagram a type I error, typ9 II error and the power of 
a test. 
(b) The outputs fror:i two production p1..ants A and B were measured on 














/Test wh~ther .•.•• 





Test whether the output of Pl.ant B is significant1..y higher than that 
of Pl.ant A at the 5 per cent 1..eve1.. of significance if: 
( i)« samp1..e A was considered to be indepenC.ent of samp1..e B; 
(ii) it was be1,ieved that the day on which the observation was made 
was a re1..evant factor, and the observations were considered 
to be paired. 
An experiment was carried out to measure the resistance of wire f~ow 
three so~ces by taking five samp1..es from each source. 
(a) Use ana1..ysis of variance to determine whether or not there is a 
significant difference between the resistance of the wire from 
the three sources. 
~ e .A B c 
1 7,2 8,5 8,3 
2 ~"" ,,_, 8,6 8,6 
3 7,4 9,0 8,6 
4 7,9 8,7 8,7 
5 7,7 8,7 8,8 
(b) It is believed that the 5 samp1..es for each source were tliken on 
consecutive days and that the resistance incre.?.sed each day du8 
to an externa1.. factor. Explain how you woul..d test this hypothesis 
for Source A on1,y. 
SECTION C 
(Answer this question in a separate answer book). 
(a) In a set of 10 compressive tests on concrete cubes, two of the tests 
exceeded the capacity of the testing machine (12 MPa). The B definite 
test resu1..ts were (in MPa): 
11,9 8,0 8,8 11, 3 10,7 10,7 9.9 9,7~ 
For the set of 10 cubes, determine graphicalLy the mean compressive 
stress and its standard deviation. 
(b) On two succeeding days a set of data was obtained on the conce:1tration 













2400 3100 3600 500J 6000 
The data is expected to be 1,og-norma1..1..y distributed. 
/(i) Deternine 
.> •• ,.. '"\ -
I ;1,.. . ..._,1.., 
1. 
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(i) Determine (using graphicat procedures)7the tog-mean, geometric-
mean of each set of data. 
(ii) Test if the tog-means are significantty different at 96 per cent 
tevet of significance. 
(iii) Briefly explain why you performed the test for significance 
(in (ii) above), on the differences of the tog-means and not 
on the differences of the geometric and arithmetic-means. 
/ 
(c) List the conditions which must prevait for (i) a normal, (ii) a l.og-
normal, distribution to arise. 







CE 504 EXAM, NOV, 1974 7. 
1. (b) (Continued) 
(i) Determine (using graphicat procedures) the tog-mean, geoi:ietnc-
mean of each set of data. ' 
(ii) Test if the tog-means are significantty different at 96 per cent 
tevet of significance. 
(iii) Briefly explain why you perfor~ed the teat for significance 
(in (ii) above), on the differences of the tog-means and I'.ot 
on the differences of the geometric and ~ri thmetic-:r,ea..t18. 
(c) List the conditions which must prevait for (i) a normat, (ii) a 'Lng-
norniat, distribution to arise. 
-, 
, __ / 
;. . ../ 
/~ 
UNIVERSITY Of CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION: 'JUNE 1974 
COURSE CE 506 - PROPERTIES.OF.CONCRETE 
M.Sc. IN ENGINEERING 
Time A1towed: THR~E HOURS 
Candicabs are required to attempt All questions in Part A, and not morei 










\..'hat are the four princip],e oxides in Port'\,and cement? ( 1) 
Give two methods of manufacturing a Port'Land cement with rapid 
hardening properties. (2) 
In '"hat way .do th2 setting time and the u'Ltimate strength of ordinary 
f'ortt2nd cement differ from those of rapid· hardening Pcrt'Land cement? (1) 
Briefty exp1ain the pl1enornena of bteeding in co11crete, and give the 
beneficial, af~ct and the adverse effects of b'Leeding. (3) 
Exptain ~hat is meant be setf-dessicatio!1 of a cement paste. (1) 
Unde~ 1r1hat environmantat conditions c!oes ccncre.i:e made with high 
3],u~i~a cement undergo an irreversibte retrogression of strength? (1) 
Wh:,· do~s concrete considered in No. S above become susceptib-Le to 
sutphate attack? (1) 
_,,.,,-:;; 
(31,cuLate the maximum horizontal, pressure on the formwork for a 
c011.::reto coturnn of dimensions 0,5 x 1 x 5 m to be cast at a vertica'ti 







1scc. A vibrator is used with apprr;ximate'Ly 6rf/o continuity to 
con:pact the concrete. The stump of the concrete is 100 mm ·and there 
is a cfe1ay of approximatety ten minutes between the mixing and 
placing of the concrete. 
Tha p1acing of the concrete is effected in such a manner that there 
is na appreciab'La pressure surcharge due to impact. (The weight 
density of concrete may be taken es 24 kN~n3.) (1) 
What Factor has the greatest inf'LuencB on the durabi'Lity of concrete? (1) 
~lhy is the sutphate attack of concrete by MyS0
4 
regarded as being more 
severe than su'Lphate attacK by Caso
4
? (1) 
::xp"Lain t 1..-10 pcssibl..e ways of increasing the resistc..nce of concrete +:o 
freezing and thawing •. (3) 
11>'hy is t:-ie triaxial.i com!Jressive strength af co;icre ts higher than the 
uniaxiat compressive strength? (1) 
Hew class the rate of loading affect the uniaxiat compressive strength 
of concrete? (1) 
/No. 1j. Give ••••••• 
I '· 
CE 506 Examination - June 1974 
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the hydration of the mineral, compounds constituting 
Port'Land cement with particu'Lar reference to their 
respective contributions to strength and heat of hydrEtion, 
the structure of hardened cement paste, v1i th par~ticu'Lar 
reference to the different categories of water contaired in 
th" paste. 
2. (a) Show why a cement paste having a W/C ratio ( 0,36 (by mass) 
and conti~uousty cured under water witt never achieve 10~% 
hydration. 
3. 
(b) Three cement pastes made with 314 g cemer;t and h<>vini;; \v/C 
~lof 0,2; 0,4 and 0,6 respective1,y are p1,aced in stoppered 
r.i\), ltubes: 
C\~\ 




is the maximum hydration that 
of the respective pastes? 
ie possib"Lc fer 
hydration of the U,6 vl/C ratio ioaste catcuk1te: 




(iii) the chemicatly co~bined weter and wa~er in fhe 
\'1-
get., pores, 
~wAt rnaximu;n hydration of ea~h of the pastes ca'L~u'Late: 
c,f:>·, 0 CJ 
ot''°~.O( iv) c. the water.in the capi'L'Lary pores. 
.The resutts from a tria'L mix of 33 kg of water : 50 kg of cec-erit·: 
140 kg dry send: 170 kg dry stone are s'Lump of 130 mm and a reat 
·mortar excess of 6%. It is assumed that the densities of wRtet, 
·7~ 
·-~-:, ,"{o 
cement, sand and stone are 1000, 3100, 2600 and 2800 kg/r.i3 .resp.,ct:.<1e1,y 





if the stump and real, mortar excess required are 75 mm and ·;% 
respective'Ly? ( 16) 
'f- 4. Discuss: (a) 
(b) 
$.: 
factors which influence concrete strength, 2nd 
3. 
""~·...-......... 
the stress/strain re1.,ation of concrete in terms of 
crack initiation and cra·::k propagation. (16) 3- .,~ ,,....... .. 














UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT O? CIVIL ENGINEERING 
~.Se IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERS:\'.TY Jl'..XAlU?lAT!Ofl 1 FEBRUARY 1976 
C~ 525 : Coastal En.filpcering 
(J -"'~, 
~\\ Qu"atione maz be att~.!i 
Time 3 hours 
fonstants 
SeA vatcr de~aity = 1025 kg/m3 
Sea uater veight = 10 kN/m3 
1. A even of 10. second period vi th e1. deep wator wave hoight of 3 111 
app~oa~h~a a beach with the wave crests p~ra\\e\ to the shore. 
Traco the progr~sa of this uavo in shoaling water through to the 
bra<>kflr :point i?1e1.uding the foll.owing ca1.c11h.tions :-
Bod 3io:pe 
1 in 50 
(a) the wav~ tongth and wave ceterity in deep water 
(b) the water depth d which the wa"l'e begins to be affocted by the presence 
of tho sea bed. · 
(c) t}10 W?.7-' tength and wav" eel.erity !or water depths at 10 !!I interval.I! 
bl!ltween d"8C m and d=10 m, 3.lld at 1 I! intervals blltween d=10 m 
and d"'1 m. · .~.-
(&) the depth of Wlil-ter in which the wavo b
4
t'eaks, the trpe ct breaker'! 
and the wav~ height at breaking. Ignore tho etf ect ~t vmve s&t up 
or down., -~.r{,, 
(o) sketch the effect of wa~e aet up and dova iac\uding ~ ostimate of 
deptha. 
(f) estimate the w&Te he1ghte in the surf zone. 
(g) ea\cul.ate the ene~g1 ftow in W/m in water depths ot 10 m, 5 m, and 
2 zi. 
2e A cy\b.drical. pi:p9 !a 1.aid on the eea bed aero311 a harbour entrance 
in 10 ~ of w~ter, tho pipe diameter being 1 m and the axis of the 
pipe is :para\lel. to the ioeal wave crests. I! the toca\ wave \ength is 
.-rc,p:/>· 50 i?, oati:nate th-" vaTe period, and find the peak magni tudell of the 
10 Teiocity and acceleration force components per metre length ot pipe. 
Eatim~te the peak reauttnnt force in the inshore d1.rection, ~nd the 
ti1:1ing of this in reiation to the passage of a vave crest 
H 92~ CD =1,2 CM =2,5 
' i .... ;\- t.' 
l, ·"'~"t-· 
I 




3.(a). A storm at aea generates vavoe with a poriod :ange cf 6 to 12 lZS .._,.,,._'e-
seconds. The reau\ting swo\\ trave\s towards a ha:bcur ~00 km It~ 
away. Estimate the· time roquirad for the iong~st wa?es to coTer ~ lX-' """ 
the intervening distance, assucing deep water thronghou~. A\eo 0 ~ ...,._~ 
estimatn how much 1.ater the shortest waves wi 1.1. begin to arrive. ::. Z?..lC. 
(b). A refraction diagram is constructed for a bay and the spacing 
betwe~~ a particutar pair o! adjacent o~thogonals doubiea in 
trave\1.i~g from deep water to the 10 ra depth~ the wa~e period 
being 7 seconds. Estimate the percentage char;go in vav0 height 
ocurriag between thaae zones on the aaau~ptioa that ~o br~iU:iag 
waves are present between the zones. 
(c).Suggeat .some or the requirements you would i~corporate into 
a specification for armour bl.oeka. 
4. Tho overleaf page shows the pl.an vieva of th~l!le separate co,g,etnl 
et:-ucturos on vhich oblique waves impi.n3~. In eseh case indicat~ 
r.u'eas where you considl!lr deposition or erosion vil.1. occur, and 
a\ao estimate the shape of the breaker iine once stable conditions 
are established 
5e There is a continuous diaeipation of energy due to ~ida\ ~o?eccntu 
of water over the earths surface, end in ecma ineta.nees ueefui 
power is abstracted from the sea in tidal. pover echomee. 
Suggest what effect this may have on tho dynamica ot the ea~th-mcc~ 
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UNiyERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
,DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXA}lINAT ION: FEBRUARY, 1977 
COURSE CE 511 - SEDIMENT TRANSPORT~TION 
• This is an 'open book' examination. Scripts are to be colLected 
at 5. 30 p.m, on _Thursday, 24th February 1977 and returnsd by 
9.00 a,m. on Monday, 28th Februar>y, 1977. The attached affida-,it is 
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One criterion for determining whether suspensions wi l1 be settling or 
non-sett1ing is a particle Reyno1ds number of 2,0. For sand of relative 
density S8 = 2,65, indicate into which category "average" particl.es of 
sand, of mean particle diameter 38, 100, 250, 1000 and 2000 µmat co::i-
centrations of O, 10, 20 and 30%, will, fall,. Tabueate your results and 
show how they can be presented graphica11,y, Hence determine for each of 
the four concentrations, the particle si.ze which· design.ates the bour:d.ary 
between settling and non-sett1ing suspensions. 
(a) Compare the above resul.ts with those oLtained by two other methods. 
------· .. "··\· ,. 
( b) Repeat the above procedure for coal, ·of sphericity 0, 7 and· 
reeative density as given by Fi~. 3.11. 
(c) R'lpeat the above procedure for iron ore assuming spherical partic!,es 
and a relative density of 4,0. In th~s case incl.ude particl.-~s. of 
s.ize d = 2,5 mm. Asswne v = 1,14 =c_/s 
Carry out a feasibility study for transporting 10 mil.hon rr:etric 
(1 metric tonne~ 103 kg) of iron ore of reeative density 4,0, a 




Assume the pipe roughness is constant at k = 0,06 mm and the tine::a:ic 
viscosity of water is v = 1,14 mm2/s. 




Assume that the ore is crushed to an average partic1e si3e of 
d = 2,5 mm and the mean drag coefficient can be taken as 
CD = 0,44. 
I 
(a) Which f1ow regime wouM you consider as being feasibl.e fo,· 
transportation of this material, and why? 
r. ~ .. ~·· /. 
Ve' i,:.:if:·_..,; ;:;;_T>,'3.' ( b) 
to:; ·~ri'! fi,.· 1:~~11 
Assume that thP. delivered vo1urr.etric concentration is C " = 20~. 
Determine the Hmit deposit ve1ocity acc;ord.ing to D•ll'anJ~ar,d 
show that the pipe diametel"' required to operate at tl:a ;;Jinizu::n 
energy loss is app!·oximatel.y ;oo m:n. ·., ... : 
(c) What is the total po.,.er required per Y.:m? Compute this v;;,-:;;e 
as the -'lverage cbtained by four methods. 
( d) Compare the pipe diameter obtained above with that obt~ined 







~ ' ,,.....,,, 







(ii) In order to transport the material.. in the pseudo homogeneous 
regime at the same rate and vcl..umetric concentration in a 300 mm 
diameter pipe it is possib"\,e to grind the material.. f~ner. 
(c:.) Determine tP.e drag coefficient of the finer material.. if it is 
. just transported as a pseudo homogeneous mixture at the same 
rate (i.e. same mixture veiocity). ;.. ·' :.·,·~ ; 
( b) What is the mean partic l..e size of this finer materia 1.. ? cV -~ 0 1 t'162 ~-
Ass1l'.Il3 that the ana 1.ysis for spherica 1, partic 1es app 1..ies. 
Compare this resuLt with the results obtained in (i)(c) 
above. 
(c) What is the total power rec;_uirernent in this case? ~=~/u~wl-w;{ 
. ll ~ ..... 
(iii) The fir.er mat~rial can also be transported at a iower mean mixture 
velo~ity as a heterogeneous suspension in the 300 mm diameter pipe • 
(iv) 
( v) 
(a) Wl:.at is the power requirement in this case'! Assume that the . , , :-:··" 
heterogeneous mixture is transported at the minimum deposi 1: ·'·" • • . , r~ 
velocity as cietermined from the Durand equation with the <-'o,••"' -
co<Jfficient FL = 0,95. Note that the deU·rnred voV1metric 
concentration will.. be greater than 20% in this case. ( , r -r,<!. 
· '•·- ,~ • -D. ' s") s \ It"') 





at 20% V(J 1t.llil'3tric concentration; ' ' ,~\,.­l" 5 "''' •: 
(a) What wou W: the average size of particle have to be in this case? ~. ?,cj' "' 
(b) The rheol..ogicaL properties as determined by means of a capillary 
tube viscometer, 3 mm in diameter and 3 m long, are as follows:-
~lass Piow (g/s) 0,848 1,69 2,54 4,-24 8,48 
Pressure Drop (k."l/m2) 4,0 7,2 10,8 16,8 36,0 
Determine the power requirement for the same flow rate as in 
schemes (i) and·(ii) 
Consider a pipe diameter of 500 mm with the average roughness size 
• of 0,06 mm and fer the same mixture fl..cw rate and material ooncen-
tra ti on as in scheme (iv), determine the power requi.rement. 
" tc ;,'•Jr -1 .,, ,] . '!' . 
;,i\·.,..._! 




Sumr.arise the power requirements, in tabular form, for the five schemes 
consider·ed above and comment briefly on the feasibi l..i ty of scheme ( v) 
as cc~pared with the other schemes. 
Coal cf size d50 = 225 ~m was tested in pipP,lin~ test Loops of 1_00 mm and 
200 mi;i C:ia;:ie;e~·s at a concenG:at~on by we!.~ht of c.,_"' 5".f/o'. The relative . 2 d.ens1 T.Y of tne coa 1, is 1, 5 ana. tne kinerna tic visc:osi ty o'f: wai:er v = 1, 14 mm /s. 
The fJ1..1owing test resutts wer~ obtained at Y = 1,75 r.:../s:-
m 
D(mm) 100 2CO 
i:n. 0,0457 0,0221 
/The pipes 
CE 511 EXAM, FEB. 1977 3 . 
3, (Continued) .:..:r 
"" ~ .... 
. = o.u z.'i \ The pipes were found to be hydrau 1.ica Lty smooth. 
(.,,,1. 
(" ' .,v. 
...___.) 
Determine the head l..oss in a 300/ mm diameter pipe at a mean ··;;;i~:~·r·e •~ · 
veiocity of 1, 75 m/s. Use! three different methods of scaling and conpar-o 
them • 
4. Cal..cuLate the mixture head loss in units of clear fluid (,wat.,r) for t!:ie 
coal described above, assuming a heterogeneous flow regine in a pset:d.o 
homogeneous mj_xture (i.e. the method of Wasp et al) in a 300 = C.ia::e~-=r 
pipe. Compai•e with the Durand equation. 




1, 14 x 10-3 kg/ms 
A = 0 ,000064 kg/ms 
~ = 4,29. 
Ignore the effect of hindered settling of the particles. 
-~,( :f .... '/.-
) " 
" f '~ 1~, ~/ ·::?. 
t~ ;(('~.'c 
~ ; ... 
-~ .. -
t "-~ 
(~ ... '; :..L ..... 
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UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION JULY 1977. 
CE 535 ENGINEERING ECONOMY 
Time Allowed : 3 Hours ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 
0 PEN B 0 0 K 
Calculators may be used. 
1. Outline and discuss the rationale behind four basic methods 
of making economy studies. 
Indicate the relative advantagi:-s (if any) of each method. 
[15 marks] 
2. Interest and annuity relationships are used to establish 
the equivalance between sums of money when time and interest 
rates are taken into consideration. 
Solve the following with interest at 6% compounded annually. 
(a) If R3 500 is deposited now, what uniform 8.J!lOUnt 
could be withdrawn at the end of each year for 
15 years and have nothing left at the end of the 
15th year? 
-(b) What present investment is necessary to secure a perpetual 
income of R2 000 a year? 
(c) How much will be accumulated in a fund at the 
end of 21 years if R2 500 is invested now? 
(d) What annual saving for 20 years must be expected to 
justify a present expenditure of R7 000? 
f 12 marks] 
3. Suppose a company can save R4 000 a year by replacing a manual process 
with a machine costing Rl2 000, but rejects this opportunity. 
Describe the resulting loss in money if the economic life of the machine 
is 10 years with R3 000 salvage and if the minimum required rate 
of return is 15%. On the other hand, describe the Joss, if any, if 
the company approves the installation and the economic life proves 
to be 4 years with R3 000 salvage value. Neglect tax. 
[12 marks] 
4. You have the opportunity of making one of two investments. The 
first will cost Rl 000 now and RlOO per year at the end of this 
and the next four years. The second will- cost R700 now and R200 
per year at the end of this and the next four years. All other 
factors are equal. 
At what rate of interest are the two equal? 
Over what range of interest rates will you favour 
the first? 
Discuss your result. 
[7 marks] 
5. You have purchased a machine for R40 000 and negotiated a lif~ of 
four years, with the Receiver. What is the present value of tax 
allowances if : 
(a) The machine was a truck used for transporting personnel 
and equipment. 
(b) The machine was a truck used for transporting material 
for road construction. 
Motivate your answers. Use i = 15% 
6. The Plant Director, in working up the hourly charge out rate for 
a model D digger (which cost Rx to buy) includes the amount of 
Ry . n x L as a provision for replacement where 
L = expected life of the present digger in 
years. 
n = number of hours worked in a year. 
Ry = expected cost of the new generation Model D digger in 
L years time. 
Set out an argument to convince him that his formula for 
calculating the provision is not entirely correct. Propose 
an alternative formula and argue for its adoption. 
7, A R39 000 investment in machinery directly used in the 
[7 marks] 
process of manufacture is proposed. It is anticipated that 
this investment will cause a reduction in net annual operating 
disbursements of RlO 500 a year for 12 years. The investment 
will be depreciated for income tax purposes by the straight-
line method assuming a 12 year life and zero salvage value. 
The forecast of zero salvage value is also to be used in the 
economy study. The effective tax rate is 55%. What is the 
prospective rates of return after income taxes? 
8. Depreciation has been defined as that amount which must 
be invested annually for N years at i % p.a.in order to 
create a fund in N years, which equals the first cost of 
the asset. A minimum required profit of i x first cost is 
also defined in the annual worth method. 
Show that the sum of depreciation and minimal 
required profit as defined above equals the 





9. A new machine can be acquired for R25 Boo. Its operating 
disbursements for the first year of operation are expected 
to be Rl6 500; thereafter they !µ'e expected to increase 
R692 a year as a result of deterioration. The analyst 
predicts that the proposed maehine will be replaced in 
the future by "like" machines having the same first cost 
and operating disbursements as the proposed new machine. 
Replacements will be necessary because of increasing operating 
disbursements. The salvage values of all the new machines 
in any year t are expected to conform to the formuia, 
L = ·[(15 ~ t) (16 - t)J (25 Boo) . 15 x 16 
The present machine has a net salvage value today of R3 000, 
· and this is expected to. decrease R500 a year for every year 
that the machine is kept by the company. Its operating 
disbursements will be R22 728 for the coming year, and these 
are expected to increase R650 a year thereafter. The minimum 
required rate of return is 20%. Should the present machine 
be replaced? Neglect tax. 
[ 20 ?narks] 
3. 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION JULY 1977 
COURSE CE 533 - BRIDGE ENGINEERING 
Time allowed: THREE HOURS Notes are allowed 
1. Write a brief critical review of the main ideas contained in the 
road traffic bridge loading specifications covered in this course and 
discuss in particular the effect~ of usi'ng simplified or equivalent 
loading systems. 
[20 marks] 
2. Give a critical evaluation of the methods of analysis for hollow 
concrete slab bridges·~ considering different deck plan shapes 
and different void configurations. 
[20· marks] 
3. For each of the four bridge sites on the attached sheets, select the 
most suitable type of bridge structure and construction method. 
Draw ad,equate sketches of the superstructure, substructure and 
foundations directly on these sheets and hand them in. State all 
assumptions clearly and describe the construction method adequately. 
List brief reasons for all the major decisions. 
[15 marks each] 
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DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION NOVEMBER 1977 
CE 526 COASTAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE 
Time ~: 2 hours Answer ALL questions 
0 P E N B 0 0 K There is a potential of 142 marks 
120 marks will be regarded as 100% 
1. 
2. 
Section 1 is to be handed in at the 
end of the first hour 
Ans•..;cr a 1 questions on the attached sheets, in the space provided. 
If addit onal space is required the answer is to be completed in an 
Examinat on Answer Book where the ans~1er must be clearly numbered. 
The attached plan shows the bathymetry of False Bay to H.S.L. 
(64] 
Using this plan and annotating it if necessary, answer the following 
questions, ~tatino all assumptions and sources of information. 
If the •iind were to blow from the North at an average speed of 100 km/hr 
estimate for a point in the vicinity of Whittle Rock: 
i) The time taken to develop a fully arisen sea 
ii} The significant ~1ave height: Hs 
(2) 
(2) 
iii) The significant wave period: Ts (2) 
iv) The depth at which this wave •1ould break (2) 
(8) 
3. If a wave recorder of the 1Wave Rider' type were to generate a 






Record length =) 340 seconds 
-~umber of 'zero-upcrossings' = 43 
Number of crests = 104 
Calcwlate the zero crossing period (1) 
Calculate the mean crest period (1) 
Calculate the spectral width parameter (1) 
\Jhat type of waves are these (i.e. swell, sea, mixed etc) 
Give your reason (1) 
lf the height of the highest crest In the record ls 2,1 m * 
and the depth of the lowest trowgh is 1 ,9 m*calculate the 
value of H (significant wave height) (2) 
and H5 (the 6 hour maximum) (2) 
Use the meT~Bd proposed by L. Draper 1967 in his paper 'The 
Analysis and Presentation of Wave Data - A Plea for Uniformity'. 
























A lake of area 4 x 106 m2 ls to be joined to the sea by a 
·navigation channel with sides formed by vertical sheet piles 
driven into the sand bed. The tidal range ls 1,8 m. 
What dimension would you recommend for the width of the channel 
assuming a bed depth of 2 m below M.S.L. ? (4) 
Estimate the average outflow velocity 
If the size and grading of the sand is typical of the 
Cape Flats at what velocity would you anticipate scour 
would commence ? 
(2) 
( 1) 
Two vertical aerial photographs of the coast taken at 12 seconds 
apart are mounted in a viewer. Two adjacent wave crests 
(A and B) approaching a shallow shoreline are examined. In 
the first photograph the distacce between A and B is 127 m 
apart. In the second photograph the distance between A and B 
is 117 m apart. The second position of A is 84 m ahead of.its 
position in the first photograph. 
Estimate the average wave celerity of crest A and of crest B 
during the twelve second interval (2) 
Assuming the water is effectively shallow, estimate the average 
water ~epth under each crest, and check that the assumption is 
val id. · (3) 
Calculate the wave period for each crest {2) 
To what do you attribute the difference in period (2) 
Have these waves been generated locally, or at a considerable 
distance (1) 
Explain the term 'spectral window' as applied to electro-
magnetic radiation in. the region 0,2 to 20 micrometres (3) 
Explain why colour-false infrared film ls particularly suitable 
for demarcating the tide line in an estuary (3) 
Explain what is meant by the term 'spectral signature' of a 
ground material such as sand or grass; and hence explain how 
a 'classification' of a set of multi-spectral images of a 












The attached plan shows contours of the sea bed at the Strand, 
near Gordons Bay. It will be seen that rocks outcrop i~ many 
places and provide a relatively calm area which is considered 
to have some potential for a small craft harbour and in 
particular a boat ramp. 
Outline briefly the investigations and work you would recommend 
to establish the feasibility of constructing a small craft 
harbour in.this location (7) 
Identify the personnel and equipment required to undertake each 
of the investigations outlined above in (a). Estimate the 
time, rates and hence the cost of undertaking this work. (7) 
Drav1 on the plan provided the main features of a proposal to 
provide a small craft harbour at this iocation (10) 
Identify the number of boats at moorings and in dryboat 
storage that can be accommodated 
for any harbour protection 
(3) 
Give a rough estimate of ~uantities 









CE 526 COASTAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE EXAMINATION NOVEMBER 1977 
QUESTION Name ••• , , •••••• , ••••• • • 
1.1 
1.2 
The optimum orientation for the mooring of sai I ing craft is 
-------------------------------------------------------------------









Minimum dredged depths in a small craft harbour are the sum of 
i no iv i dua I depths a 11 o~:ed for the fo 1 lowing 









USE ADDITIONAL LINES IF REQUIRED 
1.5 Detai I in plan and dimension typical floating berthing to provide 












Assuming an average overall cost of R100/m2 of floating berth deck 
area, estimate the cost of providing this berthing per boat 
--------------------- ri?@ R100/m 
Give a local example of a leeshore anchorage ----------------------
(2) 
----------------------------------~-------------------------------- (1) 
Why is a leeshore disadvantageous to a harbour 
--------~---------------~------------------------------------------
Explain the significance of providiQg a turning basin in ~he harbour 
on the Buffalo River at East London 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Explain briefly how the position of a dredger may be ascertained 











Sketch the main elements of a float type tide recorder such as Is 
installed at Hout Bay 
Explain how a 'clinometer' is used for wave recording. I dent I fy 
the main e I emen·ts of the sys tern -----------------------------~-----
Tabulate the advantages and disadvantages of a 'clinometer' system 




















Draw the approximate form of the wave orthogonals to reach A, B, C and 0 
as they approach the coastline drawn in plan below. (Assume 
refraction without diffraction). 
H.S. L. 
- 5 m 
0 
10 m ----~ ·__.......-...... _________ _ 
- 15 m ----- .------.. ___ _ 
- 20 m ----··-- -·- ··-··--· 
- 25 m -------...------·-- -···--·- -- . 
ALIGNMENT OF INCOMING WAVE CRESTS 
For the harbour entrance detailed below sketch 
the approximate form of 4 wave orthogonals as they enter the harbour 
3 wave crests 
If the gap width is egual to 1 wave length draw In a dotted llne the 
location of diffracted wave heights of one half the incident we.ve 
height. (Refer to Fig. 2-44 in CERC Shore Protection Manual) 
HARBOUR 
::! Breakwater 










What Is the significance of waves entering a harbour with a period 
equal to the fundamental period of oscillation of one of the basins 7 
~---~------------------~-------------------------------------------
Name two design features that may be incorporated in a harbour 
design to reduce reflection 7 __ S!l-----------------~--------------
--------------------1~2--------------------------------------------
Sketch where you '"ould site the two features described above in 16b) 
in the basin shown below ------- l_ I BAS IN ~ ENTRANCE 
L 
d) Sketch sectional elevations of the two features described above 
1.17 Glve an example of a situation In which it would be appropriate to 
corr.mission: 
~) A 3-dimensional hydrauiic model -----------------------------------
b) A 2-dimensio;iai hydraulic model 
c) 















Explain briefly the function of coastal sanddunes in maintaining 





Identify by mean·s of annotated sketches the procedures involved in 
implementing the following stages which might occur in the con-




Placement of precast bases 
Placement of bearer piles 
Placement of concrete underwater 
' 
(3) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
